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“Gira el haz de luz para que se vea desde alta mar.
Yo buscaba el rumbo de regreso sin quererlo encontrar.
Pie detrás de pie, iba tras el pulso de claridad.
La noche cerrada apenas se abría, se volvía a cerrar.

Un faro quieto nada sería,
guía mientras no deje de girar,
no es la luz lo que importa en verdad,
son los doce segundos de oscuridad.

Para que se vea desde alta mar,
de poco le sirve al navegante que no sepa esperar.
Pie detrás de pie, no hay otra manera de caminar.
La noche del cabo revelada en un inmenso radar.

Un faro para solo de día,
guía mientras no deje de girar,
no es la luz lo que importa en verdad,
son los doce segundos de oscuridad.”

12 segundos de oscuridad, Jorge Drexler.
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Abstract
Science

Department of Mathematics and Applied Mathematics

Doctor of Philosophy

Dark matter searches with cosmic-ray detectors and the Square Kilometre Array

by Miguel MÉNDEZ ISLA

Beyond gravitational evidence for dark matter, a set of search techniques are employed in the
present thesis within the particle dark matter paradigm. Under the possibility of dark matter
annihilating into particles of the Standard Model of Particle Physics, we study the products
of annihilation with cosmic-ray detectors, such as AMS, Fermi-LAT and PAMELA, and radio
telescopes, such as the SKA. In this work, we focus on the positron fraction measured in the
Solar System due to dark matter annihilating in the dark matter galactic halo, but also on radio
signals from the Milky Way and dwarf spheroidal galaxies. Our main purpose is to constrain
the dark matter parameter space under the light of the latest experimental data for cosmic-rays
and the new sensitivities reached in radio astronomy. Furthermore, we discuss some of the
most promising locations and synchrotron frequencies to search for dark matter with masses
around the TeV scale. The analysis presented in this thesis lies in setting constraints on model-
independent dark matter. However, some specific dark matter candidates in the context of
extra-dimensional theories are considered as well. Indeed, brane fluctuations, dubbed branons,
are new degrees of freedom appearing in flexible brane-world models. These new fields behave
as standard weakly interacting massive particles with a significant associated thermal relic
density and would explain dark matter observational features.
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Preface

The missing mass problem enunciated by Fritz Zwicky in 1933 and addressed by many other
authors throughout the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, still represents one of the biggest
challenges for contemporary physics. Many of the challenges in Astrophysics and Cosmology
converge toward the same idea: either there exists a component of non-luminous matter in
the Universe or some of the most successful theoretical models in Modern Physics should be
revised. Such a non-luminous matter, the so-called dark matter, would accommodate within the
cosmological ΛCDM Concordance model. In fact, under the ΛCDM paradigm and according to
measurements by COBE, WMAP and PLANCK, dark matter accounts for the 86% of the matter
in the Universe. Also, even though the Standard Model of elementary particles is the most
successful framework in particle physics, its incompleteness has been revealed in some aspects.
The neutrino mass, the not-inclusion of gravity, the CP violation or the hierarchy problem
constitute some of the open questions that require the existence of physics beyond the Standard
Model. In an effort to complete the conundrum both in Cosmology and Particle Physics -the
former includes unknown novel elements while the latter is an unfinished theory- a common
study framework based on particle dark matter is established in this work. Beyond dark matter
gravitational evidence, a set of different techniques founded on particle features fixes a point of
departure for collider, direct and indirect dark matter searches. This latter strategy, followed in
the present thesis, comprises processes of decay and annihilation of dark matter, opening the
possibility to pass from the dark matter sector to the Standard Model of particles. Indeed, under
the prediction of dark matter constituting halos in which galaxies are immersed, dark matter
may either annihilate or decay into stable particles contributing to a significant component for
cosmic rays.

Conversely, from an astroparticle physics point of view, intensive research on cosmic rays
allowed to develop solid statements about particle propagation, chemical abundances of the
interstellar medium, and global properties of our Galaxy. Models such as the Leaky Box and
Nested-Leaky Box together with sophisticated numerical codes (GALPROP or DRAGON) have
successfully reproduced cosmic-ray abundances under the assumptions from Fermi acceleration
theory. However, combining the same approach for distinct cosmic-ray abundances confirms
some anomalies. One of them is the unexpected rise of the positron fraction for E > 10 GeV
reported by PAMELA, confirmed by Fermi-LAT and measured very precisely by AMS. Without
modifying the main foundations of cosmic-ray propagation, alternative sources for positrons
have been proposed, such as supernova remnants or pulsar wind nebulae. In addition, among
the most exotic sources, annihilating dark matter has been widely considered to explain the
positron excess. In the next years, novel results above 500 GeV may be able to determine the
reason for the rise in the positron fraction as well as the positron spectrum.

Furthermore, electrons and positrons propagating along the Galaxy suffer from radiative losses
in the interaction with the interstellar medium generating photons in a large range of frequencies.
Interactions of such particles with the galactic magnetic field are responsible for synchrotron
emission mainly centred on radio frequencies, although other processes such as Inverse Comp-
ton scattering result in signals ranging typically from X-ray to gamma-ray emission. In the
present research, an original study of indirect searches for dark matter has been done with the
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purpose of either constraining or prospecting annihilating dark matter models. This work is
mainly focused on particle dark matter with masses in the TeV scale. Firstly, we have focused
on model-independent dark matter that would be in agreement with the positron fraction
measured by cosmic-ray detectors such as PAMELA, Femi-LAT and AMS. This study allowed
us to provide general statements in the broad outlook of indirect searches. Indeed, the main goal
is clarifying those annihilation channels that are more suitable to explain the positron excess
and comparing them with previous works. Consequently, the same strategy is considered to
study extra-dimensional dark matter in Brane-World scenarios. In fact, such theories predict
particles that accommodate as natural dark matter candidates, dubbed branons. In this context,
we set constraints on the branon parameter space determined by the mass and the tension
of the brane for different astrophysical scenarios. In addition, we provide the best fit for the
positron fraction in the case of such candidates were considered. Furthermore, we also study
the synchrotron emission in the Milky Way from electrons and positrons with a view in the
crucial steps achieved lately in observational radio astronomy. Radio signals from dark matter
annihilation are expected to be large toward the Galactic Centre, however, disentangling them
from the radio background could be a difficult task in which high sensitivity radio telescopes
such as MeerKAT and the SKA would play an essential role. In this study, we provide the
synchrotron signals in different regions of the Milky Way with the aim of determining which
coordinates of the sky would be promising areas for future radio detectors. Finally, in order to
avoid the radio background, we also study the synchrotron signals due to the annihilation of
dark matter in dwarf spheroidals. In the first place, we discuss those astrophysical features that
would affect dark matter constraints in order to establish the reliability of current researches
for this kind of target. After that, we analyse the SKA sensitivity for the detection of model-
independent dark matter. Then, particular candidates are considered for the same study. Firstly
those candidates that may fit the cut-off in the gamma-ray spectra observed by HESS from the
J1745 - 290 Galactic Centre, but also branon dark matter previously studied. Further discussions
about alternative astrophysical scenarios, including either dark matter substructures or central
intermediate massive black holes, are also taken into account.

Finally, these studies allow us to delineate some conclusions about the best locations and
frequencies to be considered in dark matter searches, depending on the mass and the thermally
averaged cross section. Some of these conclusions will be related to other search strategies that
have emerged over the last years.
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Chapter 1

Dark Matter: concept, evidence and
characteristics

1.1 Overview and leitmotiv

This Chapter intends to provide an introduction to the main pillars constituting the present
dark matter paradigm. Our intention is not only to address the most relevant aspects but also to
show how the ideas in this area were formed. Therefore, in the beginning, we follow a historic
perspective to achieve a more complete picture of the current situation. To be able to do this,
we have followed some authors and works that guided us through this Chapter outlining its
structure.

For the historical sections 1.2.1 and 1.2.2, we followed [1–3] and references therein. Regarding
the dark matter astrophysical evidence, for X-ray emission in galaxy clusters (Section 1.2.2), we
recommend [1, 4, 5] while for gravitational lensing (Section 1.2.2) we consulted [6–8]. Concerning
the cosmological description of dark matter (Section 1.3.1), we followed primarily [9], but also
[10, 11]. Furthermore, for the Thermal history of the Universe and the Big Bang Nucleosynthesis
(Section 1.3.2), references [9, 12] became our pathway. For the Cosmic Microwave Background
(Section 1.3.2) we considered [13, 14] while for the Section of thermal relics (Section 1.3.3), [15–17]
were consulted. Finally, the particle description for dark matter (Section 1.4) is supported by [9,
18, 19].

Chapter 1 constitutes, therefore, a brief overview to provide the foundations for dark matter de-
tection. Hence, for further details, the reader may also refer to the above references. Throughout
this Chapter, we will explicitly use the words dark matter because the concept changes historically
(both the dark and matter meanings). From Chapter 2 onwards, the abbreviation DM will be
used.

1.2 Dark matter in Astrophysics

1.2.1 Before dark matter

Most of the work on the dark matter field usually relates the beginning of the concept to
the astronomical discoveries in the mid-twentieth century. The work on galaxy clusters by Fritz
Zwicky in 1930s [20, 21] or the work on galactic rotation curves by Vera Rubin in 1970s [22] set a
precedent in the dark matter history, however, the concept has been building for a very long
time.

Indeed, ancient philosophers speculated about the nature of matter and its qualities. The
first noticed rational justification of matter dates back to the Atomists in ancient Greece in
the fifth century BC. For the Atomists, all the matter was made by eternal, infinite in number
and indivisible blocks, dubbed atoms. Some of the Atomist trends alleged that the wholeness
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of the Universe was made by atoms, while others maintained that matter only included the
corporeal reality. Many of these ideas went beyond other old classic schools, as in the case of the
Epicureans. However, with the Aristotelian philosophy, these thoughts were abandoned. It was
not until 1804 when the concept of the atom was retrieved by John Dalton, entailing the first
brick of our modern particle paradigm.

Throughout the Middle Ages, the Aristotelian cosmology was the prevailing worldview, charac-
terised by strong opposition to unknown or invisible forms of matter that could be controversial
with the immutable, stable and static established Universe. With the invention of the first
telescopes, at the beginning of the seventeenth century, Galileo Galilei not only questioned the
Aristotelian paradigm but also opened the door to a way of thinking which would continue
to the present day: the Universe contains objects that may not be noticed with our current
techniques.

By the end of the seventeenth century, Isaac Newton provided, through his universal theory
of gravity, what would be one of the triggers for Astrophysics and also for future dark matter
evidence: the possibility of predicting the gravitational mass of an object by observing its
dynamical aspects. This fact would promote the discovery of unobservable bodies in the sky
extending the idea of undetected matter. However, it would still take several centuries to pass
from that idea of unobservable matter to our current understanding of dark matter. Nevertheless,
at the end of the eighteenth century, steps towards that direction began. Indeed, the prediction
of objects so massive that light would not escape from their gravitational influence, proposed by
John Michell in 1783 and discussed later by Pierre Simon Laplace starting the history of black
holes.

In 1844, Friedrich Bessel conducted the first prediction of an undiscovered astronomical object
studying the stars Procyon and Sirius. Bessel observed anomalies of their proper motion and
assigned these irregularities to unseen massive companions. It should be kept in mind that
binary stars were well known at that time. In view of this prediction, Bessel argued that
considering that light is not a real property of mass, then there should be many of these dark
stars. This was the driving reasoning in the Neptune discovery predicted by Urbain Jean Joseph
Leverrier from the Uranus motion and observed by Johann Gottfried Galle in 1846. On the other
hand, in 1862, Alvan Graham Clark and his father Alvan Clark accidentally discovered a weak
massive companion predicted by Bessel almost 20 years before, Sirius B.

In the late nineteenth century, with the invention of the astrophotography, scientists were able
to observe obscure clouds darkening the light of the objects behind them (what later on became
known as stellar nebulae). The idea of dark stars was then extended also to other astronomical
objects. At that time, scientists began to be aware of different alternatives of non-detectable
matter in our Galaxy. At the end of the nineteenth century, it was proposed what is likely the
main step in some of the present methods for dark matter detection. William Thomson, aka
Lord Kelvin, suggested the idea of treating the stars of the Milky Way as a gas of particles under
the influence of gravity [23]. This method allowed to apply the theory of gases to stars and
calculate by a kinematic study the total number of stars, including the dark ones. The approach
was well received by Henri Poincaré [24] who verified this argument and confirmed that the
theoretical predictions were in agreement with telescope observations. In his own words,

"...then there is no dark matter or at least no so much as there is of shining matter." [24]

Even though Henri Poincaré wrote dark matter in his publication, the term was not referred to
as the current meaning but the bulk of non-visible stars. Indeed, the concept of dark matter as
non-visible matter inferred by its gravity was first used by Jacobus Kapteyn some years later.
Kapteyn studied the velocity dispersion of stars in the Milky Way and in 1922 presented a
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general theory of motion of our galaxy [25]. As the Milky Way motion model improved, some
authors began to determine the dynamical density of matter in the Solar vicinity through the
vertical motion of stars. First, Ernst Öpik concluded that such an oscillatory motion could be
explained satisfactorily in terms of only the already known stellar population [26], and second
Kapteyn estimated that the unseen mass could not be excessive. In 1932, using more-realistic
kinematic models, Jan Oort studied the local matter density observing that the total density
from dynamical data exceeded the density of visible stellar populations in a small proportion
[27]. From these last works, astronomers started to apply the concept of non-visible matter not
only to undetectable stars, as Kelvin and Poincaré conceived, but also to nebulous and meteoric
matter: the notion of dark matter had begun to transform into its current meaning.

1.2.2 Evidence

a) First evidence for dark matter: from the virial theorem to the 21 cm line

The thermodynamic treatment of celestial bodies by Lord Kelvin and Poincaré together with
the kinematic studies by Öpik, Kapteyn, Oort and others defined a strong line of thought that
would continue along the twentieth century and, in some extent, remains until now.

In 1933, Fritz Zwicky used for the first time the virial theorem to estimate indirectly∗ the mass of
a galaxy cluster [20]. Zwicky had observed the redshift of eight galaxies belonging to the nearly
spherical Coma cluster that displayed a large velocity dispersion as was previously reported by
Edwin Hubble and Milton Humason [28]. Assuming that the cluster had reached a mechanically
stationary state, the application of the virial theorem

〈Ekin〉 = −
1
2
〈

Egrav
〉

, (1.1)

where 〈〉 indicates time averaging, was straightforward. Since only line-of-sight (l.o.s.) velocities
can be measured, Zwicky assumed that the galaxies were evenly distributed in a sphere of
radius RCl, then the total kinetic energy was three times the kinetic energy in one direction. The
radius RCl was taken as ∼ 106 light-years. Under these assumptions, Zwicky calculated the total
potential energy of the system, Egrav = −(3/5)GM2

Cl/RCl, first estimating the mass of the Coma
Cluster as a product of the number of observed galaxies and the averaged mass of each galaxy,
assumed as 109M�. After that, by using Eq. (1.1), Zwicky determined a velocity dispersion σ
of 80 km/s, while the observed velocity dispersion over the l.o.s. was ∼ 1000 km/s. In order
to satisfy the equilibrium, the Coma cluster needed much more mass than expected only by
luminous matter. In Zwicky’s own words:

"If this should be verified, it would lead to the surprising result that dark matter exists in much
greater density than luminous matter." [20] †

As already indicated, this was not the first time that the word dark matter was used. However, it
is usually taken as the starting point of the concept, setting one of the most important precedents.

Three years later, Sinclair Smith replicated the analysis for the Virgo Cluster, increasing the
sample [30]. Smith assumed that galaxies were moving in a circular motion and calculated the
l.o.s. projection measured for the radial velocity of 30 galaxies. By applying MCl = v2

cr/2G and
dividing by the number of observed galaxies, 500, Smith obtained an average mass of 2 · 1011M�,
much higher than that estimated by Hubble (∼ 109M�) [31].

∗In reality, in this work specifically, Zwicky estimated the velocity dispersion and then drew conclusions about
the mass in later works.
†Translated in [29].
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In 1937, Zwicky extended the virial theorem analysis of the Coma cluster to determine the
average mass of the galaxies [21]. Assuming 1000 galaxies evenly distributed in a sphere of
radius ∼ 2 · 106 light-years, Zwicky calculated the cluster mass through

MCl =
5RCl

〈〈
σ2〉〉

3G
, (1.2)

being
〈〈

σ2〉〉 the velocity averaged over mass and over time. Excluding outliers and applying
the above expression, a lower limit for the average mass per galaxy was estimated in M̄ >
4.5 · 1010M�. The result was unexpected when he considered an averaged luminosity for
cluster galaxies equal to 8.5 · 107L�, since the obtained mass-to-light ratio, M/L ∼ 500, was
several hundred times larger than the mass-to-light ratio measured by Kapteyn in the solar
neighbourhood of the Milky Way, as discussed in Zwicky’s work [21]. As a consequence of
these results, Zwicky considered that the Coma cluster may not have been in virial equilibrium
contemplating two possibilities: either the cluster is governed by the kinetic energy and will
ultimately fly apart or it is dominated by the gravitational potential, in which case there should
be more unseen mass. According to Zwicky, this unseen mass would correspond either to
intergalactic matter or to more massive galaxies than what is inferred by luminosity studies.

With the increase of studies on galaxy clusters, the dark matter problem extended, becoming
a general issue in which different explanations were proposed. The dark matter hypothesis
was neither accepted nor excluded [32]. Meanwhile, astronomers started to consider alternative
possibilities about the nature of dark matter. Studies on dynamical processes in galaxy clusters
concluded that the missing mass should be in the intergalactic medium and not inside the galaxy
itself [33, 34]. In this regard, X-ray of the intracluster medium concluded that the dark matter
problem could not be explained in terms of intergalactic gas and novel exotic possibilities started
to be contemplated (see, for example, [35]).

In parallel, the history of the galactic rotation curves, which were crucial in the evolution
of the concept of dark matter, was also developing. From the beginning of the twentieth
century, galactic rotation curves were used to infer the mass of galaxies. In this method, the
circular velocity of a galaxy is obtained, through spectroscopic observations, as a function of the
distance to the Galactic Centre (GC), vc(r). According to Newton’s Second Law, such a circular
velocity is expected to decrease with distance, as seen in the simplest case of a spherically
symmetric potential, whose v2

c(r) is proportional to 1/r. Even though the first mass estimations
(M31 by Hubble [39] and Oort [27]) presented the expected values, as novel studies came up,
discrepancies with the Newtonian behaviour appeared. Indeed, the studies of the mass-to-
light ratio of M81 and M33 by Knut Lundmark in 1931 [40] or the discovery of high values
in the velocity at outer regions of M31, by Horace Babcock [41] became the departure point
for unconventional explanations. Such facts were associated with extinguished stars, clouds,
meteors or absorption effects in outer regions of the galaxies.

After World War II ended, some of the military radars begun to be used for scientific purposes
promoting the development of radio astronomy, and consequently, significant discoveries in this
field were made. The most crucial for the dark matter paradigm was the discovery of the 21 cm
line of neutral hydrogen, anticipated by Hendrik van de Hulst and confirmed by Harold Ewen
and Edward Purcell in 1951. Indeed, two striking events changed the history of dark matter from
this fact. First of all, the estimation of the Milky Way-M31 reduced mass by Franz Daniel Kahn
and Lodewijk Woltjer who knew from 21 cm observation that both galaxies were approaching
each other at 125 km/s [42]. In order to estimate a lower bound for the reduced mass, Kahn and
Woltjer assumed that the orbital period of the system was smaller than the age of the Universe.
The value they obtained was about six times the reduced mass calculated theoretically. This fact
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FIGURE 1.1: From Bertone and Hooper 2016 [1]. Galactic rotation curve of M31 ac-
cording to different authors. In blue, the galactic rotation curve for an exponential
disk alone. The data in black correspond to the optical measurement by Rubin and
Ford in 1970 as a function of radius [36], while red and green points correspond
to 21-cm data from Roberts and Whitehurst [37]; and Carignan respectively [38].
Points in purple correspond to the emission line data from Babcock. The image
not only shows the unexpected flatness of the rotation velocity but also the great

advance after the discovery of the 21 cm line.

represented one of the first forecasts of the amount of dark matter in the Local Group. Second,
the 21 cm line allowed to extend the rotation curves to radii larger than the luminous disk of
stars. This fact represented a significant step since the observed rotation curves at that time did
not reach large enough radii to prove the presence of dark matter convincingly. With the 21
cm line discovery, many authors began to use this technique concluding that galactic rotation
curves at outer regions were flat. In 1972 [37] and 1973 [43], Morton Roberts confirmed this fact
observing the 21 cm line for M31, M81 and M101, and in 1978, Albert Bosma who performed an
analysis of 25 galaxies [44]. Also in 1978, the infrared analysis by Vera Rubin, Kent Ford and
Norbert Thonnard confirmed the flatness in the galactic rotation curve for M31 [22]. In Fig. 1.1,
taken from [1], the M31 rotation curve is shown, from different authors and methods.

Under these pieces of evidence, the only direct way to skip the conflict of velocities at larger
radii is assuming the presence of an unknown almost spherical population of matter. Indeed, a
very simplistic but illustrative calculation of the distribution of matter along the galaxy would
be by imposing the condition vc(r) = constant to

v2
c(R) =

GM(r < R)
R

. (1.3)

Considering M(< R) ≡ 4π
∫ R

0 r2ρ(r)dr, the density distribution then yields

ρ(r) ∝
1
r2 (1.4)

that corresponds to what is usually dubbed an isothermal and spherical density profile. This
assumption conveys a gross simplification. In fact, the question about how dark matter is
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FIGURE 1.2: From Bohringer et al. 1994 [48]. Virgo cluster in X-ray observed by
ROSAT. The cluster consists of a compact core region centred on M87 (white) and
an expanded region in blue that reveals the irregularities and dynamics of a young
cluster. It has been widely considered that the core is in hydrostatic equilibrium,

enabling to trace the mass distribution and fit the dark matter density profile.

distributed constitutes an extensive investigation field, based largely, on the study of galactic
rotation curves but also on the results of N-body simulations. Accordingly, elaborate models
have been suggested, among them, profiles motivated by the observations of galactic rotation
curves, such as Isothermal or Burkert [45], but also those coming from numerical N-body
simulations, as the Navarro-Frank-White (NFW) [46] or the Einasto profile [47], became at hand.

b) Dark matter with X-ray

As commented in the previous section, with the well-established missing mass problem in
the Virgo and Coma clusters, in the late 1960s, astronomers started to set limits for dark matter in
the intracluster medium by the use of radio, visible and X-ray observations. X-ray observations
of the hot intracluster gas become specifically important [49] since galaxy clusters appear as well
resolved extended emission, with the luminosity proportional to the square of the gas density
(for a review, consult [4]). The gas is not usually associated with individual galaxies but with
the whole cluster, except the case in which a dominant galaxy is at the centre of the cluster [50].
Furthermore, the total mass of gas usually exceeds the mass of stars in several orders of mag-
nitude. Thus, through X-ray observations [51–54] and under the assumption of hydrostatic
equilibrium, both the gas density, the temperature and the mass of the cluster can be estimated.

With the launch of the satellites Uhuru (1970) and HEAO-1 (1977), the analysis of galaxy clusters
through X-ray was consolidated. Until today, these techniques have been used to determine the
mass required to bind the gas in the medium as well as the dark matter density distribution (see
[53] and references therein). In general, they are applied in symmetric X-ray morphology systems
with a single-phase intracluster medium to ensure hydrostatic equilibrium. The hot intracluster
gas would emit X-ray photons due to the loss of energy of particles through bremsstrahlung (for
more information consult Section 2.4.2 e)). The observations of the spectrum of the gas would
allow us to determine the gas temperature Tg(x) and the gas density ρg(x) as functions of the
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position. Indeed, assuming hydrostatic equilibrium one gets

∇Φgrav = −∇Pg/ρg. (1.5)

In the previous expression, the pressure of the gas can be determined as Pg(x) ∝ ρgTg(x),
and therefore, the gravitational potential ∇Φgrav can be reconstructed. Once the gravitational
potential is obtained, the enclosed mass MCl can be specified. In the spherical case, such a mass
can be directly calculated by

MCl(< r) = −
rkBTg

Gµmp

[
d log ρg

d log r
+

d log Tg

d log r

]
, (1.6)

where mp is the proton mass and µ is the effective mass of the gas constituents. Assuming a
generic density profile for dark matter, it is possible to determine how accurate the fit is, under
the assumption of dark matter, and reconstruct the distribution. In general, the determination
of Tg(x) and ρg(x) is usually complicated and an isothermal cluster is assumed, with its gas
radially distributed according to the β-profile,

ρg = ρg0

[
1 +

(
r/rgc

)2
]−3βp/2

. (1.7)

The spatial and spectral resolution capabilities of X-ray observations have improved throughout
the years, from the first generation as Einstein, EXOSAT or ROSAT to the latest one, as XMM-
Newton or Chandra. The discovery of X-ray emitting gas particularly bright in Coma, Virgo
and Perseus cluster gave rise to a major interest in dark matter searches around these particular
systems [55]. However, X-ray studies are usually conditioned to some particular regions
where the hydrostatic equilibrium can be ensured. In other words, the hydrostatic equilibrium
holds locally (see discussion in [4]). For example, Virgo possesses irregularities that limit the
studies to focus the X-ray study on specific locations. Originally, these studies were referred to
surroundings of the predominant galaxies, as the case of M87 (see Fig. 1.2), however, it is not still
clear whether some of these regions are in hydrostatic equilibrium [56, 57]. A similar debate also
emerges in the case of Coma and Perseus, in which cluster masses cannot be well-determined
under this assumption even when the X-ray data is highly accurate [58].

Even though the challenges to carry out the X-ray studies persist, it is well known that typical
galaxy cluster masses lie between∼ 1014− 1015M�, and also their luminosities around∼ 1012L�.
Such orders of magnitude provide a conservative quotient between the total mass and its
luminosity, a mass-to-light ratio, M/L = 200− 500M�/L� implying that dark matter would be
the predominant component [5].

c) Dark matter with gravitational lensing

According to General Relativity (GR), the curvature of space provoked by a massive object
deflects rays of light travelling in its vicinity. In 1919, Eddington measured the light bending
around the Sun for the first time, being one of the first confirmation of Einstein’s theory. During
the 1920s, astronomers began to consider how light moving in a curved space-time surrounding
a massive object could produce multiple images of the source. However, it was not until 1937
that Fritz Zwicky suggested that galaxies would also act as gravitational lenses, distorting and
amplifying background objects. Gravitational lenses have been also proposed to probe the dark
matter sector, particularly at galaxy clusters scales (often as a complementary analysis of the
X-ray studies mentioned above).
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FIGURE 1.3: Image taken from [59]. Schematic representation of a gravitational
lens. Light from distant objects is bound by a massive object (lens) forming images
that would allow to reconstruct both its gravitational potential and thus, also, its

mass distribution.

FIGURE 1.4: From Clowe et al. 2006 [60]. Image of the Bullet Cluster in X-ray
by Chandra with the gravitational lens reconstruction. The plasma of the Bullet
Cluster emits in the X-ray due to bremsstrahlung, showing that most of the
content of the gas is spread at the centre of the region. However, the weak lensing
reconstruction (green and white contours) allows to observe that most of the mass
is separated in two regions non-detectable in the optical or infrared (typical from
stars) and whose centres do not coincide with the X-rays emission. One of the
most well-received explanations invokes the collision of two clusters whose gas
clouds remain at the centre interacting, while dark matter, weakly interacting,
would pass through without colliding. This would induce a delay between the

luminous gas and dark matter that can be observed in this figure.
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In Fig. 1.3, we show a simplified scheme of a gravitational lens: light coming from distant
objects is affected by the gravitational potential of a massive object (lens) forming images that
could be used to measure the mass of the lens and eventually to reconstruct its gravitational
potential. Indeed, in the limit of the thin lens, the source position θS and the observed position
θI are related by

θS = θI −
DLS

DOS
α(ξ) (1.8)

with ξ = DOLθI and DOL, DLS and DOS hold for the observer-lens, lens-source and observer-
source distances respectively. Furthermore, the deflection angle α is related to the gravitational
potential Φgrav(r) projected along the l.o.s.:

α(ξ) =
2
c2

∫
∇⊥Φgrav(r)dz, (1.9)

∇⊥, being the perpendicular component of the gradient operator.

Furthermore, the mass determines the bending, and therefore, the amplification and distortion
of light. It is therefore customary to distinguish between two regimes. First, in the strong lensing
regime, space-time is extremely warped and light can travel along multiple paths around the
mass and still be deflected back towards the observer. In addition, it is possible to see more
than one image of the source formed. In fact, in this regime, constructing the model of the mass
distribution turns into a great challenge. Some lenses with non-regular shapes can magnify or
demagnify in different ways the multiple images of the source, or some distant galaxies can also
appear as arcs. Moreover, if the bright source lies exactly along the l.o.s. of the lens, then the
resultant image is an Einstein ring around the lens. Second, in the weak lensing regime, the light
does not pass close to the strong gravitational lens and thus, the deflection is slight. Indeed, in
such a weak approximation the distortion of resolved sources can be approximated as a locally
linear transformation of the sky that includes the effects of shear, magnification and rotation.

Gravitational lensing is an independent method to calculate not only the total mass of galaxy
clusters (and its distribution) but also to constrain the dark matter density profile. The esti-
mation for the mass-to-light ratio in galaxy clusters generally satisfies M/L > 100M�/L� [9],
which implies clusters are dominated by dark matter. Concerning the X-ray emission method,
discrepancies in the mass may appear when the gravitational lens method is used instead.
These are usually attributed to cluster substructures in X-ray emission or triaxiality of the
three-dimensional potential.

To conclude, let us mention that one of the most claimed evidence for dark matter emerges
from the study of strong and weak lensing for the Bullet Cluster [60, 61]. There (see Fig.
1.4), the gravitational lensing analysis reveals what seems to be two gravitational potentials
corresponding to two galaxy clusters colliding, not detectable as luminous matter. However, the
X-ray emission from the hot gas is concentrated at the centre. The explanation in terms of weakly
interactive dark matter has become popular in the scientific community. In this, the image
represents two galaxies colliding in which dark matter, weakly interacting, would pass through
without interacting and not slowed by the impact. Instead, the interacting hot gas remains at
the centre and separated from dark matter. If hot gas were the most massive component of the
clusters, such a separation would not have been seen.
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1.3 Dark matter in Cosmology

1.3.1 Cosmological description of dark matter

Besides the astrophysical evidence, discrepancies between matter and luminous matter have
been also found in Cosmology. Based on Einstein’s GR, Cosmology tries to find solutions of
Einstein’s equation

Rµν −
1
2

gµνR = 8πGTµν + Λgµν (1.10)

to geometrically describe the Universe. In Eq. (1.10), the left- hand side accounts for the space-
time geometry, described by the metric tensor gµν, the curvature given by the Ricci tensor Rµν

and the Ricci scalar, R ≡ gµνRµν. The right-hand side corresponds to the energy-momentum
tensor Tµν and the speed of light is taken as c = 1. The constant Λ has been widely debated in
Cosmology, introduced to obtain Einstein’s static solution. When the expansion of the Universe
was discovered, Λ was removed from the equation. However, it was later re-introduced to
account for the explanation of the present acceleration of the Universe [62, 63].

The point of departure for the Universe description is finding a metric tensor gµν with the
smallest number of assumptions based on data and modelling. For this, a set of principles
constituting the Standard, also dubbed Concordance, Model of Cosmology has been proposed.
Probably the most fundamental one is that the Universe is isotropic and homogeneous at large
scales (from ∼ 10 Mpc), also known as the cosmological principle. The condition of homogeneity
comes from a large scale extension of the Copernican principle that, in general words, states
that we do not lie in a special place of the Universe. This assumption combined with the
isotropic hypothesis implies the cosmological principle. With respect to this latter assumption,
strong indications of the isotropy of the Universe have been observed on the Cosmic Microwave
Background (CMB) radiation (Section 1.3.2), although the debate still remains [64].

The cosmological principle together with the expansion of the Universe discovered by E. Hubble
and V. Slipher are some of the pillars for the theoretical Cosmology formalism. Indeed, such
conditions are very strong and allow us to characterise the space-time interval resulting in the
Friedman-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) description

ds2 = dt2 − a2(t)
{

dr2

1− kr2 + r2dθ2 + r2 sin2 θdφ2
}

, (1.11)

where a(t) is the scale factor, c = 1 and k is the spatial scalar curvature in which the Universe
is open if k = −1, spatially flat if k = 0 and close if k = 1. The reference system in such an
expression lies with a comoving observer with the expansion. Once the space-time interval
is explicitly set, the left-hand side of Eq. (1.10) can be fully determined. In addition, the
energy-momentum Tµν tensor is set by the space-time symmetries imposed by the cosmological
principle, that correspond to the description of a perfect fluid:

Tµν = (ε + P)uµuν − Pgµν. (1.12)

In Eq. (1.12), ε and P are the energy density and the pressure respectively while uµ is the
4-velocity of the fluid. Here we should remark that the content of the Universe comprises three
components; radiation (or ultra-relativistic plasma), cold (or non relativistic) matter and dark
energy, each of them associated to one energy density (εR, εM, εΛ) and pressure (PR, PM, PΛ). In
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such a way, from Eq. 1.10, it is possible to obtain the cosmological equations(
ȧ
a

)2

+
k
a2 −

Λ
3

=
8π

3
Gε (1.13)

ä
a
=

Λ
3
− 4πG

3
(ε + 3P) , (1.14)

and from the condition ∇νTµν = 0, the continuity equation

dε

dt
+ 3H(ε + P) = 0, (1.15)

where H ≡ ȧ/a holds for the Hubble parameter. The form of these expressions is completely
determined by the cosmological principle. The only remaining freedom is the election of the
equation of state that relates the pressure P and the energy density ε. For all the species is
usually assumed a linear relation and the equations of state yields Pi = wiεi. In the case of the
radiation component wR = 1/3, while for matter and the cosmological constant is wM = 0 and
wΛ = −1 respectively.
Furthermore, Eq. (1.13) is usually written in the dimensionless form

ΩM + ΩR + ΩΛ + Ωk = 1, (1.16)

where Ωi = 8πGεi/3H2 is the density parameter for radiation or matter, while ΩΛ = Λ/3H2

and Ωk = −k/(aH)2 are the density parameters for the cosmological constant and the curvature
respectively. All the densities can be also described in terms of the quantity εcr ≡ 3H2/8πG
that is the so-called critical density and represents the value of the total ρ such that the spatial
curvature is null.

Eq. (1.16) allows us to concentrate all the content of the Universe in one expression written in
terms of densities. For decades, cosmologists tried to calculate their values by different methods.
Constraints for the density parameters have been obtained by observation of the CMB from
experiments such as WMAP and PLANCK [65, 66]. With respect to the dark matter question, the
main challenge from the cosmological point of view lies in measuring ΩM and probing whether
the luminous matter, usually referred to as baryonic matter, can fully explain such a value. For
this, the baryonic density Ωb has to coincide with the value ΩM. This requires the knowledge
of the baryonic abundances and understanding nuclei formation mechanisms throughout the
thermal history of the Universe.

1.3.2 Cosmological evidence

a) Thermal history of the Universe and Big Bang Nucleosynthesis

According to the above discussion, in this section we will comment the generalities to
obtain Ωb. Indeed, in the previous section we presented expressions for an expanding Universe,
including the continuity equation

dε

dt
+ 3H(ε + P) = 0. (1.17)

A thermodynamic treatment of Eq. (1.17) provides significant information when the energy
U ≡ εV and the volume (proportional to the expansion rate), V ∝ a3, are defined. Comparing
Eq. (1.17) with the first and second law of thermodynamics TdS = pdV + dU, it is immediate
to obtain dS = 0, implying that the Universe is expanding adiabatically and, therefore, in
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equilibrium state at each instant. In general, this only occurs when either there is no interaction
between different species (particles) in the Universe or when the rate of interactions between
them is high, reaching the thermal equilibrium. The latter case can be expressed as

Γ� H, (1.18)

indicating that the interaction rate Γ is larger than the expansion rate H, being Γ ≡ 〈nσvrel〉, vrel
the relative velocity of interaction, n the particle number density and σ its cross section. This
provides an intuitive idea of how different species behaved in the early Universe. At the very
beginning, when Γ� H, all the particles were in thermal equilibrium in a primordial plasma.
As the Universe expanded, the condition Γ ∼ H was reached for one of the species and then
it decoupled from the rest, fixing its cosmological density at that time (freeze out). Indeed,
when Γ ∼ H, there is a break of the chemical equilibrium and, therefore, of the thermodynamic
equilibrium, thus, Eq. (1.17) would not take place. Instead, the limit of disequilibrium requires to
be described by the Boltzmann equation, such that for the interaction of particles 1 + 2↔ 3 + 4
can be written as follows

1
a3

d
(
n1a3)
dt

= n(0)
1 n(0)

2 〈σv〉
(

n3n4

n(0)
3 n(0)

4

− n1n2

n(0)
1 n(0)

2

)
, (1.19)

where ni and n(0)
i are, respectively, the particle number density and the value at equilibrium for

the species i. Eq. (1.19) is valid both for bosons and fermions. The term 1
a3

d(n1a3)
dt can be easily

related with the left side of Eq. (1.17) and 〈σv〉 is the thermally averaged cross section defined
by

〈σv〉 ≡ 1

n(0)
1 n(0)

2

∫ d3p1

(2πh̄)32E1

∫ d3p2

(2πh̄)32E2

∫ d3p3

(2πh̄)32E3

∫ d3p4

(2πh̄)32E4
·

(2π)4δ(3) (p1 + p2 − p3 − p4) |M|2e−(E1+E2)/(kBT) (1.20)

withM the amplitude for such an interaction.

Eq. (1.19) is equally applicable to the case of non-thermal equilibrium, but also recovers the case
of thermal equilibrium in which either particles do not interact at all (〈σv〉 → 0) or they highly
interact under the condition n3n4

n(0)
3 n(0)

4

=
n1n2

n(0)
1 n(0)

2

, (1.21)

which is usually called the Saha equation.

As stated above, the species abundances throughout the history of the Universe can be estimated
through the particle number density ni by solving Eq. (1.21) for thermal equilibrium and Eq.
(1.19) for non-thermal equilibrium. Both equations allow us to calculate the relative abundances
of the primordial plasma species. In the computation of abundances two limits are usually
considered ‡. That one in which particles are non-relativistic (mi >> T) so that the number
density in equilibrium is exponentially suppressed by ni = n(0)

i ∼ (miT)
3/2 e−mi/T and the

relativistic case (mi << T) with ni = n(0)
i ∼ T3. The former expression indicates that non-

relativistic particles that remain for a long time in thermal equilibrium would decrease their
number density until zero. Instead, if their interaction freezes-out at a temperature close to their
mass, the species can have a significant abundance today.

‡There also exists the semi-relativistic case, in which the thermally averaged cross section 〈σv〉 is interpolated
from the relativistic to the non-relativistic regime.
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FIGURE 1.5: Taken from Cyburt 2008 [67]. Abundances of the lightest elements, D,
3He, 7Li with respect to H, and the mass fraction of 4He as a function of the baryon-
to-photon ratio. The yellow band corresponds to the WMAP measurements that
coincide with the predicted abundance elements. In the plot is possible to see that

such coincidence provides an Ωbh2 close to 0.02.

Going back in time, when the temperature was extremely high, massive species such as atomic
nuclei could not form. Indeed, when T >> 1 MeV the primordial plasma was constituted by
photons, electrons, positrons, neutrinos, antineutrinos, protons and neutrons. All of them were
in thermal equilibrium and radiation dominated. At T ∼ 1− 0.7 MeV, neutrinos decoupled from
the thermal plasma since weak interactions cannot sustain the thermal equilibrium. Therefore,
protons and neutrons also deviate from such an equilibrium through the β-decay reaction, in
which the number of neutrons started to decrease. In this epoch, also another fraction of those
neutrons could be captured by protons forming deuterium at T ∼ 0.7− 0.05 MeV. This process
had to occur when the radiation density of the medium was low and the photodissociation
avoided. Deuterium nuclei interacted themselves forming 3He, that subsequently interacted
with deuterium to form 4He. The increase of the Coulomb barrier for nuclei of atomic mass
larger than 4He together with the drop in the temperature and density indicates why there are
no significant nuclei beyond He in a large proportion (for example, 3Li). Finally, the remaining
free neutrons decayed being the end of the Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN). As the temperature
of the Universe remains large in comparison to the hydrogen ionization energy, matter is ionised
and photons are coupled to electrons through Compton scattering. When the temperature is
close to 13.6 eV, radiation decouples from matter and photons propagating free by constituting
fossil radiation called the CMB.

The complete description of how baryons formed widely exceeds the objective of this thesis.
However, let us remind that the procedure is focused on the chain of reactions of each nucleus
and the computation of the Saha or the full Boltzmann equation, considering the effective
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FIGURE 1.6: The angular power spectra of the CMB measured by Planck in 2018
[69].

number of degrees of freedom of species, dubbed g∗. We would like to conclude this discussion
by remarking two significant facts with regard to the BBN. The first one is that it is possible to
calculate the baryon-to-photon ratio nb/nγ, showing that there are a billion photons for each
proton and electron, producing the so-called deuterium bottleneck, in which photons with
energy higher than 2.2 MeV are able to destroy newly formed deuterium nuclei. The second is
that, according to BBN data baryonic matter reveals an Ωbh2 ' 0.02205± 0.00028 as measured
with high precision by WMAP [68] (Fig. 1.5), a value that only corresponds to ∼ 5% of the total
content of the Universe.

b) The Cosmic Microwave Background

As already mentioned in Section 1.3.2, thermal photons at temperatures close to the hydrogen
ionization decouple from matter propagating along the expanding Universe and constituting
fossil radiation called CMB. CMB radiation is the smoking gun of the last scattering surface in
the primordial Universe. Predicted by Ralph Asher Alpher and Robert Herman in 1948, the
CMB was confirmed by Arno Penzias and Robert Wilson who detected an unexpected signal in
all directions. The temperature of the CMB is defined as the averaged temperature of the whole
sky

Tγ0 =
1

4π

∫
T(θ, ϕ) sin θdθdϕ. (1.22)

Years later, the COBE/FIRAS experiment measured the isotropic signal with accuracy Tγ0 =
2.725± 0.001 K, revealing that the spectrum is close to that of a black-body one. This is an
evidence that photons could have been thermalised before decoupling due to the interactions
with electrons. However, at the redshift of decoupling, radiation would not have had time to be
thermalised, and energy injection due to the interaction of matter and photons would deviate
the CMB spectrum from the expected black-body spectrum. Therefore, anisotropies from the
background were expected, revealing information about that energy injection.

New estimations of the CMB by COBE (1992) [71], WMAP (2003) [72] and Planck (2013) [73]
showed such fluctuations. The most visible one appeared around the order to mK scale, where
a dipole is observed. This effect is compatible with the motion of the Solar System and the
Milky Way with respect to the CMB rest frame, and therefore, is removed. As the observations
improved, CMB anisotropies showed at the scale of the µK. To explain such anisotropies in the
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FIGURE 1.7: From Spergel 2015 [70]. Schematic representation of the energy
densities of Eq. 1.16 with the methods discussed in sections 1.3.2 and 1.3.2. In
this figure, ΩM has been split into Ωb (atomic matter in the figure) and Ωχ (dark
matter in the figure). According to the cosmological perspective, the amount of
dark matter not only would not coincide with the amount of luminous matter but

also is much larger.

sky, some observables were studied in terms of spherical harmonics such as

δT(θ, φ)

Tγ0
= ∑

lm
almYlm(θ, φ). (1.23)

By subtracting foreground effects such as dust, galactic emission, synchrotron or free-free
scattering (very different from the Planck spectrum), it is possible to do a study of the remaining
anisotropies through power spectrum analysis.

In Fig. 1.6, we present an image of the CMB power spectrum measured by Planck [69] with
three well-distinguished regions. First, the Sachs-Wolfe plateau in the almost horizontal region
of l . 100 (where l corresponds to the lth multipole), where photons decoupled from a non-zero
gravitational potential, would experience an additional redshift and a delay in the release of the
radiation. Second, the acoustic peaks, in the range of 100 . l . 1000. Indeed, when the proton-
electron plasma was tightly coupled to the photons, these components behaved as a single
photon-baryon fluid, with the photons providing most of the pressure. Baryons collapse due to
gravity onto regions where the density is higher than average while radiation pressure from
photons resists collapse producing oscillating cycles on all scales. The cools in the expansion
and heats in the compression creating fluctuations in the temperature of the CMB. Once photons
and baryons decouple, oscillations stop and such temperature fluctuations remain imprinted.
Third, the damping tail for l & 1000, which takes into account the effects of non-instantaneous
recombination.

The power spectrum, particularly the shape and location of each peak, highly depends on the
combination of the cosmological density parameters Ωb, ΩM and ΩΛ. Indeed, it is possible to
determine the proportion of each energy density through measurements of the CMB. Fig. 1.7
is a scheme with the proportions of the different contents of the Universe. Among them, ΩM
from PLANCK [69] estimated in ΩM = 0.315± 0.017, constituting 31% of matter contents of
the Universe while the baryonic content estimated by BBN is 5%. With the idea that not all the
matter content is baryonic, clues about a cosmological description of dark matter are opened.
Furthermore, according to this result, baryons would not be sufficient to explain the dark matter
component. That means that unseen massive objects, as the dark stars proposed from the end of
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the eighteenth centuries would not be suitable to explain the dark matter content.

1.3.3 The WIMP miracle

In Section 1.3.2, we showed the discrepancies between the values for ΩM and Ωb. Thus, the
remaining dark matter content in ΩM requires to be investigated as a new species coupled to
the primordial plasma in the early Universe. The decoupling of dark matter is then explored by
assuming a stable massive particle χ that is initially in thermodynamic equilibrium. The main
interaction undertaken for dark matter relics would be the annihilation into lighter particles (l)
represented as

χ + χ 7−→ l + l, (1.24)

where bar means antiparticle. A relic is usually referred to as the residual abundance of
certain species once the interaction abandons the thermodynamic equilibrium. The reason
to consider non-relativistic massive particles as dark matter candidates lie in the fact that
relativistic ones would not produce the pattern of galaxies observed in the Universe. Indeed,
relativistic species would erase matter density perturbations through free-streaming, smoothing
out any fluctuations and precluding the formation of clumps that becomes the seed of small
galaxies. While the predictions of relativistic dark matter particles, like neutrinos, disagree with
observations of structures, the non-relativistic cold dark matter scenario seems to reproduce the
observations §. Under the non-relativistic dark matter assumption, it would be possible then to
observe whether dark matter can explain the present ΩM. In order to do that, the Boltzmann
equation

1
a3

d
(
nχa3)
dt

= 〈σv〉
(

n(0)2
χ − n2

χ

)
(1.25)

is solved under the assumption n(0)
l = nl (light particles are still coupled to the primordial

plasma at the temperature of the dark matter decoupling). Eq. (1.25) can be rewritten in terms
of the variable Yχ = nx/s and x = M/T, where s is the entropy per unit of volume, then

dYχ

dx
=

1
3H

ds
dx
〈σAv〉

(
Y2

χ −Y2
χ,eq

)
, (1.26)

which is solved numerically.

In Fig. 1.8, we show a scheme with the solutions of Eq. (1.26), where the generic picture for
dark matter decoupling can be appreciated. The solutions qualitatively follow the already
mentioned behaviour: cold dark matter particles would be initially in thermal equilibrium in a
process of annihilation, coupled with photons and matter with which Yχ(x) = Yχ,eq(x). Since
the interaction rate Γ decreases with the temperature, at some point it matches the expansion
rate at x = x f , at which time the particle decouples from the rest of species and the abundance
remains frozen. This is the case of solid lines in Fig. 1.8. The initial abundance is not relevant
for the final relic density. The latter only depends on dark matter abundances at the moment of
freeze-out, or in other words, on the thermally averaged cross section defined in Eq. (1.20). The
relic density measured by Planck is shown in the figure with a grey line and correspond to a
thermally averaged cross section equal to (2− 3) · 10−26cm3/s ¶. Provided the annihilation is
smaller than that value, then dark matter freezes out earlier and the relic density observed today
would be larger (red line). Instead, in the case in which the thermally averaged cross section is
larger, the decoupling from the plasma happens later in time (so temperature decreases) and
then, according to ni = n(0)

i ∼ (miT)
3/2 e−mi/T, the present abundance is smaller. For illustrative

§Even though observations cannot rule out the whole dark matter being semi-relativistic, there exist strong
constraints from observations from Lyman-α data [74, 75].
¶Hereafter, we will assume such limit in 3 · 10−26cm3/s.
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FIGURE 1.8: From PS Dev 2013 [16]. Evolution of the cosmological dark matter
density for non-relativistic dark matter, with a mass 100 GeV, according to two
scenarios. The first scenario, represented by solid lines in colors, accounts for
the freeze-out mechanism in which dark matter is in thermal equilibrium with
the primordial plasma until decoupling with a specific thermally averaged cross
section. Second, represented by dotted lines, the freeze in mechanism in which
there exists a dependency between the primordial dark matter density (no thermal
equilibrium with the plasma) and the dark matter density today. The black solid
line represents the expected density for a non-relativistic particle that would

continue in thermal equilibrium with the plasma.

purposes, Fig. 1.8 shows the case of a thermal relic equal to M = 100 GeV. Therefore, taking
the asymptotic value Yχ when x tends to infinity, it is possible to calculate the value of the dark
matter relic density today. Indeed, the density is approximately

Ωχh2

0.12
' 0.1c pb
〈σv〉 . (1.27)

As already mentioned, the value of the thermally averaged cross section times velocity able to fit
the present ΩM related to Ωχ is 3 · 10−26 cm−3/s. According to the Fermi’s theory, the mass of a
particle for such a cross section, proportional to ∼ G2

F M2
χ, is ∼ 100 GeV can be accommodated

in the range of weak interactions. This fact, that allows us to interpret a Weakly Interactive
Massive Particle (WIMP) as dark matter. This is the so-called WIMP miracle.

Besides, as we mentioned above, in Fig. 1.8 there is another situation also to be contemplated.
If the annihilation rate is not sufficiently large to keep the full thermodynamic equilibrium
but dark matter still couples weakly with the plasma, then such a plasma still populates the
dark matter until Γ� H and the dark matter freezes in. In this case, the final density not only
depends on the annihilation rate but also on the initial abundance at the beginning.
Both cases of Fig. 1.8 are referred to as thermal dark matter [16], i.e., dark matter either highly
coupled (in thermal equilibrium) or weakly coupled (non-thermal case) with the primordial
plasma. This fact implies a maximum limit on the thermally averaged cross section for thermal
relics of 3 · 10−26cm3/s.
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1.4 Dark matter in Particle Physics

Throughout this chapter, we analysed the dark matter concept from different points of view.
Specifically, in Section 1.3.3, we commented about the possibility of connecting a cosmological
dark matter description with a Particle Physics counterpart that is able to fit the ΩM today.
However, none of the Standard Model (SM) particles provides a dark matter candidate with
these characteristics. Extensions of the SM have been proposed with the aim of considering
such a kind of particles but also, in most of the cases, to solve some of the issues found in an
incomplete SM of Particle Physics.

In the previous section, the main motivation to focus on non-relativistic dark matter lied in
the fact that the structures in the Universe, mainly simulated on N-body numerical codes, can
be well explained. However, other possibilities for dark matter can be also contemplated. In
this Section, we will mainly focus on non-baryonic dark matter since both BBN (Section 1.3.2),
gravitational lensing (Section 1.2.2) or also the large scale structure presents strong arguments
against baryonic dark matter. According to [9, 19], there are three possible general ways of
classifying non-baryonic dark matter.

• First, a classification performed on the basis of the dark matter mass comparable to the
temperature when galaxy forms (T ∼ 1 keV). If particles have a mass, M << 1 keV, then
they are called hot dark matter (e.g., light neutrinos), for masses M ∼ 1 keV are warm dark
matter (e.g., sterile neutrinos or gravitinos) and particles with M >> 1 keV are cold dark matter
(e.g., neutralinos, axions, WIMPZILLAs and solitons). Hot dark matter was relativistic at the
time of galaxy formation and consequently escaped from the formed structures preventing the
formation of small structures. Cold dark matter was non-relativistic when galaxies formed, and
due to its negligible pressure, it was able to collapse effectively under gravity influence. Warm
dark matter is an intermediate case.

• Second, a classification based on the production mechanism distinguishing between thermal
relics, i.e. particles which were coupled with the primordial plasma in the Early Universe
(e.g., neutrinos or neutralinos) or non-thermal relics that never had the possibility of thermal
equilibrium (e.g., axions or WIMPZILLAs).

• Third, a classification that depends on how the candidate is included or not within the
Particle Physics framework. Among them, we have the existing candidates (e.g., neutrinos),
candidates that are motivated but not observed (e.g., axion and light supersymmetric particles), i.e.
candidates that would solve a Particle Physics problem not related with dark matter, and also
exotic candidates (e.g., WIMPZILLAs).

1.4.1 Dark matter candidates

In this Section, we will focus on some of the most notorious candidates mentioned above
and describe them from a general point of view.

a) Active neutrinos

SM neutrinos would be the lead example for dark matter that has already been discovered
[76]. Indeed, they are electrically neutral and stable particles, but also weak interacting. By
observing indirectly the neutrino flavour oscillations, we know that at least two neutrinos have
non-vanishing mass. Indeed, the estimation of their total relic density is

Ων =
εν

ε0
c
=

∑i mi

93.14h2eV
, (1.28)
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where mi is the mass of a particular neutrino (νe, νµ, ντ). The tightest constraints come from the
Planck collaboration setting ∑ mν < 0.194 eV [66], that implies an upper bound of Ωνh2 . 0.004,
showing that neutrinos are not abundant enough to constitute the dark matter dominant
component. This fact also has been indicated by N-body simulations. In fact, neutrinos are
one hot dark matter candidate and, as already mentioned, they would not accommodate an
explanation of the observed structures in the Universe. Neutrinos are able to erase fluctuations
due to their free-streaming length slowing down the growth of gravitational potential wells.
Furthermore, neutrinos would lead to an alternative formation history where big structures
form first from a huge gas cloud larger than the resulting galaxy. The main difficulty of this
particular hierarchy formation is that galaxies would take a long time to form, which would
contradict high redshift observations showing early onset of galaxy formation. Second, these
theories predict a significant galaxy formation going on today, which is in contradiction to
observations. Therefore, even though neutrinos may be dark matter candidates, they are not
able to explain the whole dark matter composition.

b) Heavy neutrinos

In the SM, the fermion masses are generated by the Higgs field through the coupling of their
right and left chiral states. Since experimental evidence indicates that neutrinos (antineutrinos)
only come in left-handed (right-handed), theoretically they should be massless. However, as
already mentioned, observations of Sun, atmosphere, reactors and accelerators show that their
flavours change in their propagation corresponds to three different neutrino masses. With the
exception of neutrinos, the rest of the fermions have both left- and right-handed chiral states.
Therefore, one of the possible approaches to explain the neutrino masses is extending the SM by
adding right-handed neutrinos and assuming they are Dirac fermions. Indeed, the Lagrangian
would include the term

νLmDνR + h.c. (1.29)

This right-handed neutrino would not have colour or electromagnetic charge like left-handed
neutrinos, but also they would not have weak interactions either, since only left-handed chiral
fermions couple to the W and Z bosons. Those are the so-called sterile neutrinos (for a review,
consult [77]), that would act as dark matter candidates. Conversely, unlike charged leptons and
quarks, neutrinos, without a charge, may be also a Majorana fermion whose mass term yields

1
2

νLmLνc
L +

1
2

νRmRνc
R + h.c. (1.30)

and would violate the lepton number conservation. The general treatment consists of including
in the Lagrangian both Majorana and Dirac terms for different neutrino generations. Such a
neutrino model would not only explain why the neutrino is massive but also the “mass puzzle”,
i.e., the fact that the neutrino mass is many orders of magnitude smaller than other SM fermion.
This would enable us to understand the low mass in SM neutrinos via the seesaw mechanism:
heavier masses for the sterile neutrinos lead to lighter masses for the active ones. This fact
would open the possibility with different dark matter candidates and different masses.

c) Axions

Suggested by Peccei and Quinn (1977) [78, 79], axions have been proposed to solve the
strong CP problem in QCD in which the term

Lθ = −
θg2

64π2 εµνρσGa
µνGa

ρσ (1.31)
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violates parity and time reversal (for review, consult [80, 81]). Instead, CP experiments have
not been observed CP violation in QCD. In particular, the term in Eq. (1.31) violates the CP
symmetry inducing a neutron electric dipole moment with a magnitude |dn| ∼ 10−16θ ecm,
when the experimental limit is |dn| < 6.3× 10−26 ecm, being e the electron charge. In principle,
there is no reason to expect such a small value of θ. The question of why the angle θ should
be nearly zero despite the CP violation is the so-called strong CP problem. Peccei and Quinn
introduced a dynamical quantity, the axion field, assuming that there is a global symmetry
U(1)PQ. Such an axion field would mimic the θ parameter making it zero in the low energy
Lagrangian. At some levels of energy, the U(1)PQ symmetry would be spontaneously broken
resulting in a light pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone boson called axion. Axions are expected to be
spin-zero whose mass is determined by one parameter, fa,

ma ' 6× 10−6eV
(

1012GeV
fa

)
(1.32)

that characterises the scale of the symmetry breaking. Even though they are light, i.e, masses
generally around 0.01-1 meV, axions are postulated as cold dark matter, produced out of thermal
equilibrium [82]. Three production mechanisms have been proposed for cold axions: vacuum
realignment [83], string decay [84] and domain wall decay [85].

The original Peccei-Quinn axion prototype was ruled out [86]. However, models with a higher
symmetry breaking scale have been proposed. Some particularities in the axion phenomenology
usually make them suitable in their searches. Indeed, axions present different ways of couplings.
Among them, on the one hand, axion couple to two photons allowing their decay through
an effective coupling gaγγ. Furthermore, axions can oscillate into photons in the presence
of a magnetic field, which is usually called the axion conversion. Axions phenomenology
opens a wide variety of strategies enabling us to constrain their parameter space. Some of the
experiments to detect Axions are ADMX, CAST or PVLAS.

d) Supersymmetric particles

Supersymmetric particles, from the supersymmetry theories (SUSY), are one of the best
motivated dark matter candidates. SUSY emerges as the only possible generalisation of the
Poincaré group in quantum field theories through a symmetry that associates fermions with
bosons and vice versa (for more details, see for example [9, 88, 89]). The generator of the
symmetry would be a fermionic operator Q that increases 1/2 the spin of a particle such as

Q| boson 〉 = | fermion 〉 and Q| fermion 〉 = | boson 〉, (1.33)

implying that each particle state has at least a superpartner.

SUSY has been claimed to solve three open questions in Fundamental Physics. First, the
unification of fundamental forces. Indeed, the coupling constants of electromagnetic, weak
and strong interactions are close to joining at high energies (Fig.1.9). Increasing the number
of particles that contributes to interactions, it is possible to join the coupling constants with
the energy beyond the SUSY-breaking scale. Second, SUSY also helps to protect the masses
of fundamental scalar particles from divergences, contributing with opposite sign to the loop
corrections and cancelling them, as in the case of the Higgs boson. Third, it provides a set of
heavy particles that could be accommodated as dark matter candidates whose coupling would
occur at very high scales.
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FIGURE 1.9: From [87] Coupling constants of electromagnetism (U(1)), weak
(SU(2)) and strong (SU(3)) almost join at high energies but not exactly, as seen in
the black dashed lines. SUSY allows us to join them by the addition of the number
of particles that contribute to that interaction. In particular, the solid lines in red
and blue represents the MSSM framework with different opening thresholds of

supersymmetry

Among these candidates, probably the most well-known is the neutralino described within
Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM). The MSSM introduces only one supersym-
metry, (N=1 SUSY) assigning a vector multiplet to each gauge field and a chiral multiplet to each
matter field present in the SM. In the MSSM, the baryon and lepton numbers are not conserved
by all of the renormalisable couplings in the theory. In particular, this implies a fast proton
decay by many orders of magnitude with respect to the current limits (∼ 1034 yrs). The R-parity
symmetry

R = (−1)3B+L+2s (1.34)

was proposed to forbid this fact. In Eq. (1.34), B is the baryon number, L is the lepton number
and s is the spin, which implies that all the SM particles have R = +1 and their superpartners
have R = −1. A consequence of the R-parity preservation is that the lightest SUSY particle has
to be stable since it cannot pass from a state with R = −1 to the state R = +1. The name of this
particle, is a natural candidate for WIMP called neutralino.

Even though we only focused on the case of neutralino, there also exist other dark matter
candidates in SUSY as the sneutrinos (with masses between 500 GeV and 2 TeV), gravitinos
(masses from eV to GeV) or axinos (masses ∼ keV).

e) Extra-dimensional candidates

With the aim of solving some of the open questions in Physics (grand unification without
SUSY, hierarchy problem, novel sources of CP violation or dark matter candidates among
others) some authors propose theories with extra dimensions. In many of these scenarios, our
Universe would be a (3 + 1)-dimensional hypersurface called a brane that is embedded in a
higher D = 1 + (3 + δD) dimensional space, the bulk. Depending on the specific theory some
of the SM fields would be either only confined in the (3 + 1)-dimensional brane or they would
propagate in all the dimensions [90–92].
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Extra-dimensional theories emerged in the context of the unification of electromagnetism and
gravity. At beginning of the twentieth century, Kaluza (1921) and Klein (1926) proposed the
addition of one extra dimension to the usual (1+3) space-time and obtained, under some
specific assumptions on the geometry, the Einstein and Maxwell equations together with one
unidentified component that could be associated to a gauge scalar field. The answer to the
question as to why we are not able to observe such an extra dimension was implicit in its
assumed geometry: the extra dimension is unobservable because it is compactified (Kaluza and
Klein proposed circles for that compactification) and its longitude is around the Planck scale
(1/MP). Due to such a compactification, all the fields propagating in the extra dimensions can
be expanded in Fourier modes, the Kaluza-Klein states, with respect to the periodic dimension.
Indeed, the field can be decomposed into an infinite tower of 4-dimensional modes with masses
m2

n = n2/R2
5. Since R is small, the masses associated with each mode are very large (∼ MP) and

thus it would not be accessible to experiments with the present precision.

Over time, different extensions of Kaluza-Klein theory emerged [93, 94]. We briefly show two
lines of reasoning. First, those in which the branes do not exist and all the SM fields propagate
in the whole extra dimensions. This is the case of universal extra dimensions (UED) [95]. In
this model, the K-parity (−1)|nKK | is conserved (here nKK is the Kaluza-Klein quantum number),
making at least one of the Kaluza-Klein first field excitations stable if the K-parity is conserved,
similar to the R-parity in SUSY. The lightest one is the LKP (from Lightest Kaluza-Klein particle)
whose range of masses from few GeV to few TeV and it is postulated as a possible dark matter
candidate.

Second, the Brane-World scenarios in which the SM fields would only propagate in (3+1)-
dimensional brane while the gravity interaction is extended to higher dimensions, the bulk
space. Such formalisms would be able to explain the hierarchy problem in physics. Here we
will focus on Large extra dimension models (for Randall-Sundrum ones see Ref. [96, 97]). In the
original idea by Arkani-Hamed Dimopoulos Dvali model (ADD model) [90–92], as mentioned,
the SM fields would be confined in a brane maintaining their usual behavior, while gravity
propagates in a bulk usually compactified in toroids (although other topologies are possible) of
radius RB. In such a framework, the fundamental scale of gravity would not correspond to the
Planck scale MP but another scale MD given by

M2
P = VδD M2+δD

D (1.35)

where VδD is the volume of compactified extra dimensions and defined as VδD = 2πRB in the
toroidal case (see, e.g., [98]). The volume produces a dilution in the strength of gravity. In the
original ADD models, the fundamental mass of gravitation in D dimensions, MD is fixed around
the electroweak scale ∼ TeV, in order to lower the fundamental Planck scale to an energy near
the electroweak scale, and then the radius of the compactified volume would be around 1 mm
and 10 Fermi (much larger than the original Kaluza-Klein longitudes) for δD = 2 and δD = 7
respectively. However, in other brane cosmology models, MD can be much larger than the TeV
scales (see discussion in [99] and references therein).

Besides gravitons propagating through bulk causing a Kaluza-Klein tower of massive gravitons
on the brane, as previously indicated, a remarkable phenomenology is associated with the
existence of the brane fluctuating in the bulk [100]. Indeed, rigid objects are not consistent with
relativistic theories, thus the brane oscillates with a finite tension f ‖ breaking spontaneously the
translational invariance along the extra-dimensions. This fact gives rise to a pseudo-Goldstone
boson, dubbed a branon, that is a natural dark matter candidate. Branons will be specifically

‖The tension is also referred to as τ = f 4.
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studied in the next section since it is the dark matter model we will constrain in the following
chapters.

1.4.2 Branon dark matter

As mentioned, the fact that rigid objects are not congruent with relativistic theories implies
necessarily the fluctuation of the brane. Such a fluctuation breaks spontaneously the translational
symmetry along the extra-dimensions, resulting in a pseudo-Goldstone boson, dubbed a branon.
Brane-World senarios can be described through the manifoldMD=M1+3 × B, with theM1+3
brane four-dimensional space-time embedded in a D−dimensional bulk, both of them defined
by their metric tensors, g̃µν and g′mn. In fact, the global space-time of such a manifold can be
represented by the line element

ds2 = g̃µν (x)W (y)dxµdxν − g′mn (y)dymdyn, (1.36)

where xν and ym, with µ, ν = 0, 1, 2, 3 and m, n = 4, 5, 6..., D − 1, indicate the coordinates for
the four-dimensional brane and the compact extra-dimensional space respectively. Also, W(y)
depicts the warp factor in the extra-dimensions. In the case where W(y) 6= 1, the most general
one, the warp factor would generate a curvature that explicitly breaks the translational symmetry
and the brane oscillation can be parametrised by a massive pseudo-Goldstone field, πα (being
α = 1, ...., N the subindices for the N branon fields), dubbed branon of mass M. In the limit of
low tension ( f & M), where Kaluza-Klein modes decouple from SM, the branon description
is given by the Nambu-Goto action included to the usual SM action, represented with the
following Lagrangian [101–106];

LBr =
1
2

gµν∂µπα∂νπα − 1
2

M2παπα +
1

8 f 4 (4∂µπα∂νπα −M2παπαgµν)T
µν
SM. (1.37)

As seen in Eq. (1.37), the coupling between branons and SM particles is highly suppressed by
the tension of the brane by a factor f−4. Also, the brane Lagrangian Eq. (1.37) conserves parity
and terms with odd number of branons are not allowed, hence, branons are stable. Branons
being weakly interacting, massive and stable, they are natural candidates for dark matter [99,
107–110].

Branons have the possibility of annihilating into SM particles, whose probability of annihilation
is expressed by the thermally averaged cross section 〈σv〉, that depends on the branon mass M
and the tension of the brane f . Once the number of extra dimensions is fixed, the pair {M, f }
sets the parameter space describing both the field and the probability of annihilation. Branons
may annihilate into Dirac fermions ψ with mass mψ. In this case, the cross section yields [111]

〈σψv〉 =
M2m2

ψ

16π2 f 8 (M2 −m2
ψ)

√
1−

m2
ψ

M2 , (1.38)

whereas for a massive gauge fields (Z), of mass mZ, it reads [111]

〈σZv〉 =
M2

64π2 f 8 (4 M4 − 4 M2 mZ
2 + 3mZ

4)

√
1− mZ2

M2 (1.39)

However, for W bosons, the expression (1.39) has to be multiplied by a factor 2. Finally, let
us remark that a monochromatic gamma-ray line is also expected at the energy equal to the
branon mass as a consequence of direct annihilation into photons since branons couple directly
to them. However, this annihilation takes place in d-wave channel and consequently it is highly
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FIGURE 1.10: Branching ratios of annihilation for branons. These branching
ratios, indicated with βi, represent the probability of annihilation of branons into
different channels. For example, for a mass M = 100 GeV, branons would mainly

annihilation via W and Z channels.

suppressed [111]. In Fig. 1.10, we represent the branching ratios βi for branons, defined as
βi = 〈σiv〉/〈σv〉, where i is a specific channel of annihilation.

In Eqs. 1.38 and 1.39, we presented the thermally averaged cross section for branons assuming
M and f being independent parameters. However, for branons compatible with thermal relic
dark matter with a thermally averaged cross section ∼ 3 · 10−26cm3/s, some expressions f (M)
can be obtained. Indeed, for one extra dimension, we will use in the following chapters the
expression f (M) = 7.91 M0.75 from the limits obtained in Ref. [112].

1.5 Chapter conclusions

Throughout this Chapter, we have sought simply to address the development of the concept
dark matter from the very beginning to more recent advances. The approach we followed was
not with the intention of explaining what dark matter may be, but more what dark matter seems
to not be. Indeed, first descriptions were in terms of dark stars while the most recent ones are
from a particle perspective. Such an evolution has been accompanied, as far as we understand,
by three significant changes of paradigm throughout the history:

• First, Kelvin’s idea of applying the theory of gases to a stellar system. That represented an
unprecedented connection between celestial bodies and thermodynamics. This is probably the
most relevant precursor of present astrophysical techniques since it allowed us to determined
the dynamical mass of an astrophysical system globally. In this paradigm, dark matter appears
as an explanation for the dynamical anomalies in different astrophysical systems. Indeed, in
its fundamental description, this problem is completely Newtonian being, nevertheless, the
dynamical mass not that expected from Newton’s laws.
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• Second, the cosmological approach of a homogeneous and isotropic Universe, in which dark
matter is described (as the rest of components) as a fluid governed by an equation of state. The
need for dark matter can be fundamentally reflected in the discrepancies between Ωb able to fit
the abundances of the lightest elements in the Big Bang Nucleosynthesis and ΩM able to explain
the power spectrum in the study of the Cosmic Microwave Background.

• Third, the link between the cosmological perspective and the thermodynamic description of
thermal relics through the Boltzmann equation. This connection becomes much narrower when
it is recognised that the Standard Model of Particle Physics is not complete and new degrees of
freedom, some of them postulated as dark matter candidates, are necessary.

The second and third points above seem more related. Indeed, we specifically presented
their connection in Section 1.3.3. The first point seems to be a different definition of the problem,
however, it is the contrary. As a matter of fact, the growth of cosmological structures through the
linear perturbation theory and N-body simulations seem to be the joint of the three paradigms,
for example, the structure at cosmological scales with dark matter halos predicted in astrophysics.
Proper treatment of this subject would require an extension that would lie out of the purpose
of this thesis. However, we would like to remark the importance of this field in the global
description of dark matter.

From the three different points of view we presented in this Section, it was suggested from
X-ray observations that dark matter is not constituted by undetected gas. Also, in a stronger
constraint than that one from X-ray data, we also discussed that dark matter is not consistent
to be baryonic (at least in a large proportion), according to the Big Bang Nucleosynthesis and
the Cosmic Microwave Background measurements. Furthermore, thanks to the decoupling of
relics from the primordial plasma, we have concluded that cold dark matter would be sufficient
to address the explanation of the present content of dark matter today. However, it should be
kept in mind that even though hot dark matter would not be in agreement with the structure
formations, warm dark matter still would be valid.

Finally, we would like to finish the section by mentioning the existence of alternative theories
to dark matter. In the first place, MOND, proposed by Milgrom in 1983 [113], emerges as a
phenomenological modification of Newtonian gravity and is able to explain the flatness of
galaxy rotation curves. It is usually pointed out that MOND should be consistent with a limit of
a more complete modified General Relativity. In Ref. [114] the MOND framework is revised
according to the three main challenges that such general models are exposed to: theoretical (the
model has to be stable and derived from an action principle admitting a well-posed Cauchy
problem), experimental (i.e., whether the model passes the predicted light deflection of weak
lensing and also solar-system and binary-pulsar tests) and aesthetical (that tests whether the
proposed model is natural or becomes a fit of experimental data).

In the modification of General Relativity, besides the graviton and the Standard Model matter
fields, new degrees of freedom are introduced into the theory, having in mind that the effect of
gravity on the matter fields can only be through interactions with a rank-2 tensor. This defines a
gravitational theory with a set of field equations. In the case such field equations are different
from those ones obtained from the Einstein-Hilbert action, then the theory is called modified. In
addition, the inclusion of new degrees of freedom has to be within the paradigm of currently
accepted physical theories, in order to avoid pathologies. There are quite a lot of modified
gravity theories in the market, depending on how one chooses to extend the Einstein-Hilbert
Lagrangian. Some examples include Horndeski [115] and beyond-Horndeski theories [116],
torsion [117] and non-metric [118] theories or non-local gravity [119, 120]. We refer the reader
to Ref. [121] for an extensive review, in which modified gravity theories are grouped into
Extra Field theories, Higher Derivative and Non-Local theories of Gravity, Higher Dimensional
Theories of Gravity or the Parameterised Post-Friedmannian Approaches.
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Chapter 2

Dark matter detection: an Astroparticle
Physics perspective

2.1 Overview and leitmotiv

In Chapter 1, we discussed the main motivations to incorporate dark matter (DM) to the
present paradigm in Physics. Among these motivations, the most remarkable ones are; the
presence of DM in galaxy clusters, the flatness of galactic rotation curves at outer radii, the
abundances in BBN, the explanation for the CMB anisotropies and the growth of cosmological
structures. Also, according to Section 1.3.3, DM could be accommodated to behave as a Weakly
Interacting Massive Particle (WIMPs). All these aspects are supplemented with observations
that allow us to disentangle some of the most relevant DM properties: non-relativistic at the
moment of decoupling [122], sufficiently heavy [123], stable or long-lived [124], effectively
non-photon-interacting [125], collisionless [126–129] and smoothly distributed at cosmological
scales [130–132]. Hereafter, we will assume DM to be a WIMP. This assumption will affect the
strategies followed in its detection. In this Chapter, we shall introduce different pathways in
DM searches, generally grouped into three branches:

• Collider searches, in which SM particles after colliding would produce DM particles as product
of that collision [133]. This case will be described in Section 2.2.

• Direct searches, in which DM particles would be detected through the signals left from their
collisions with a detector [134, 135]. This detection strategy will be treated in Section 2.3.

• Indirect detection, in which DM particles interact themselves to produce SM particles [136].
We shall present such a DM search in Section 2.4.

In this Chapter, we will specifically focus on indirect searches since it will be our main
methodology to set constraints on DM (Chapters 3, 4 and 5). Our reasoning line will be centred
in the analysis of e+/e− cosmic rays and the radio signals originated from the e+/e− interaction
with the galactic magnetic field. Also, in Section 2.5.3, we will present the principal detectors
able to measure DM signals indirectly: PAMELA (whose mission was completed in 2016) [137],
Fermi-LAT [138] and AMS for cosmic rays, and the SKA [139] for radio emission.

2.2 Collider searches

Even though astrophysical and cosmological observations are one of the strongest experi-
mental evidence for the possible existence of DM, Particle Physics Beyond the Standard Model
(BSM), also provides itself solid reasons. Indeed, as mentioned in Section 1.4, some of the
SM open questions, as the CP-violation or the hierarchy problem can be partially solved with
formalisms in which BSM particles would be involved. Some of these particles are proposed as
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DM candidates. Considering this, one of the most immediate strategies to find such candidates
is through the use of colliders.

In general words, collider searches for DM consist of producing DM particles as a result of the
collision of SM particles, assuming that there exists a coupling between them. This powerful tool
would allow to disentangle the particle nature of DM directly. However, it is usually claimed
that such searches would not be able to strictly determine whether what is detected is a DM
particle. Indeed, DM produced at colliders would often pass without leaving any signature
in the detector due to their weak interaction. These weak particles are commonly referred
as invisible particles and their characteristics are usually reconstructed through the remaining
products of the collision (jets, photons, heavy bosons) and the imbalance of different quantities
in the transverse plane of the beams, such as the transverse missing momentum ��pT . Indeed,
particles colliding and their subsequent products would not have a significant momentum
contribution in the transverse direction and the vectorial sum of the transverse components
must vanish resulting

��pT = −∑
j

pT (2.1)

In order to reconstruct ��pT , it is necessary to include contributions from all particles in the event,
and thus, precise measurements have to be done in all detector systems. In the case of the LHC,
in the reconstruction of the transverse missing momentum, it is usually considered specific
testable DM models, grouping them in: either highly specified models (as SUSY) whose collider
searches are optimal, or simplified models whose main parameters can be captured by colliders
but are more difficult to constrain. Among these testable DM models, let us mention:

• First, the portal models, in which only one type of DM particle would account for the SM
extension and whose interaction with SM particles would be mediated by either the Higgs or
the Z boson. Within this framework, the main drawback of these searches is the large neutrino
background that is also part of the invisible component. Z portal models have been strongly
constrained by LEP through the inference of the invisible Z width [140]. Most of the Dirac
fermion DM candidates in the Z portal with masses smaller than mZ are constrained to values in
which the thermally averaged cross section is smaller than the limit for thermal relics. Also, the
allowed scenarios are those in which DM is a fermion with either an axial coupling and whose
mass is ∼ mZ/2 or with a vector coupling and a mass greater than 6 TeV.

Furthermore, in the Higgs portal, the Higgs decays into a Z pair that contributes in a small
proportion to the total width of the Higgs. With present observations, if the Higgs is coupled to
an additional invisible particle then it could be observable. However, it is necessary to do addi-
tional assumptions in the coupling with the Higgs to obtain the total width, and consequently,
these predictions are not model-independent. From [140], the allowed scenarios are those in
which DM has a mass of around mH/2 and masses greater than 400 GeV for scalar DM and 1.16
TeV for vector DM.

• Second, Effective Field Theories (EFT) and Simplified Models, where the mediator for DM-
SM interaction is a new BSM particle. In the case of EFT, if the mediator is heavy in comparison
with the beam particles in the collision, then the DM-SM interaction can be seen as a contact
interaction and all the observables are completely determined by one parameter (aside from the
DM mass and the Lorentz structure): the contact interaction scale (or cut-off scale). The validity
of such an approximation depends on both the range of DM mass and the range of the coupling
[141].

Furthermore, provided the collision energy near or higher than the mediator mass, the EFT
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approximation is not valid anymore and then it is necessary to, at least, developing a simple
description of the particle phenomenology. Those are the Simplified Models, where the coupling
between incident particles with the mediator gi and the coupling DM-mediator gDM have to be
considered, together with the mediator mass mmed and the DM mass, M. More complications
appear when Simplified Models improve towards the so-called Less-Simplified Models.

Furthermore, the complexity of the processes involved in EFT and Simplified Models influences
the composition of the detected transverse momentum, and therefore, different signatures
are expected (see discussion in Ref. [142]). Under this framework, colliders follow minimal
assumption strategies of solely detecting an excess of the missing transverse energy over the SM
background. Among these strategies, the mono-X searches, in which hadrons collide producing
DM as a final state together with an X product (jet, photon, Higgs, Z) is one of the most powerful
strategies. The mono-X searches can be also combined with the mediator searches, in which
the BSM is produced from the collision of two hadrons that subsequently decay to a pair of
leptons or quarks, producing an excess of events either in the mass spectrum or in the angular
distributions.

• Leaving aside general models, SUSY stabilises the gauge hierarchy problem and propose
at least a yet-undiscovered partner for every SM particle: with the same quantum numbers
and gauge interactions, but differing in spin by 1/2. The most well-studied type of DM in this
paradigm is the neutralino, χ, although other possibilities, such as the gravitino DM, have been
also contemplated. In general, searches in this sector have been based on simplified model
approaches, exploring the range of energies in which the involved particles would decouple
to simplify the phenomenology, avoiding effects from heavier particles (see discussion in Ref.
[133]). In this regard, the lightest candidates from MSSM have been widely considered.

SUSY has received much attention from ATLAS and CMS, however, no SUSY search has
produced a conclusive signal due to the large variety of expected signatures. One of the most
solid statements is the study of gluino and squark masses decaying via neutralino to photons.
Indeed, it provides a limit of exclusion of around 2 TeV for both gluino and squark for different
neutralino masses [143]. Although no LHC searches have so far probed SUSY, searches for more
rare processes are now entering their prime, as the study of the electroweakino parameter space.

• Fourth, long-lived particles, compared to SM particles, at the weak scale. Long-lived particles
travel a macroscopic length within the detector before decaying. LHC detectors are not optimised
for this purpose, and additional work is required for searches to be sensitive.

As already mentioned, although collider searches offer a sophisticated method to study of
DM features, it may not be conclusive, and thus, it has to be complemented by other kinds of
searches, among them, direct searches that will be described in the following Section.

2.3 Direct searches

Direct detection is based on signatures left by DM particles (of the DM halo) when they
are scattered by the nuclei of a detector. Detectors usually operate in deep underground
laboratories to reduce the background from cosmic rays (γ-ray, neutrons and solar/atmospheric
neutrinos) and natural radioactivity in the rock. After scattering, part of the DM energy fraction
is deposited in the detector, leaving (potentially) three kinds of signatures: heat (phonons),
scintillations (light) and ionization (e−) that has to be discriminated from background events.
For this, the selection of the detector is crucial since its visible signal strongly depends on the
interaction mechanism. Some of the most important requirements are high radiopurity of the
detector material, good response to nuclear recoils, long term stability, spatial information on the
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interaction, particle discrimination or low energy threshold. According to these characteristics,
the most used detectors are

• for heat, cryogenic detectors (CRESST I [144]),

• for scintillation, NaI, CsI and Xe/Ar detectors (DAMA/LIBRA [145], ANAIS [146],
COSINE [147], SABRE [148], KIMS [149], DEAP [150] and XMASS [151]),

• and for ionization, semiconductors or superheated liquids (CoGeNT [152], DAMIC [153],
NEW-G [154], DRIFT [155], NEWSdm [156], PICO [157]).

On the other hand, some of them combine signatures as

• scintillation-heat using CaWO4 or NaI ( CRESST II/III [158, 159] and Cosinus [160]),

• heat-ionization based on Ge, Si detectors (CDMS [161] and EDELWEISS [162]),

• and scintillation-ionization with liquid Xe/Ar (XENON [163], LUX [164], PandaX [165],
LuX-Zeplin [166], ArDM [167], WArP [168] or DarkSide [169]).

Unlike collider searches, the DM-SM scattering rate lies in astrophysical assumptions. First of
all, it depends on the local DM density, estimated in ρ� = 0.39± 0.03 GeVcm−3 [170]∗, assuming
a halo locally smooth and virialised. Second, it also depends on the local dark-matter velocity
distribution f (v) at the solar system frame. Indeed, the velocity dispersion of particles is usually
taken as a Maxwell-Boltzman distribution, taking into account the velocity of the Sun around
the GC and also the Earth around the Sun. The assumption of the smoothness of the halo in an
isothermal sphere with an isotropic Maxwellian velocity is usually called the Standard Halo
Model (SHM) [172]. Under these assumptions, one of the usual quantities used to set constraints
on DM particles is the total recoil energy spectrum, that for a detector composed of N nuclei
would be

dR
dER

= ∑
N

NN
ρ�
M

∫ vesc

vmin

dσ(DM−N)

dER
v f (v)d3v, (2.2)

where M is the DM candidate mass and
dσ(DM−N)

dER
is the DM-nuclei differential scattering cross

section. Also, the recoil energy is defined as ER = m2
r v2

mN
(1− cos θ∗) with mr the reduced mass

of DM-nuclei system and θ∗ the scattering angle in the centre-of-mass system. Depending
on the coupling on DM-nuclei, the cross section scattering σDM−N(Er) can be divided into
two contributions, one spin-independent σSI and other spin-dependent σSD. The differential
cross-section for the DM-nuclei scattering can be written as follows

dσ(DM−N)

dER
=

mN

2µ2
Nv2

(
F2

SI (ER) σSI,N
0 + F2

SD (ER) σSI,N
0

)
(2.3)

where σSI,N
0 and σSD,N

0 are the spin-independent and the spin-dependent components of the
cross sections at momentum transfer equal to zero, and FSI,SD the form factors (see Ref. [134]
for a complete description). In addition, the quantities involved are DM model-dependent.
Thus, comparing dR

dER
with the experimental data enables to set constraints on the DM parameter

space.

Besides the total recoil energy spectrum dR
dER

, two more quantities are also measured: the annual
modulation and the directionality of the signal. The former comes from the DM particle flux

∗Although the value can vary between 0.2 and 0.4 [171].
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that varies periodically due to the movement of the Earth with respect to the DM particle rest
frame. Indeed, the annually modulating recoil rate yields

dR
dE

(E, t) ≈ S0(E) + Sm(E) cos
(

2π
(t− t0)

T

)
, (2.4)

in the case in which the DM distribution is isotropic in the particle DM rest frame. In Eq. (2.4),
S0 is the time-averaged rate, Sm is the modulation amplitude and t0 the phase of the modulation
in years. The latter (directionality) accounts for the spatial distribution of the detected signal,

dR
dEd cos γD

∝ exp

[
− [(vE + v�) cos γD − vmin]

2

v2
c

]
, (2.5)

being γD the direction relative to the mean direction of the solar motion, vE the Earth velocity,
v� the sun motion, vc ≡

√
3/2v� and vmin is the minimum DM velocity necessary to excite a

nuclear recoil.

The modulation detected by the NAI(Tl) detector DAMA/LIBRA would be the potential most
significant signal from DM, reaching 12.9 σ. From the results, the spin-independent case is
disfavoured by the data, being the best candidates a particle with a mass of∼ 8 GeV, disfavoured
by 5.2 σ, and a candidate with a mass of ∼ 54 GeV, disfavoured by 2.5 σ. The case of isospin
violating spin-independent interactions is favoured by a DM mass around ∼ 10 GeV. On the
other hand, spin-dependent DM-nucleon interactions are favoured as well. In this case, the best
candidates would be DM masses of ∼ 10 GeV or ∼ 45 GeV [145]. Nevertheless, experiments as
XENON100 and XMASS disfavour the particles proposed by DAMA/LIBRA to explain such
a modulation [173, 174]. The possibility of the existence of an exotic DM particle needs those
experiments to be repeated with detectors of the same material. In this regard, NAI(Tl) detectors
as COSINE [147] or ANAIS [146] would be determinant. Indeed, COSINE has measured in
the last years different signatures, and for the moment the data can be well adjusted with the
absence of DM candidates [147].

2.4 Indirect searches

2.4.1 Generalities

Indirect DM searches constitute a series of strategies, that unlike collider and direct searches,
enable us to disentangle the main features of DM, in addition to the Milky Way, in extragalactic
sources. The studies based on indirect detection lie in the fact that DM may annihilate or decay
into different channels of the SM in the predicted DM halos. Indeed, after the annihilation,
these products would decay or hadronise resulting in stable particles such as γ-rays, neutrinos,
electrons-positrons or protons-antiprotons [175] that would be discriminated from the back-
ground through distinctive signatures. In fact, in the context of interstellar, intergalactic or
intracluster environments, the injection of SM particles due to the DM annihilation can be seen
as a new cosmic-ray component. DM may be an exotic source to be considered apart from those
astrophysical ones that also would be responsible for cosmic-ray production. After the injection,
the annihilation products then propagate from the annihilation point through the transport
process.

Due to the propagation some signals may be directly detected at the Earth in the form of annihi-
lation products or in the secondary processes of these stable particles with the environment, such
as radio signals from synchrotron emission [176–180] or γ-rays in the case of Inverse Compton
Scattering (ICS). Then, as stated above, the phenomenology for indirect searches can be simply
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referred to as a particle propagation process whose source is DM. The amount of cosmic rays
injected in the DM halo can be describe by a source term

q(r, E) =
1
2
〈σv〉

(
ρDM(r)

M

)2

∑
j

β j
dN j

i
dE

, (2.6)

for annihilating DM, where 〈σv〉 is the thermally averaged cross section, and

q(r, E) = Γdec
ρDM(r)

M ∑
j

β j
dN j

i
dE

, (2.7)

for decaying DM, being Γdec the decay rate. In both expressions, Eq. (2.6) and (2.7), the propor-
tion ρDM(r)/M corresponds to the DM number density, the DM mass M and the DM density
profile ρDM(r) for the halo. Both for the annihilating and decaying case, dN j

i /dE is the injection
spectrum and provides the number of cosmic-ray per unit of energy and annihilation. Each
spectrum dN j

i /dE is referred only to one channel of annihilation/decay j, i.e., DM annihi-
lating/decaying into the j channel with a branching ratio β j, which subsequently decays or
hadronises into the cosmic-ray i. The sum over j is, therefore, the contribution from different
channels of decay/annihilation to the total contribution of cosmic rays. Therefore, ∑j β jdN j

i /dE
allows us to set the channels that will determine the DM candidate specifically. The injection
spectra dN j

i /dE have been computed using the functions provided by the software PPC4DMID
[175], based on Monte Carlo event generators such as PYTHIA and HERWING. For example,
according to Fig. 1.10, for a branon with a mass of 100 GeV producing e+/e− as final state
we would have βW

(
dNW

e /dE
)
+ βZ

(
dNZ

e /dE
)

since the annihilation is mainly into those two
channels.

Once the source term is determined, the propagation of products depends on the cosmic-ray
species to be studied.

• Neutrinos and γ-rays have the advantage of maintaining their original direction due to
their null electric charges. The associated brightness or specific intensity Iν, usually measured
by telescopes, is given by the l.o.s. integral of the emissivity that for neutrinos and γ-rays is
ji
ν(x) = (1/4π)q(r, E)E. However, for example in γ-ray detections, in order to not propagate

the systematic uncertainties of the photons energy E also measured in real time, the quantity
calculated is usually(

dΦ
dE

)
i
=

1
2M2 〈σv〉∑

j
β j

dN j
i

dE
1

4π

∫
∆Ω

dΩ
∫

l.o.s.
ds ρDM(s), (2.8)

in which

〈J〉∆Ω ≡
1

4π

∫
∆Ω

dΩ
∫

l.o.s.
ds ρDM(s), (2.9)

is usually defined as the astrophysical factor, with the second integral performed along the
l.o.s. In this regard, Eq. (2.8) can be divided in one factor that is Particle Physics dependent
and the astrophysical factor†. This is an indication that the energy dependence of neutrinos
and γ-rays signals at the Earth is the same dependence as the spectrum in the point of injection.

†Note, though, that these two factors are not totally independent, as the precise properties of the DM particle
will affect the minimum scale of the formed structures, and thus the value of the astrophysical factor for a given
target will formally differ for different DM particle models.
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In a similar way, it is straightforward to derive the flux from decaying DM by replacing the
1

2M2 〈σv〉∑j β j
dN j

i
dE factor by (Γdec/M)∑j β j

dN j
i

dE .

• The case of charged particles, as electrons/positrons, protons/antiprotons and also charged
antimatter is completely different. After the injection, those particles would travel governed by
a transport equation, that in its general version (see [181]) yields

∂ψ

∂t
= ∇ · (Dxx∇ψ−Vψ) +

∂

∂p
Dpp

∂

∂p
1
p2 ψ

− ∂

∂p
[b(p)ψ− (p/3)(∇ ·V)]− 1

τf
ψ− 1

τr
ψ + q(r, p, t), (2.10)

usually referred to as both the Parker and the Ginzburg-Syrovatsky equation. In this case, we
will see that the Particle Physics counterpart is mixed with the astrophysical parameters of the
transport. So, at first glance, the charged-cosmic-ray problem may seem more complicated

than the neutrinos and γ-rays case, since in the former, the injection spectrum β j
dN j

i
dE is not fully

equal to that one after the propagation‡. However, the fact that charged particles interact with
their environment (either galactic environment or intracluster medium) would induce eventual
losses of energy that produce photons to be detected in a large range of frequencies. This would
allow us to compare multiple signatures coming from one solely process. The study of these
signals sets the basis of DM indirect searches through multi-wavelength astronomy; depending
on the energy loss mechanism distinctive signals could be detected at different frequencies,
either via synchrotron emission, ICS, bremsstrahlung or Coulombian interactions. In this case,
indirect searches with charged particles allow studying different signatures in the process of
annihilation. On the other hand, the important improvements implemented in radio astronomy
in the last decades, make the radio telescopes one of the most competitive in terms of sensitivity
and resolution, ideal to detect possible synchrotron signals from e+/e− after DM annihilation.

In the following sections, we will focus on e+/e− as the final state of the annihilation. First, we
will take a phenomenological approach to understand each term of Eq. (2.10) for cosmic rays
and then we will focus on the e+/e− case with the assumptions that this implies. After that, we
will set constraints on DM through the positron fraction and the synchrotron emission from the
interaction of e+/e− with the magnetic field.

2.4.2 Cosmic-ray transport

There are two ways to derive Eq. (2.10). The first one, which we shall follow in this Section,
is a phenomenological construction derived from the continuity equation while the second one
is a generalisation of the Fokker-Planck equation. In the former, the point of departure is the
continuity equation for the cosmic-ray species i,

∂Ni(r, t)
∂t

= −
∮

j · dA + Qi(r, t), (2.11)

characterised by the source term Qi(r, t). According to the divergence theorem
∮

j · dA =∫
∇ · jdV , where dV is the volume element within the closed surface dA and also considering

‡It should be emphasised that the observed γ-ray spectrum may also be distorted and different from the one at
the emitting source for the case of sufficiently distant extragalactic objects due to Extragalactic Background Light
attenuation or also due to the redshifted energies in the Universe expansion.
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N = ndV, the differential form of the continuity equation yields

∂ni(r, t)
∂t

= −∇ · j + qi(r, t), (2.12)

being qi(r, t) the abovementioned source term per unit of volume. Assuming the Fick’s law in
which particles flow from a region of higher concentration to another of lower concentration,
with a magnitude proportional to the density gradient j = −D̂∇ni(r, t), Eq. (2.12) becomes

∂ni(r, t)
∂t

−∇ ·
(
D̂∇ni(r, t)

)
= qi(r, t) . (2.13)

or also alternatively

∂ψi(r, p, t)
∂t

−∇ ·
(
D̂∇ψi(r, p, t)

)
= qi(r, p, t) . (2.14)

where ψ holds for the cosmic-ray number density per unit of energy. As a relevant historic
example, one the most considered assumptions lies on

∇ ·
(
D̂∇ψi(r, p, t)

)
= −ψi(r, p, t)/τesc, (2.15)

representing the basis for the well-known Leaky Box models. Such models assume cosmic rays
within a confinement volume with an escape probability per unit of time τesc. This scenario,
presented here in its most simplistic version, has been used to describe some average values of
cosmic rays and still is being used and relevant under some modifications. In the following, we
shall present the remaining terms of Eq. (2.10).

a) Cosmic-ray production: spallation, decay and injection

Cosmic rays are subjected to collisions with particles in the interstellar medium (ISM). In
such collisions, fragmentation of nuclei and decay of radioactive products would either destroy
through the terms − 1

τf
ψ and − 1

τr
ψ or inject particles of a particular species through the term

qi(r, p, t). In Eq. (2.10) τf is the time scale for loss by fragmentation, and τr for radioactive decay.
In qi(r, p, t) all the processes of injection are considered, not only those of production through
spallation and decay, but also the injection of particles from supernova remnants (SNR) and
other astrophysical sources. In other words,

qi(r, p, t) = qprim
i (r, p, t) + ∑

k>i

1

τ
f

ik

ψi + ∑
k>i

1
τr

ik
ψi, (2.16)

Indeed, such terms, once included in the transport equation (Eq. 2.10), allow us to treat cosmic
rays according to their origin:

• Primary cosmic rays, qprim
i (r, p, t), are those produced in astrophysical sources as SNR,

pulsars or other exotic sources. Their injection spectrum is usually taken as ∼ E−δ, according
to the well-known First-order Fermi acceleration mechanism proposed in 1949 (together with
a Leaky box description as in Eq. (2.15)). Under such a mechanism, cosmic rays experiment
acceleration scatters from the upstream to downstream in the wavefront of a shockwave and
vice versa (for example, in SNR): cosmic rays gain energy during each crossing, increasing
their probability of escaping from the ISM. The boundary conditions for an ideal shockwave
upstream and downstream (Rankine-Hugoniot conditions) impose both the conservation of
mass flux, momentum conservation and energy conservation predicting an injection spectra to
the ISM (escape from the shockwave) proportional to E−δ. This is one of the main pillars in the
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construction of a cosmic-ray propagation theory. Due to the propagation, those primary cosmic
rays usually change their spectra in E−δ−β.

• Secondary cosmic rays of the species i, given by ∑k>i
1

τ
f

ik

ψi + ∑k>i
1

τr
ik

ψi, are those produced

due to either spallation or radioactive decay of the nuclei k in the ISM. The energy dependence
for these secondary species is usually taken as E−δ−β, i.e., the spectra of the primary cosmic rays
in equilibrium when they propagate. On the other hand, τ

f
ik and τr

ik, the time scale for spallation
and decay respectively, are closely related with the particle reactions process.

From now on, in order to simplify the notation, we will omit the subindex i introduced in Eq.
(2.14), that we used to refer to as the cosmic-ray species i. The reader should have in mind,
unless otherwise specified, that the expressions we will describe in the following sections would
apply to many different cosmic-ray species.

b) Cosmic-ray diffusion

The cosmic-ray diffusion is the result of the particles scattering on random magnetohydro-
dynamic waves in the ISM. There, particles are predominantly scattered by the irregularities
of the galactic magnetic field B, usually modelled by a large-scale uniform component B0 and
a small-scale fluctuating irregular component δB. In general, the diffusion tensor, Dxx in Eq.
(2.10), can be written in terms of the magnetic field vector components Bi and the diffusion coef-
ficients that can be parallel or perpendicular to the mean field, together with an antisymmetric
counterpart, yielding [182]

Dij = D⊥δij −
(

D⊥ − D‖
)

BiBj

B2 − ε ijkDA
Bk

B
. (2.17)

where DA considers particle drifts due to the variations of the large-scale-magnetic field and
ε ijk is the Levi-Civita symbol. In Eq. (2.17), the symmetric part corresponds to the diffusion
associated to the fluctuating irregular component, while the antisymmetric is associated to the
large-scale magnetic field and it is usually neglected.

The Dij coefficient can be analytically determined under the so-called quasi-linear approximation,
in which magnetic fluctuations are weaker than the uniform component (|δB| << B0) and the
only prevailing term would be D‖ (see [181–183] and references therein). Sophisticated numerical
codes able to fit most of the cosmic-ray species in our galaxy usually rely on this approximation.
Despite this assumption, there is still a wide debate about whether the linear regime is accurate
to describe plasmas in astrophysical environments [184, 185]. One of the main questions is
the role played by the perpendicular component of the diffusion tensor, classically related to
the parallel component as D⊥/D‖ = 1/[1 + (λ‖/rg)2], being λ‖ the mean free path of cosmic-
rays in the parallel direction and rg the particle Larmor radius. Several studies coincide in
the importance of the perpendicular component, extending the expression for D⊥/D‖. For
example, the escape of cosmic rays from the Milky Way probably occurs via transport normal to
the Galactic Plane. From this fact, numerical simulations, such as Particle-in-Cell schemes or
Test-Particle simulations have been widely considered to determine the diffusion tensor. The
main challenges of these methods are, in fact, the lack of precise information about plasma
parameters and the need to specify initial and boundary conditions.

Specifically, the quasi-linear approximation, followed by a wide variety of authors and usually
assumed for indirect searches studies, allows us to write the diffusion tensor as a scalar function
that depends on cosmic-ray kinetic energy. Indeed, in this framework, the interaction between
particles and irregularities is of resonant character and maximal when the wave vector of
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the turbulence, k, is parallel to the regular magnetic field, being k‖ = ±s/(rgµ). In such an
expression µ is the particle pitch angle§, and the integers s = 0, 1, 2... correspond to cyclotron
resonances of different orders. The predicted function for the diffusion coefficient then yields
D = D‖ ' (δBres/B)−2 vrg/3, being δBres the amplitude of resonant fluctuations, when k =
k‖ ∼ 1/rg, that corresponds to the first-order resonance s = 1, the most relevant for the isotropic
diffusion (for further details, follow [186]). By performing a Fourier analysis for the fluctuations,
that can be characterised by

〈
B2(k)

〉
∝ k−2+δ, the diffusion coefficient in the quasi-linear regime

renders

D(E) = D0Eδ. (2.18)

Depending on the formalism chosen to describe how the kinetic energy is distributed in the
turbulences dynamic of the galactic plasma, two theoretical values are usually considered, 1/3
for the well-known Kolmogorov type spectrum [187] and δ = 1/2 typical for the Kraichnan
diffusion [188], although such coefficients are also fitted by numerical codes using the ratios
between different cosmic-ray species measured by cosmic-ray detectors.

c) Cosmic-ray reacceleration

In 1949, Fermi proposed a mechanism in which cosmic rays would gain energy by bouncing
off moving magnetic clouds in the interstellar plasma medium: the so-called Second-order Fermi
acceleration [189]. The magnetic irregularities that scatter cosmic rays are not merely static
but also in random motion with characteristic velocities of order the Alfvén speed, according
to the alfvenic plasma waves motion. It may happen that a magnetic cloud with high field
intensity moves toward the cosmic-ray particle and collide against it, and thus, such a particle
would gain energy in the collision. However, it is also possible that such a cloud moves away
from the cosmic-ray particle and, since the latter moves faster than the cloud, it would reach
the irregularity being reflected backwards and losing energy in the process. The estimated net
result is an averaged gain since head-on collisions are more frequent than tail-in scatters and the
relative velocity is larger in the former case. The reacceleration mechanism can be treated as
diffusion in momentum space characterised by the coefficient Dpp.

Considering that both diffusion and reacceleration are produced due to magnetic field irregu-
larities in interstellar plasma, both processes should be linked. Indeed, following the heuristic
analysis in [190], it is possible to relate both as DxxDpp = 1

9 p2V2
A, where VA is the Alfvén speed

estimated as VA = B/√µ0ρpl, µ0 is the permeability of the vacuum and ρpl is the total mass
density of plasma particles. In a more general description, the diffusion and reacceleration term
would be related to the diffusion coefficient [191]

DxxDpp =
p2 V2

A
δ (4− δ) (4− δ2)

, (2.19)

The relation lies in the following interpretation. If the scattering is very strong, cosmic rays
would suffer from a large change in momentum and a small in space. Therefore, particles whose
diffusion is dominant have a negligible probability of having a momentum change when they
get through plasma irregularities.

Reacceleration parameters can be usually measured by energy tracers in cosmic-ray abundances
left by K-capture from isotopes, in which a 1s electron is captured by a parent nuclei in A

Z X +
e− →A

Z−1 Y + νe. K-capture is strongly suppressed in high diffusion environments because
high-energy nuclei are generally fully stripped of their electrons. Such a process is highly

§defined as the angle between the magnetic field and the particle velocity.
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energy-dependent being low-energy nuclei more likely to suffer it. Some of those nuclei in
environments with high reacceleration would spend more time at low energies. The nuclei A

Z X
would show an abrupt decrease in their abundances, while on the contrary, A

Z−1Y should show a
rise. Among the most used elements for these probes are the isotopes 37Ar, 44Ti, 49V, 51Cr.

d) Cosmic-ray drift and the Galactic wind

The stellar activity in galaxies may drive powerful galactic winds which can push a signifi-
cant fraction of the gas and the magnetic field out from the galactic plane. Spatially resolved
high-redshift observations indicate that these winds are launched directly from the sites of
typically strongly-clustered star formation [192–194]. Indeed, a large cosmic-ray flux travelling
through a magnetised plasma with a mean velocity greater than the Alfvén speed leads to the
growth of magnetic fluctuations. Such fluctuations, subsequently, extract momentum and energy
from the cosmic rays and transfer it to the interstellar thermal gas. The thermal gas is heated and
accelerated and the net effect is a galactic wind that globally pushes cosmic rays perpendicularly
outwards from the galactic plane. Indeed, analysis of the γ-ray emission measured by EGRET
in the Galactic disk, reveals that cosmic rays are approximately uniform distributed in the radial
direction of the disk. However, in Ref. [195] a wind model applied to the Milky Way, driven by
both cosmic-ray and thermal gas pressure, shows that the observed Galactic diffuse soft X-ray
emission can be better understood by wind than by static gas models.

The mathematical treatment is generally by adding an advection term jC to the continuity Eq.
(2.14) with

jC = Vn(r, t), (2.20)

although the galactic wind effect would result in a more complicated spatial framework to work.
In fact, 1-zone and 2-zone models have been proposed. In the one 1-zone model convection
and diffusion is everywhere, while a 2-zone model has diffusion only up to some distance
from the plane, and diffusion plus convection beyond. In general, V is a function of r. Both
models are consistent with different signatures such as the energy dependence of the cosmic-ray
abundances and radioactive isotopes (see discussion in [181]), constraining velocity for galactic
wind values of around 10 km/s for the 1-zone model at inner regions of the galactic disk and
100 km/s for the outer regions in the 2-zone model.

Furthermore, the Galactic wind not only corresponds to transport of cosmic rays away of the
galactic plane but also adiabatic energy losses, due to expanding plasma, since the convection
velocity increases with the distance from the plane. Considering the equation of state of an
ultra-relativistic gas in a non-relativistic velocity field V is possible to write the adiabatic energy
losses as (

dE
dt

)
adb

= −1
3
(∇ ·V) E (2.21)

e) Radiative losses

The term b(p), usually defined in terms of energy as b(E) = − (dE/dt)rad, corresponds to
the energy losses or cooling, that provides the rate of change in the energy of a single cosmic-ray
particle due to radiative processes suffered in the ISM. Depending on the particle to be studied
some losses prevail over others. Among them, synchrotron emission, cyclotron radiation, ICS,
bremsstrahlung, ionization and Coulombian losses.
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• Charged particles could be deflected by galactic magnetic fields resulting in the emission
of electromagnetic radiation. Depending on the velocity regime of such charged particles, two
different emissions could be distinguished. On the one hand, namely cyclotron radiation in the
case of non-relativistic particles, emission lines are associated to this kind of radiation. The
frequency of emission is merely the frequency of gyration. Cyclotron signals would not be
detected from extragalactic sources with magnetic fields B ∼ µG since its frequency (ν ∼ Hz) is
lower than the plasma frequency limit (νp ∼ 2 kHz) of the ISM. In this regard, only some targets
with extremely high magnetic fields, such as neutron stars, would provide detectable signatures.
On the other hand, ultra-relativistic particles interacting with magnetic fields would emit in a
continuous range of frequencies, yielding the synchrotron emission expected typically in radio
frequencies.

• In the ICS, particles scatter background photons from the interstellar radiation field (IRF).
If the moving particle has sufficient kinetic energy compared to the photon, some energy may
be transferred from the particle to the photon. Therefore, photons results more energetic after
colliding in the reaction e− + γ(E) → e− + γ(E′) with E′ > E, where the expected signal is
typically from X-ray to γ-ray.

In the ICS, two energy regimes can be usually distinguished. A first one corresponds to the
Thomson regime, in which the mass of the particle is much lower than the energy of the incident
photon. The scattering is almost elastic and well determined with the Thomson cross section.
The result is a small transfer of energy to the photon, thus, the frequency is practically equal
(E ∼ E′). A second one is the highly-inelastic Klein-Nishina regime with E larger than the rest
energy of particles. The Thomson cross section does not provide a full description of the process
and a treatment in QED is necessary.

Furthermore, the IRF has to be determined for a proper description of ICS losses. Three main
contributions are expected to the IRF. Firstly, the predominant stellar contribution of late spectral
classes with its peak of emission in the near-infrared and an energy density of 0.5 cm3/s [196]¶.
Second, the dust component heated by absorption of starlight and emitting in far-infrared.
The energy density of this emission is estimated in 0.05 cm3/s and 0.3 cm3/s [196–198]. Third,
photons from the CMB with an energy density of 0.25 cm3/s.

• The bremsstrahlung, sometimes called free-free radiation in plasma physics, holds the decel-
eration of particles when it is deflected thermal ions and e−. Even though bremsstrahlung would
also include cyclotron and synchrotron radiation also, the name is usually used for charged
particles accelerated in matter. Bremsstrahlung is unlikely dominant unless the density is higher
than the typical in the bulk of the ISM. In this regard, their effects could be important for the
γ-ray spectrum, mostly from directions close to the Galactic Plane.

In their classical description (E << Z22πh̄cR∞) a charged particle pass close to the surroundings
of an ion of charge Ze with an impact parameter bc. However, in order to understand the process
completely, it is required a quantum treatment since photons with energies comparable to the
incident particle can be produced in the atom. The usual treatment consists of developing a
classical description of the process and treat the quantum effects as corrections by using the
Kramers-Gaunt factors. In addition, the relativistic case can be addressed with the virtual quanta,
which allows to describe the bremsstrahlung as an ICS in a reference frame where the particles
are initially at rest and the ion is moving towards the particle. In such a reference frame, the
electrostatic field of the ion can be seen as a transversal electromagnetic pulse.

¶Also, a stellar component with stars of class OB is expected in UV but the energy density is very low with
respect to the late ones.
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FIGURE 2.1: Radiative losses bi dependence on the e+/e− kinetic energy E [199].
The blue band corresponding to synchrotron emission has been computed for
a magnetic field between B = 1 µG (dashed line) and B = 10 µG (solid line).
The bands for bremsstrahlung and Coulombian losses take into account the elec-
tron number density of the medium, ne, between 10−6 cm−3 (dashed) for dwarf
spheroidals (dSphs) and 0.1 cm−3 (solid) for galaxies. The analytical expressions
for all the radiative losses in terms of ne and B can be found following [179, 200,
201]. While Coulombian losses dominate at low energies, synchrotron emission
and ICS lead the e+/e− emission signals at higher energies. For ICS losses both
the Thomson and Klein-Nishina regimes have been considered in the interaction

of e+/e− with the CMB photons with a temperature T0 = Tγ0 = 2.73 K [202].

• Finally, ionization and Coulomb losses are referred to the interaction with neutral matter or
with ionised plasma respectively. Indeed, high energy cosmic rays traversing atoms would
lose energy due to the ionization and excitation of atomic levels, while in Coulomb losses it
is produced mainly by the inelastic collisions of individual plasma particles together with the
excitations of collective motions of the plasma. Indeed, in Coulomb losses, collision and plasma
oscillation effects are considered, whose minimum excitation corresponds to the energy hνp.

Sychrotron emission, ICS, Coulombian losses and bremsstrahlung would be relevant for e+/e−

at different range of energies. Conversely, heavier particles as nuclei would see suppressed
their loss emission inversely proportional to the powers of their masses (i.e., for protons,
me/mp ∼ 5 · 10−4). The only mechanism significant for nuclei are Coulombian losses and
ionization in the galactic disk, although negligible when it is compared to the e+/e− energy
losses. Focusing on the e+/e− case, we present the expressions for the energy losses [179,
200–202]. Firstly, the synchrotron losses yields

bsynch(r, E) =
4
3

σT

m3
e c5 E2UB(r), (2.22)

where σT is the Thomson cross section for e− and UB is the magnetic energy density in cgs,
defined as UB(r) = B2(r)/8π. Second, bremsstrahlung and Coulomb losses, whose main effect
considered in this work is due to the interaction with thermal e− of the ISM, with a number
density ne. For both energy losses, the expressions are

bbrem(E) = 1.51 · 10−16neE [log(E/me) + 0.36] , (2.23)
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and

bCoul(E) = 6.13 · 10−16ne [1 + log(E/neme)/75] . (2.24)

Indeed, ne, the electron number density, would vary according to the environment. For our
galaxy, the estimation is ne ∼ 0.1 cm−3, while for dSphs or a cluster of galaxies would be ne ∼
10−6 cm−3 and ne ∼ 10−3 cm−3 respectively. Third, three different regimes are differentiated
for ICS, according to what it was mentioned above in this section. The Thomson regime (for
γkbT0
mec2 < 3.8 · 10−4) and the Klein-Nishina (1.8 · 103 < γkbT0

mec2 ) have been considered in the following
expression:

bICS(E) =


4
3

σT
mec γ2Urad if γkbT0

mec2 < 3.8 · 10−4

E2mec2(kbT0)
3

γ exp
[

∑5
i=0 ci

(
ln γkbT0

mec2

)i
]

if 3.8 · 10−4 < γkbT0
mec2 < 1.8 · 103

σT
16

(mekbT0)
2

h̄3

(
ln 4γkbT0

mec2 − 1.9805
)

if 1.8 · 103 < γkbT0
mec2 ,

(2.25)

with an intermediate region linking both behaviours. For the intermediate region,
ci =

{
74.44,−0.1953,−9.97 · 10−2, 4.352 · 10−3, 3.546 · 10−4,−3.01 · 10−5} [202]. On the other

hand, σT, kb and T0 are the Thomson cross section, the Boltzmann constant and the temperature
of the gas of photons respectively. In our case, we considered the contribution of the CMB, thus,
T0 = Tγ0 = 2.73 K.

In Fig. 2.1, the most relevant energy losses for e+/e− are plotted. There, colour bands show
the dependence of the energy losses the electron density ne (0.1 cm−3 for galaxies [203] and
10−6 cm−3 for dSphs [204]) and with the magnetic field (taken as constant B(r) = B, with B
between 1 µG and 10 µG). Synchrotron and ICS are dominant at high energies beyond GeV
whereas bremsstrahlung and Coulombian losses predominate the sub-GeV range. Some of the
above mechanisms prevail over others at different energies in different targets, as shown in
Fig. 2.1, where energy losses due to bremsstrahlung, Coulombian, ICS and synchrotron emission
have been depicted. The most significant loss mechanisms for e+/e− constitute the energy loss
function

b(r, E) = bsyn(r, E) + bICS(E) + bbrem(E) + bCoul(E). (2.26)

2.5 Indirect dark matter searches with e+/e−

In the following, we will focus on the assumptions on the transport equation (Eq. 2.10) for
e+/e− and the solution in this specific case.

2.5.1 Assumptions and solution for cosmic-ray transport

In Section 2.4.1, we referred the general expression for the transport of cosmic rays injected
by a source term q(r, p, t). Now, let us focus on the specific cases of DM annihilating into SM
particles producing e+/e− as a final state. This fact will allow us to do some considerations on
the general transport equation (Eq. 2.10) presented previously.

First of all, we shall remark that in our calculations we are only interested on the component of
cosmic rays injected by annihilating DM. The rest will be consider as a part of the astrophysical
background as we will discuss in the next Chapter. This means that we consider a primary
component for e+/e− since it is directly injected from the source and not due to collisions of
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particles in the ISM, thus,

qe(r, p, t) = qprim
e (r, p, t) = qDM

e (r, p, t) =
1
2
〈σv〉

(
ρDM(r)

M

)2

∑
j

β j
dN j

e

dE
. (2.27)

Moreover, the diffusion in e+/e− travelling ultra relativistically along the ISM is expected to be
dominant, however convection and reacceleration may have an important role at some range
of energies E. In general, convection, solar wind modulation and reacceleration are negligible
in two cases considered in upcoming sections. First, for e+/e− reaching the Solar System with
energies above a few GeV [205]. This is the case we will see in Chapter 3. Second, for targets with
low baryonic content and low ISM, it is generally assumed that diffusion is the predominant
way of transport. This is the case we will see in Chapter 5. Under these conditions and assuming
the quasi-stationary regime, i.e., ∂ψ(E, r, t)/∂t ' 0, the transport equation (Eq. 2.10) can be
rewritten as a purely diffusion expression that, for annihilating DM, it renders

−D0Eδ∇2ψ− ∂

∂E
[b(r, E)ψ] =

1
2
〈σv〉

(
ρDM(r)

M

)2

∑
j

β j
dN j

e

dE
. (2.28)

This equation can be solved by the Green’s method. The coordinates in the Laplacian together
with the boundary conditions define the symmetry of the problem and also the kind of solution.
This forces us to specify the target under consideration in our studies. In fact, two targets have
been considered along this investigation: the Milky Way and dSphs. The Green’s solutions for
both targets is only valid under the condition b(r, E) ' b(E) in the Green function. Indeed, we
approximate bsyn(r, E) ∼ bsyn(E), with an averaged magnetic field Bavg. This approximation is
solely considered in the determination of the quantity λD that we will see here below, being
the spatial dependence in bsyn(r, E) fully considered for the rest of functions. This is the usual
approach followed in [179, 204]. Therefore, the targets under discussion in our work together
with their solutions of Eq. (2.28) are

• The Milky Way, in which e+/e− are assumed to be confined inside a propagation region
described by a cylinder of radius R and thickness 2Lz centred at the centre of the galaxy. The
radius of the diffusion disk is taken as R = 20 kpc (close to the galactic disk value) and the
vertical half-thickness Lz depends on the diffusion model. Outside the propagation zone, e+/e−

are no longer confined by the magnetic field so their density is expected to rapidly drop and
it would be negligible with respect to the rest of the density within the disk. Therefore, the
boundary conditions to solve the Eq. (2.28) are ψ (R, z) = 0 and ψ (r,±Lz) = 0. For this specific
problem, we will consider the solution in [206], where the e+/e− density ψ is expanded as the
Bessel series. Indeed, the Green’s method presents a problem at imposing r = R so the Bessel
approach has been proposed as an improvement of the usual Green formalism.

ψ(r, E) =
∞

∑
i=1

∞

∑
n=0

J0

(α0,i

R
r
)

ϕb (z) Pi,n(r, E), (2.29)

where J0 are Bessel functions of the first kind with α0,i zeros and ϕb (z) = sin
( nπ

2L (z + Lz)
)
. On

the other hand, Pi,n(r, E) renders

Pi,n(r, E) =
1

b(r, E)

∫ M

E
dEs Qi,n(Es) exp

{
−λ2

D(E, Es)

4

[(
nπ

2Lz

)2

+

(
α2

i
R2

)]}
.

In this method, e+/e− are injected at xs and time ts with an energy Es. Once a particle is injected
at the source point, it reaches the coordinate (x, t) with an energy E. The distance between these
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two points is called the diffusion length λD such as

λ2
D(E, Es) = 4

∫ Es

E
dε

D0 εδ

b(ε)
. (2.30)

On the other hand, the factor Qi,n(Es) in expression (2.30) corresponds to the Bessel and Fourier
transforms of the source term yielding

Qi,n(Es) =
2

Lz R2 J2
1 (αi)

∫ R

0

∫ Lz

−Lz

r dr dz J0

(αi

R
r
)

ϕb (z) q(r, Es), (2.31)

where αi are the zeros of the Bessel function J0.

• dSphs, whose diffusion is usually assumed spherically symmetric. The radius of the diffusion
region is rh at which a free escape boundary condition is imposed. After a suitable change
of variables, the diffusion equation Eq. (2.28) can be rewritten as a heat-like equation [207]
obtaining

ψ(r, E) =
1

b(r, E)

∫ M

E
dEs G (r, E, Es) q(r, Es), (2.32)

in terms of Green’s function G (r, E, Es). The spherical symmetry of the problem suggests the
image charge method over the Green’s function, as explained in [207, 208] in which charges are
positioned at rn = (−1)nr + 2nrh. Thus G (r, E, Es) turns into

G (r, E, Es) =
1√

πλ2
D(E, Es)

∞

∑
n=−∞

(−1)n
∫ rh

0
dr′

r′

rn

×
(

ρDM(r′)
ρDM(r)

)2 [
exp(−g−n )− exp(−g+n )

]
, (2.33)

with g±n (r′, E, Es) =
(r′±rnr)2

λ2
D(E,Es)

and a radius of diffusion rh. In the above expression, λD(E, Es) is

the mean free path of e+/e− described above.

2.5.2 Signals from dark matter annihilation

In this section we will focus on the signatures used to set constraints on DM in the next
chapters:

• On the one hand, once we solve the diffusion equation, Eq. (2.28), we obtain the number
density of e+/e− per unit of energy after the process of diffusion. The first signature one could
detect is the e+/e− flux reaching the Earth by cosmic-ray detectors, such as PAMELA, Fermi-LAT
or AMS. In this regard, the description we have to use for this calculation is that for the Milky
Way in cylindrical coordinates. The only requirement is imposing the coordinates of the Earth
from the GC, considering that the origin of the coordinates has been established at the centre
of the cylinder, and thus, the centre of the Milky Way. After that, the e+/e− flux would be a
function of the e+/e− kinetic energy, E. Indeed the e+/e− flux can be expressed as follows

ΦDM
e+/e−(r�, E) =

ve (E)
4πc

ψ(r�, E) , (2.34)

with the condition r = r� and taking as r� ∼ 8 kpc. Furthermore, considering a high diffusion
and low reacceleration for energies E > 10 GeV ultra-relativistic e−/e+ would reach the limit
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ve (E) ' c. The e+/e− flux, ΦDM
e± (r�, E) would only give information about one coordinate in

the Galaxy, and therefore, this detectable signal would not count with spatial information. In
our work, we shall compute the e+/e− flux at the Earth, ΦDM

e+/e−(r�, E) and compare it with the
current data.

• Furthermore, as already mentioned in the previous section, b(r, E) leads the emission of
photons in a long range of frequencies due to the loss of energy of e+/e−. In fact, solving the
diffusion equation, Eq. (2.28), we obtain the number density per unit of energy ψ(r, E) of e+/e−

at each galactic coordinate. In other words, we calculate the number density per unit of energy
of the emitters responsible for the photons emission at the coordinate r. Associating a radiative
power to each emitter ψ(r, E), it is immediate calculating the emissivity for such processes
through

jν(r, z) =
∫ M

E
dE (ψe+ + ψe−) P(ν, r, E, z) = 2

∫ M

E
dE ψ(r, E)P(ν, r, E, z), (2.35)

where jν(r, z) accounts for the emissivity both for e− and e+. In addition, P(ν, r, E, z) is the power
associated with the emission process. In this work, we will focus on the synchrotron emission
as a result of the interaction of e+/e− with the magnetic field. The predominant emission
is expected to happen in radio frequencies. Other signals from either ICS or bremsstrahlung
would be expected in the range of γ-ray. The steps for their calculation would be the same as
that we will present for synchrotron emission but with another power corresponding to the
emission process. As already mentioned, each e+/e− is responsible for the synchrotron power of
emission, Psyn(ν, r, E, z) that relates the e+/e− kinetic energy E with the frequency of emission.
The emitted power of a single e+/e− at redshift z ≈ 0 is

P(ν, r, E, z) = Psyn(ν, r, E, z) =
∫ π

0
dα

sin2α

4πε0

√
3e3B(r)
mec

Fi

(
ν(1 + z)

νc(r, E)sinα

)
(2.36)

with

Fi(u) = u
∫ ∞

u
dξ K 5

3
(ξ) ' 5

4
u

1
3 exp(−u)

(
648 + u2)1/12

, (2.37)

being K 5
3
(ξ) a modified Bessel function, ε0 the vacuum permittivity and α the angle formed

by the perpendicular component of the magnetic field with respect to the e+/e− momentum.
Moreover, νc(r, E) holds for the critical frequency

νc(r, E) =
3eB(r)
4πme

γ2(E). (2.38)

Close to this frequency, e+/e− emit the most part of their energy. Once ψ is obtained from Eq.
(2.32), the specific intensity Iν (i.e, the magnitude usually measured by radio telescopes) can
be computed by integrating jν(r, z), Eq. (2.35), over the l.o.s. Here, it is important to remark
that a change of coordinates would be necessary to calculate the specific intensity Iν(θ, z). In-
deed, the diffusion problem for Eq. (2.28) is being defined at the centre of the galaxy, both
for the Milky Way and dSphs, while the detection is at the Earth coordinates. This does not
imply an issue for the computation of the positron fraction since ΦDM

e+/e−(r�, E) is related to
one point of coordinates r� from the GC, as mentioned. However, the synchrotron emission
received at the Earth from different directions of the Universe requires a change of coordinates,
locating the radio telescope at the origin. In this work, we considered two changes of coordinates:

• For the Milky Way, we follow r =
√

r2
� + s2 cos(b)2 − 2r�s cos l cos b and z = s sin b, where b
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is the galactic latitude, l is the galactic longitude in the galactic coordinate system and r� = 8 kpc.

• For dSphs, the limits of integration are smax/min = dt cos θ ±
√

r2
h − d2

t sin2 θ and r =√
d2

t − 2dts cos(θ) + s2, being θ the angle subtended from the centre to any point of the target,
rh the radius of diffusion and dt the distance to the target [209].

In both expressions above, s accounts for the line joining the telescope and the centre of the
target. As mentioned, integrating over the l.o.s. would give us the contribution of the emission
rate over an entire column along the l.o.s. of the detector, obtaining the specific intensity

Iν(l, b, z) =
∫

l.o.s.
ds

jν(s, l, b, z)
4π

, (2.39)

where l and b represents the galactic coordinates (l, b) from the Earth. In the case of dSphs, the
specific intensity has spherical symmetry and then

Iν(θ, z) =
∫

l.o.s.
ds

jν(s, θ, z)
4π

, (2.40)

where θ is the angle subtended from the centre of the dSphs. Furthermore, the emission from a
volume, is determined by the flux density Sν(z) over the solid angle Ω is given by

Sν(z) =
∫

Ω
dΩ Iν(θ, z) . (2.41)

In our work, we shall compute the specific intensity Iν(θ, z) and the flux density Sν(z), solving
Eq. (2.28) in order to set constraints on DM. The specific intensity, Iν(θ, z), provides a differ-
ential distribution of the emission along the angular size of the source; and the flux density,
which takes into account the integrated flux over either the angular size of the source or the
beam selected for the analysis. Whereas the specific intensity Iν rather focuses on the spatial
distribution of the target, the advantage of working with the flux density is that such a quantity
allows us to determine the best frequency range - and therefore suitable detectors - to detect
specific DM candidates. Furthermore, we will use Iν(θ, z) to extract spatial information of the
synchrotron signals from annihilating DM and we also compare Sν(z) with the sensitivity from
radio telescopes such as the Square Kilometre Array (SKA).

2.5.3 Detectors

In the following, we shall describe the characteristics of the detectors relevant for our
analysis

a) Cosmic-ray detectors

• AMS

At 400 km altitude, the Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer, AMS (c.f. [210–212] for a thorough
insight on AMS technicalities), is an external module installed on the International Space Station
designed to detect cosmic rays in the range of energies of GeV-TeV. The main goals of the project
are studying the abundances and propagation of cosmic rays (heavy species) but also the direct
detection of antimatter and DM through positrons and antiprotons production. The design
is prepared to operate until ∼ 2030 and the whole detector counts on 7.5 tons in a volume
of 5 m× 4 m× 3 m whose acceptance is ∼ 0.5 m2sr. AMS is composed of different elements,
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FIGURE 2.2: From Aguilar et al. 2013 [210]. Schematic representation of the
bending (y-z) plane of AMS detector and its components

presented in Fig. 2.2, consisting of nine silicon trackers in different parts of the detector, a
transition radiation detector (TRD), the time of flight detector (TOF), a magnet, anticoincidence
counters (ACC) in the inner tracker surroundings, a ring imaging Cherenkov detector (RICH)
and an electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL).

First, silicon trackers can determine the trajectory and the absolute charge measuring the
coordinates and the energy loss of the incident particles. In total, there are 9 trackers, one at the
entrance of the module, on the top of TRD, the second below the TOF with other six constituting
the inner tracker and the ninth tracker between RICH and ECAL.

Second, the TRD that allows to distinguish between e+/e− from protons through the transition
radiation (TR), and also different nuclei through the particle energy deposition dE/dx. Indeed,
e+/e− can be distinguished from protons by measuring its TR-Xray. High energy charged
particles crossing the interface among different dielectrics produce photons at small angles with
energies ∼ 5− 30 keV. In order to carry out this radiative detection, AMS accounts for 20 layers
of 5248 tubes filled with Xe/CO2 arranged in 16-tube modules and alternating with layer of
fibre fleece radiator of 0.006 g/cm3. The tubes are able to measure X-ray and the particle energy
deposition dE/dx, while the fleece maximises the number of points in which a TR X-ray can be
generated.

Third, two planes with TOF, above the magnet (below the TRD), and two planes below the
magnet allowing to measure the time of particles with a precision of 160 ps, and therefore,
both Z and β = v/c with a resolution of δZ = 0.05 (at Z = 1) and a resolution of 4% (at
Z = 1, β ∼ 1) respectively. Each plane includes scintillating paddles with photomultiplier tubes
indicating when the clock is activated and stopped. The magnet produces a magnetic field of
1.4 kG in the x direction (see Fig. 2.2), allowing to separate charges ±Z. Furthermore, the ACC,
composed of sixteen scintillators, surrounds the inner tracker to determined events of particles
that leave or enter the inner tracker, being unwanted for the experiment. In addition, RICH is
a high precision detector for the velocity ∆β/β ∼ 10−3 and magnitude charge, Z through the
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Cherenkov radiation of particles impacting two dielectric radiators with refractive indices of
n = 1.33 and n = 1.05. Placed at the base of RICH, 10880 photosensors detect the Cherenkov
radiation.

Finally, ECAL is the electromagnetic calorimeter that provides a 3D image of the cosmic-ray
shower allowing to determine not only the energy but also the direction of γ-rays and e−/e+.
In order to do this, ECAL is constituted by a multilayer sandwich of 98 lead foils and around
5 · 105 scintillating fibres.

• Fermi-LAT

Even though it was designed for the study of γ-ray photons, the Fermi Large Area Telescope,
Fermi-LAT (c.f. [213, 214] for a thorough insight on Fermi-LAT technicalities), is a satellite
prepared to detect and identify charged particles at an altitude around 500 km. Indeed, the LAT
is a pair-conversion detector conceived to reconstruct electromagnetic showers. Considering
that electromagnetic showers produced from an e+/e− or a γ are similar, the measurement
techniques are the same. Therefore, Fermi-LAT also can report a measure of the e+/e− flux.

Fermi-LAT combines measurements from different modules. First, an anticoincidence detector
(ACD)‖, constructed from tiles of plastic scintillators, is placed surrounding all the upper panel
of the LAT. The ACD produces flashes of light when it is reached by charged cosmic rays,
allowing to separate them from γ-rays that would pass without interacting. Second, below the
ACD, the tracker/converter, composed by silicon micro-strip planes interleaved with tungsten.
The tracker facilitates the pair creation from photons interacting with the tungsten but also
measures the e+/e− direction in their interaction with the silicon. Third, an electromagnetic
calorimeter (CAL) with 8 layers of CsI(Tl) crystals that enable us to measure the energy of the
particles and reconstruct the shower.

Should the purpose rely on detecting charged particles, then the events considered are required
to not pass the ACD criteria to select photon events. Even though the Fermi-LAT filters (due to
the ACD but also the software of the data acquisition system) are designed to reject charged par-
ticles, all events with deposition energy in the CAL larger than 20 GeV are accepted. However,
studying energies beyond 1 TeV implies a big challenge since at those energies only ∼ 35 % of
the shower is inside the CAL and also a significant fraction of the CAL crystals can be saturated.
In this case, alternative methods improving the track and shower reconstruction have to be
considered together with strategies to remove the background [215].

• PAMELA

The Payload for Antimatter Matter Exploration and Light-nuclei Astrophysics (PAMELA)
(c.f. [137] for a thorough insight on PAMELA technicalities) was a module incorporated in the
Russian Resurs-DK1 satellite launched from the years 2006 to 2016. With a weight of 470 kg
and an acceptance of 21.5 cm2sr, PAMELA was mainly devoted to detect cosmic-ray antimatter,
mainly, antiprotons and positrons (and also searches of antinuclei) but also electrons, protons,
He and nuclei from Li to O. PAMELA consisted of a TOF, an anticoincidence system (ACS), a
permanent magnet spectrometer, an electromagnetic calorimeter, a shower tail catcher scintillator
and a neutron detector.

The TOF was constituted by 6 layers of plastic scintillators assembled in three planes and where
each pair of layers was placed orthogonally. The TOF was combined with the track length
information from the magnetic spectrometer to determine particle velocities and reject albedo

‖Although the anticoincidence detector was referred to as ACC in AMS, we have sought to maintain the original
names used in each detector.
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particles. The scintillator layers allowed to measure the dE/dx from ionization up to Z = 8. In
addition, two ACS were included. One of them consisted of 4 plastic scintillators surrounding
the magnet and covering the top. The second ACS consisted of 4 plastic scintillators surrounding
two of the TOF planes. The magnetic spectrometer was formed by the permanent magnet and a
silicon tracker that allowed to determine the charge of the particle (through ionization losses)
up to Z=6 and its sign together with the momentum. The electromagnetic calorimeter was
constituted by 44 single-sided silicon sensor planes interleaved with 22 plates of tungsten,
allowing to identify among electromagnetic and hadronic showers and also to reconstruct them.

b) Radio telescopes

• SKA telescope

The Square Kilometre Array (SKA) program (c.f. [139, 216] for a thorough insight on SKA
technicalities) is an international endeavour to develop one of the largest radio telescopes. Its
interferometric settings have been configured as an improvement of the angular resolution of
single-dish detectors. In this respect, a long baseline would reduce the hard diffraction limit of
radio waves guaranteeing a high resolution. In addition, a competitive sensitivity is ensured as
the result of combining the baseline length with a large effective area of collection Ae. Specifically,
SKA is constituted by a low-frequency aperture array situated in Australia (SKA-LOW) and a
mid-frequency array of reflector antennas, placed in South Africa (SKA-MID). Currently, the
SKA precursors such as ASKAP [217], KAT-7 [218] and MeerKAT [219] are operating and being
prepared towards a definite phase, the SKA-Phase 1 (SKA1).

The SKA1-LOW will be constituted by around 131, 000 log-periodic dual polarised antennas.
Some of these are grouped in a 1 km compact core while the rest constitutes approximately 512
stations allocated along 40-km. Each station would reach 10s meters of diameter. The frequency
range of SKA1-LOW lies between 50 MHz and 350 MHz according to the lengths of the shortest
and longest dipole antenna elements. After antennas collect the radio waves, the signal is built
in a particular direction introducing a time delay. This allows to synthesize a signal beam,
where the signals of different antenna pairs are cross-correlated through the correlator. The
combination of different sets of timing delays enables to construct independent signal beams
covering a large Field of View (FoV) and increasing the survey speed. The limitations for such
FoV is given by the signal processing. After this signal processing, a visibility map is obtained
together with the details of the specific intensity of the source.

Conversely, SKA1-MID frequency range is separated into five different frequency bands ranging
from 350 MHz to ∼ 14 GHz∗∗. The SKA1-LOW includes 64 dishes (13.5-m diameter per dish)
from the MeerKAT and 190 15-m built especially for the SKA1. The antennas will be allocated
in a ∼ 1 km compact core, a 2-dimensional array of randomly distributed dishes until to ∼ 3
km radius and three spiral arms out to a radius of ∼ 80 km. Once the signal is measured and
cross-correlated with each other, a processing analysis is performed.

Both high resolution and sensitivity are critical in the detection of radio faint sources, goals that
SKA1 is able to attain. For the former, the spatial configuration of the SKA1 allows to develop
antenna configuration strategies to achieve a high angular resolution. Although radio-astronomy
presents more limitations than higher frequency astronomy, the SKA1 baseline lengths ensure
one of the highest angular resolutions according to the Rayleigh standard, θres = 58.61λ/Dbase
(in deg) where λ is the wavelength of the inward signal and Dbase is the baseline length. At 350
MHz, i.e., the frequency that separate SKA1-LOW and SKA1-MID, θres ∼ 0.001 deg provided
a baseline Dbase = 50 km (SKA1-LOW) while it lies in θres ∼ 2.5 · 10−4 deg for a baseline of

∗∗In principle, the dishes would be able to measure until 20 GHz.
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Dbase = 200 km (SKA1-MID). Besides the higher resolutions ensured by long baselines, it is also
necessary to optimise the interferometric strategies (the spatial configuration and the effective
area Ae) to not compromise the sensitivity in the measurement. This sensitivity would indicate
us the minimal detectable flux Smin through the radiometer equation

Smin =
2kbTsys

ηs Ae(ηpolτ∆ν)1/2 , (2.42)

for a bandwidth ∆ν in an interval of time τ, where kb is the Boltzmann constant, ηpol is the
number of polarisation states, and ηs ∼ 0.9 the efficiency of the system. The effective area Ae is
taken in this expression as the result of combining a set of antennas. Indeed, Ae accounts for
the efficiency when the electromagnetic wave is collected and depends on the frequency and
the gain of the receptor. For SKA1-LOW, there exist two different behaviours for frequencies
lower and greater than 110 MHz, according to the sparse-dense transition of the detector. The
sparse transition takes place when the antenna elements are more distant than around one
wavelength acting independently and making the Ae to be proportional to λ2. In the dense
transition, i.e., when the separation is smaller than ∼ 0.5 times the incoming wavelength, the
interaction between the antenna elements force the Ae to be constant. With regard to the system
noise temperature in Eq. (2.42),

Tsys = Tsky + Trcvr , (2.43)

it can be separated into two contributions, the sky noise Tsky, i.e., all the sky emission different of
the target we would like to measure, and the receiver noise or instrument noise, Trcvr. Trcvr only
dominates in frequencies smaller than 250 MHz and it is considered as a constant temperature
(∼ 40 K) plus a 10% of Tsky. Conversely, the SKA FoV is tied with diameter of the dish Ddish
[139]

ΩFoV =
π

4

(
66λ

Ddish

)2

. (2.44)

For SKA1-LOW, 35 m circular stations are formed by a group of related dipole antennas and,
in principle, it is possible to take Ddish = 35 m, being the FoV 20.8 deg2 at 110 MHz. Also for
SKA1-MID, the diameter of each dish is Ddish = 15 m, and thus the FoV becomes 0.25 deg2 for
ν = 1 GHz. In our calculus, instead, we consider a similar magnitude, the largest angular scale
determined by the minimal baseline, Dmin through

θmax(λ) = 58.61λ/Dmin, (2.45)

expressed in deg.

Finally, as referred in [139], SKA would be prepared to test integration times of order 1000 hours
and therefore, this becomes the longest integration time τ we consider in our work to determine
the minimal detectable flux. Also, the bandwidth ∆ν is taken as 300 MHz.

2.6 Code and numerical treatment of dark matter indirect signals

The code for the study of the e+/e− and synchrotron signals from DM annihilation was
developed on Python 2.7.4 and the package Anaconda in a laptop with a multiprocessor Intel(R)
Core (TM) i7-4500U CPU @ 1.80GHz and 2.40 GHz (CPM). Our code is prepared to compute
both e+/e− fluxes and synchrotron emission both for the Milky Way and extragalactic sources,
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such as dSphs. Also, it is being incorporated a module to calculate γ-rays derived from ICS.
Our code is sufficiently flexible to extend the multi-wavelength studies to different targets,
DM candidates and other cosmic-ray species. The main objetive for such a code is solving the
highly oscillatory integrand involved in the computation of dark matter signals through a Monte
Carlo Adaptive method. This latter strategy would allow us to study the tension between time
computing and the expected dark matter signature without a significant noise. In addition, we
wanted to create a flexible code to add some specific conditions to, for instance, the DM halo by
including the presence of a black hole.

In our code, we solve the numerical integration of Eq. (2.29) for the Milky Way and Eq. (2.32)
for dSphs ensuring the convergence of both series, depending on the target to consider. For this,
we have used a Monte Carlo Adaptive Method through the package Vegas.Integrator†† that
allowed us to evaluate both arbitrary multidimensional integrals and long term series through
the Vegas algorithm [220, 221]. In the Vegas algorithm there is, first, a transformation of the
integration variables to flatten the integrand, and then a Monte Carlo estimate of the integral. In
each iteration, it is collected information to improve the transformation to use in the next step.

Vegas.Integrator relies on an adaptation process in which it is possible to specify the number
of iterations in the resolution of the integral/series by the Vegas algorithm (called nitn in the
Vegas specifications) and also the maximum number of integrand evaluation made per iteration
(neval). From this method, it is obtained a weighted average value that depends on the latter
two parameters. In general, in our code nitn is a value around between 10 and 30, while neval
can be from 1 · 105 to 1 · 107.

Furthermore, the code is prepared to be parallelised and run in multiple cores. Indeed, in our
case, some of the computations we performed were using a number of cores ranging between 8
and 50 both in the Zeus cluster (UCT) and the Sciama HPC (ICG Portsmouth).

Our code has been tested by reproducing the results in Refs. [176, 179, 206]. In future works, we
will compare the performances of our particular code with different ones. Once the benefits of
our code have been secured in terms of time and flexibility, we will make it public.

2.7 Chapter conclusions

In this Chapter, we summarised the main techniques for particle dark matter detection.
Indeed, all of them present advantages and inconveniences. Collider searches only depends on
particle aspects cancelling all the astrophysical parameters found in direct and indirect searches.
However, as mentioned, reconstructing the transverse missing momentum ��pT of an invisible
particle, as dark matter, would be turned into a difficult task and requires either very specific
searches of dark matter or setting weaker constraints in a more general approach. Indeed, there
is still the possibility that dark matter particles do not couple with Standard Model particles at
the range of energies that can be reached by present colliders or even do not couple at all.

Direct searches may be an alternative to the latter possibility since the observed signatures would
be basically the result of inelastic collisions. Indeed, direct searches offer a model-independent
dark matter approach. However, they depend significantly on the local astrophysical environ-
ment, particularly on the halo properties. In Section 2.3, we briefly mentioned the Standard Halo
Model, which describes the smooth component of dark matter halo in the local neighbourhood
with a Maxwellian velocity distribution. This is a first approximation to the problem. Indeed,
the presence of unvirialised components of the halo can generate a structure in the spatial and
velocity distribution, affecting the signal in the detector and its interpretation: from effects

††https://pypi.org/project/vegas/.

https://pypi.org/project/vegas/
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in the count rates of the measured spectra to the change of the phase and amplitude in the
annual modulation measurements. Dark matter cosmological simulations of Milky Way-size
halos (Via Lactea [222, 223], Aquarius [224] and also more modern simulations at this same
mass scales such as ELVIS [225], CATERPILLAR [226], APOSTLE [227] or AURIGA [228]) find
residual substructure from the merging processes, such as clumps, cold streams and debris
flows but also streams of material stripped from infalling satellites, as the Sagittarius stream.
Also, the detector material limits the parameter space for the detection, i.e., not all the WIMP
phase space is accessible. Indeed, for sub-GeV dark matter, the maximum energy in an elastic
collision lies below the detectors’ energy threshold (and also there are high uncertainties due to
the background) while heavy dark matter is subjected to the exposure time and the target nuclei.

Finally, indirect searches offer a wide variety of targets and signals to detect. In fact, this pathway
would be the only of the three methods able to detect dark matter signatures in a non-local
environment. The main inconvenience lies in the need for a highly accurate description of the
astrophysical background together with the specification of the parameters that describe its
subtle dynamic. Furthermore, this strategy lies in the assumption that dark matter particles
would either annihilate or decay into Standard Model particles.

Under this overview, it is obvious that the best strategy is a combination of the three kinds of
searches. However, the parameter space that can be excluded from different experiments is
different and a general model-independent study grouping the three methods is not possible.
Instead, given a specific kind of search, model-independent studies can be performed. In the
next Chapter, we shall specifically focus on dark matter indirect searches.
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Chapter 3

Dark matter indirect searches with
cosmic rays

3.1 Overview and leitmotiv

In Chapter 2, we exposed the mathematical formalism to model the propagation of products
resulting from DM annihilation. According to this, if DM annihilates we would be able to detect
some signatures in the sky as a consequence of this annihilation. In this Chapter, we will focus
on the e−/e+ final state coming from DM annihilation into SM particles, which subsequently
would decay or hadronise into such e−/e+ component. We shall present a quantity dubbed
positron fraction, Fe+ that can be directly measured by the cosmic-ray detectors at the Earth
(r = 8 kpc from the GC) or sometimes derived from the e−/e+ fluxes. The main goal of this
Chapter will consist of setting constraints on general DM frameworks, i.e., model-independent
DM, but also in more specific scenarios as it is the case of the Brane-World parameter space
{M, f }. Also, we will propose DM candidates that would be in agreement with the data from
cosmic-ray detectors.

The order in which this Chapter has been written exactly coincides with the order of our
investigation [229]. This will allow the reader to understand the steps followed in the inclusion
of the latest data updates at the end of the Chapter. The work has been organised as follows:

� In Section 3.2, we will provide the main picture of cosmic rays from an astrophysical point
of view. We will present their production mechanisms together with their standard propagation
scenario used to fit the relative abundances of different cosmic-ray species. This analysis will be
highly relevant for the discussion in the upcoming sections since it will allow us to understand
the emergence of the excess in the positron fraction together with the concept of what will be
called the astrophysical background.

� In Section 3.3, we shall briefly summarise the three principal reasoning lines able to explain
the positron fraction excess:

• In the first place, we shall briefly provide an idea of some of the non-conventional models
of propagation that would accommodate to the data: from modifications on propagation
coefficients to alternative astrophysical scenarios as the proposed Nested Leaky-Box model.

• Second, we will discuss some of the most suitable astrophysical sources to account for an
injection of secondary e+ able to explain the rise of the positron fraction.

• Lastly, we will provide our calculations of the positron flux at the Earth due to DM annihilat-
ing into different channels.

� In Section 3.4, we will set some constraints on the {M, f } parameter space for DM in
Brane-World scenarios. Here, two astrophysical possibilities will be considered. A first model,
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in which the positron fraction can be fitted by the contribution of a pulsar, and a second scenario,
in which the only responsible for the excess is DM.

� In Section 3.5, we shall obtain the best fit of the positron fraction with branons by performing
a χ2 analysis over the {M, f } parameter space.

� In Section 3.6, we will present a generalisation of the study of the previous sections. Here,
we shall propose a set of χ2 minima able to explain the positron fraction in the case of model-
independent DM. Also, we will discuss the influence of the background on such fits.

� In Section 3.7, we will present the role of the astrophysical background at the time of fitting
the positron fraction.

� In Section 3.8, we shall analyse the most recent data measured by AMS at the beginning of
2019, together with new implications for our previous results.

� Finally, Section 3.9 shall be devoted to our main conclusions for this Chapter.

3.2 Astrophysical considerations for cosmic rays

The most striking aspect of the study of cosmic rays lies in the fact that they provide the
only sample available of the interstellar and intergalactic medium. Their energy, ranging from
106 to 1020 eV when reaching the Earth, reveals a set of phenomenology elements not only
influenced by particle interactions but also by both global galactic mechanisms and details about
the sources where such cosmic rays are generated. Some of the most important features of
cosmic-ray spectrum, such as the knee (E ∼ 1015 eV) and the ankle (E ∼ 1019 eV), see Fig. 3.1,
have been well determined by observing the so-called cosmic-ray shower in the atmosphere by
the use of ground-based detectors (CASA-MIA [230], KASCADE [231], HEGRA [232], AGASA
[233], Hires [234], Auger [235]). However, only space telescopes can provide information about
comic rays at relatively low energies (E < 10 GeV). Indeed, this last range provides relevant
information about cosmic-ray composition such as their isotopic abundances and the spectra of
individual species. The importance of the latter aspects lies in the fact that such quantities are
tightly correlated with global properties of galaxies usually related to cosmic-ray propagation,
such as parametrisation coefficients or the scope of cosmic rays within the propagation region.

The main inconvenience is that cosmic rays are extremely correlated with their production
mechanism, and thus, both abundances and spectrum present a high dependence with those
parameters from the sources they were injected∗. This fact turns the study of cosmic-ray propa-
gation into a difficult task. The usual method to deal with such a source-dependence problem is
through the study of secondary cosmic rays, generated in the collision of primary cosmic rays
with the ISM. Indeed, injected primary cosmic rays impact on matter of the ISM, fragmenting
heavy nuclei and producing secondary cosmic rays. The ratio between such secondary particles
and the parent nuclei is independent of the source information, leaving almost exclusively prop-
agation effects and not the information related to their production in the sources where injected.
Therefore, assuming a theoretical framework to derive secondary cosmic-ray abundances, their
fraction concerning primary nuclei can be adjusted by fitting experimental fractions measured
in detectors. Usual nuclei for such purposes are Li, Be, B or sub-Fe nuclei (Sc+Ti+V). The main
reason can be seen in Fig. 3.2. Comparing the cosmic-ray abundances both in the Solar System
and in the Galaxy, we observe a difference between both of them. Such a difference is optimal
in the case of Li, Be, B or also Sc, Ti and V. The key lies in the fact that none of these nuclei

∗Those cosmic rays that are directly injected from astrophysical sources, as SNR, are referred as primary cosmic
rays.
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FIGURE 3.1: From Lopez-Oramas (2014) [236]. Measurements of the cosmic-ray
spectrum by different experiments. In this figure, the knee and the ankle are
represented. Those Cosmic rays reaching the Earth with energies below the knee
would be originated in the galaxy, while for greater energies than the ankle would

be extragalactic.

(excepting 7Li) would survive under violent processes of either stellar or primordial Nucleosyn-
thesis, and thus, they should have been created out of such a conventional scenario. Indeed,
the BBN stops at A = 7, consequently primordial thermonuclear fusion has been unable to
create heavier elements than 7Li. Conversely, elements from C to U have been formed in stellar
Nucleosynthesis, however, Li, Be, B are destroyed by proton capture in the interior of stars at
temperatures ranging 0.5− 5 · 106 K. Then, another mechanism is necessary to generate such
species. The most accepted scenario to explain their production is that in which cosmic rays are
injected by spallation. Thus, a conventional way to determine global propagation parameters is
mainly by considering the Boron-to-Carbon (B/C), which can be easily experimentally measured
and its theoretical production is better understood than other species. Nevertheless, describing
such ratios relies on models with many parameters and usually model-dependent. Hence,
other ratios, 9Be/10Be and the sub-Iron/Iron (sub-Fe/Fe), are usually considered to break the
degeneracy. Moreover, some elements are relatively more sensitive to different propagation
mechanisms and its selection depends on the type of study.

Furthermore, the number of parameters necessary to describe such a cosmic-ray transport
depends on the selected theoretical formalism. The first semi-phenomenological approach for
cosmic-ray propagation is the Leaky-Box model, presented in Section 2.4.2. In its simplest
version, it states that cosmic rays diffuse within a confinement volume with a constant escape
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FIGURE 3.2: Relative abundances against the atomic number for Galactic cos-
mic rays (solid red line) and cosmic rays in the Solar System (dashed blue line).
Galactic cosmic rays are usually detected through spectrometers situated in space-
crafts or satellites (HEAO-3 [238], ACE [239]) while solar system abundances are
measured mostly in the solar photosphere (since the sun is the 99% of the solar
system) through absorption lines, but also the meteorites composition [240]. The
abundances difference in Li, Be, B or Sc, Ti, V reveals the existence of a mechanism
of cosmic rays out of the BBN and star Nucleosynthesis paradigm: the cosmic-ray
spallation. The creation of nuclei due to cosmic-ray spallation depends on the
propagation models and their parameters, and therefore, their abundances play

an important role in understanding cosmic-ray transport.

probability per unit of time, τesc, although more complicated mechanisms as cosmic-ray frag-
mentation or energy losses can be included, evolving in more sophisticated formalisms. The
advantage of Leaky-Box models lies in the fact that it is possible to obtain averaged values of
different observables in a semi-analytical scenario. However, by improving the experimental
information, incoming ideas about cosmic rays revealed the need for solving the transport
equation (Eq. 2.10) through numerical codes. Among them, GALPROP, whose first version was
released in 1990s†.

Within the study of cosmic rays, one of the first numerical challenges accounted by such codes
is that related to the explanation of the cosmic-ray positron fraction

Fe+ =
Φe+

Φe+ + Φe−
(3.1)

measured by MASS2, TS93 and HEAT (for earlier experiments consult Ref. [237] and therein).
Indeed, the positron fraction was computed by solving the transport equation, Eq. (2.10),
without convection [198] over a cylinder of radius R and height Lz. There, boundary conditions
established that ψ(r, Lz, p) = 0 and ψ(R, z, p) = 0, in which ψ is the number density per unit of
energy of one particular cosmic-ray species.

The pathway for computing the positron fraction Fe+ was, first, obtaining the diffusion param-
eters to fit the B/C ratio the following two scenarios. The first one was without considering

†https://galprop.stanford.edu/.

https://galprop.stanford.edu/
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reacceleration, with D = βD0 if the rigidity‡ R < R0 or D = βD0

(
R
R0

)δ
if R > R0 (no

specification at R = R0) in Eq. (2.10). The second one, with reacceleration, takes a diffusion

coefficient D = βD0

(
R
R0

)δ
and assumes the Kolmogorov description with δ = 1/3. In this

case, the reacceleration term considered was derived in Ref. [241] and described in Eq. (2.19).
There the Alfven velocity, vA, acts as a free parameter. The injection of B and C, collected in the
function q(r, E, t) of Eq. (2.10), is assumed to follow a power law ∝ E−γ according to the Fermi
propagation theory.

Once propagation parameters were obtained by fitting the B/C ratio, the proton and He spectra
could be computed. The reason lies in the fact that they are the main responsible in the generation
of secondary e+ and e− (proton corresponds to 90% of the total cosmic rays while Helium is 9%).
Fitting the proton and Helium data based on LEAP, IMP8 and, HEAO-A3, the source injection
term for these species can be obtained.

The next step is computing secondary e+ and e−, having in mind the particle processes in which
they are created (q(r, E, t) accounts for that information). In this regard, the main mechanism
to be considered for e+ and e− production is the proton-proton collision (but also, in a lower
proportion, p + He, α + H, and α + He) resulting in pions that, subsequently, decay into two
ways:

• π0 decaying into γ-ray§.

• charged pions producing charged muons through

pp → Xπ
+
−, that subsequently produce e+/e− through the process µ− → e−νµνe and µ+ →

e+νµνe.

Another process to consider in the generation of secondary e+ and e− is that in which kaons are
involved, but in a lower proportion. Indeed, kaons are generated through:

• proton-proton collision through pp → XK
+
−. Such kaons, subsequently, produce muons

through K
+
− → µνµ

‡, K
+
− → π0π

+
− and π

+
− → µνµ mediated by the exchange of the W

+
− bosons.

As shown above, muons decay into e+/e−.

Considering the processes above, the injection of secondary e+/e− can be computed. The
remaining step in the computation of the positron fraction Fe+ is determining the injection of
primary e− from sources to the environment. The standard paradigm is that the bulk of Galactic
electrons, as well as the rest of cosmic rays, are produced in SNR and injected to the ISM [243].
The main argument lies in the fact that SNR provide an efficient way to accelerate cosmic-ray
along the Galaxy, even if the efficiency of the process is low. In this regard, the luminosity of
cosmic rays required to fit the observed cosmic-ray energy density (ρCR = 1 eV/cm3) is around
∼ 5 · 1040 erg/s, while the average output in kinetic energy of Galactic supernovae remnants is
3 · 1042erg/s [244, 245]. The fact that cosmic rays, together with primary electrons, are produced
in the supernova process, results in the injection of them with a power law γ in ∝ E−γ, according
to first Fermi shock acceleration theory in supernova shock waves.

‡The rigidity is defined asR = pc/Ze, where p is the particle momentum and Ze accounts for the cosmic-ray
charge.

§Fitting the proton and Helium data directly as mentioned above, ensures the abundances of these species locally,
however, the γ-ray flux bump from 100 to 1000 MeV (see, for example, EGRET measurements [242]) in π0 processes
allows to either confirm or adjust the theoretical predictions of proton and Helium spectra along the whole Galaxy.
‡For the muon and muon neutrino term none of their charges are specified. Conjugated charges should be (or

not) conveniently considered to satisfy necessary symmetries in the whole reaction.
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FIGURE 3.3: From Coutou (2013) [251]. Positron fraction, Fe+ , as measured by
PAMELA after 1229 days [252], by Fermi after 34 months [253] and by AMS after
18 months [210]. The positron fraction presented in this plot is not the latest
version of the data, however, it has been selected for illustrative purposes. The
grey band corresponds to the range of the positron fraction expected theoretically
and proposed in Ref. [198, 208]. Indeed, theoretical predictions indicate that
Fe+ decreases with energy beyond ∼ 10 GeV according to the Fermi mechanism.
Nevertheless, PAMELA, Fermi-LAT and AMS detect an unexpected rise in the
positron fraction Fe+ from 10 GeV that would be in agreement with primary
sources of e+, such as PWN or DM. Also, alternative propagation mechanisms are

also suggested to explain this anomaly called positron excess.

The method to constrain the injection index, γ in ∝ E−γ consists of comparing the predicted
synchrotron-emission and gamma-ray signals from primary electrons (in the interaction with
the environment mainly through synchrotron emission or ICS) with the distribution of signals
measured experimentally. In Ref. [198], the study concludes that γ ∼ −2.1 (no reacceleration)
in order to reproduce the synchrotron signals from 38 to 1420 MHz at high galactic latitudes,
but also the COMPTEL and EGRET data between 1 MeV and 1 GeV [246, 247]. Regarding to
the electron injection, whose spectrum is usually described by a power law, it is necessary to
emphasize that some works also include a power law with an exponential cut-off at a maximum
energy in which the energy gain rate for shock acceleration is comparable with the loss due to
interactions with the environment, and thus, q(E) = Q0E−γ exp(−E/Ecut) [248–250].

From the moment when first numerical descriptions of cosmic rays started, the understanding
of cosmic-ray production and propagation improved and alternative mechanisms that were
not included in the transport equation at the beginning, such as the influence of the galactic
wind, have been added in subsequent versions for more than 20 years. The incorporation
of additional terms in the transport equation allowed a better description by including new
parameters whose degeneration is broken by fitting primary-to-secondary ratios of alternative
species. The last version of GALPROP, version 56, allows calculating the cosmic-ray distribution
for all cosmic-ray species (Z ≤ 28) taking into consideration energy losses, diffusion, stochastic
reacceleration, convection, fragmentation, radiative decay, and including parameter constraints
from multi-wavelength observations [254].
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In addition, at the time of comparing the numerical predictions with the data, all the parameters
considered in the computation of cosmic-ray spectra have to be compatible with the abundances
of all the cosmic-ray species. However, the positron fraction Fe+ cannot be accommodated
within the measurements by PAMELA [252], Fermi-LAT [253] and AMS [210]. This fact presents
a challenge that is not yet well understood. In Fig. 3.3, we illustrate the outlook. Therein the
blue, green and red points represent the positron fraction Fe+ measured by PAMELA, Fermi and,
AMS respectively, while the grey band represents the theoretical prediction based on GALPROP
analysis [198, 208]. Such a prediction is performed by computing Eq. (3.1) assuming primary
e−, injected in SNR, and secondary e+/e− generated due to cosmic-ray interaction, mainly, in
proton-proton collisions. Although the positron fraction fits well for E < 10 GeV (the variation
of the grey band is due to the solar modulation effect), there is an unexpected rise at larger
energies that cannot be explained with conventional propagation models described above. Even
more, such transport mechanisms predict a positron fraction Fe+ decreasing with energy [198].
In other words, the positron fraction presents an excess from 10 GeV onwards, when positrons
contribution is only given in terms of cosmic-ray spallation (secondary products).

The positron fraction excess has opened a wide discussion about alternative sources injecting
high energy positrons while other authors question the accuracy of cosmic-ray propagation
models. Two aspects should be mentioned to provide a more general framework in this dis-
cussion. First, for the case where new sources inject positrons, one remarkable feature visible
in the positron fraction Fe+ , Fig. 3.3, has to be considered. Its rise starts to flatten at energies
∼ 200 GeV, opening the possibility of finding a cut-off in the data that will be measured in the
following years. If cosmic-ray detectors confirm the existence of such cut-off, the new sources
must be able to explain it. From this fact, two kinds of sources injecting positrons are usually
taken into account (besides the SNR scenario). Pulsar Wind Nebula (PWN), immersed in the
shock wave of SNRs, whose spectrum presents a break that can be seen between radio and
X-ray emission which is believed to be the result of synchrotron cooling [255]. The case we
will focus on in our work, i.e., annihilating (decaying) DM, is also considered to explain such
an excess. In this case, the energy cut-off comes from the conservation of 4-momentum when
DM annihilates into SM particles. Second, the second aspect would be to confirm if there exists
another cosmic-ray excess supporting the positron fraction anomalies. Indeed, there is a debate
about a possible antiproton-to-proton p/p excess announced in the AMS Days at CERN (2015)
[256]. However, in Ref. [257] such a p/p value is explained in a conventional way. Even though
that p/p can be fitted by DM (and it cannot by PWN), such a rate could be also described only
by secondary processes [258] in the standard scenario, without making extra assumptions.

3.3 Explanations for the positron excess

As mentioned in the previous section there are at least three conventional ways to explain
the excess in the positron fraction. First, alternative cosmic-ray propagation models where
primary e− and secondary e−/e+ would still explain the rise. Second, new astrophysical sources
accelerating secondary or injecting primary e+ at high energies. Third, by invoking an alternative
paradigm in physics, namely the need for DM. Let us discuss each of them below.

3.3.1 Alternative propagation models

Among the most significant modifications, the inclusion of inhomogeneities and anisotropies
in the diffusion models has been widely discussed in the literature. In general words, the usual
approach relies on changing the diffusion coefficient by adding spatial dependence. Indeed,
the spatial distribution is different depending on the element responsible for such a change,
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as for example, spatial sources distribution [259, 260], position-dependent galactic magnetic
field [261] or alternative models for the galactic wind [262]. To illustrate this, in Ref. [261],
authors introduce the change D → D0Eδ f (z), with both f (z) = |z|µ and f (z) = exp(az). This
modification motivated by the spatial distribution of the galactic magnetic field (also responsible
for the diffusion process) can reproduce the high energy part of the measured positron fraction
Fe+ only with secondary e+ [261].

Another alternative description is the Nested Leaky-Box model [263–265]. In GALPROP, primary
sources are smoothly distributed and temporarily constant. In this different framework, particles
are accelerated in a large number of sources sprinkled along the Galaxy that are surrounded
by a cocoon-like region (regions with larger grammage¶) where spallation of nuclei takes place
without reacceleration. The storage in the cocoon-like region depends on cosmic-ray energy.
Therefore, secondary-to-primary cosmic-ray ratios generated by spallation in the source are also
energy-dependent. This could explain why the energy index β in the spectrum of positrons
propagating, E−β, is similar to the energy index of their parental protons, E−β, when a difference
E−β−δ due to, at least, either escape or radiative losses is expected [265] (see also the discussion
in Sections 11.5 and 11.6 of [266]). This scenario, that also predicts an energy dependence in the
B/C ratio, is compatible with the rise in the positron fraction Fe+ reaching an asymptotic value
of ∼ 0.7 beyond 1000 GeV. Even though the model gives a good fit for Fe+ , such predictions do
not seem to be following the B/C ratio measured by AMS [267].

Furthermore, the model-independent approach by [268] emerges as an attempt of setting general
features in the positron fraction, by reducing the number of parameters used in numerical
models. The idea lies in the fact of not considering energy losses for secondary e+, showing
that a similar saturation behaviour to that measured experimentally in the Fe+ is obtained. The
rise in the positron fraction Fe+ cannot be fitted, although an upper limit is set only in terms of
secondary positrons, indicating that there is no need for e+ primary sources.

In Ref. [269], the usual cosmic-ray scenario is revisited by considering mainly the 10Be/9Be ratio
from SMILI [269]. In such a scenario, the authors present a galactic confinement time of 1− 2
Myr for light secondary cosmic rays, showing that energy losses for positrons cannot be large
for energies below a few hundred GeV. Also, it is shown that positrons have a spectral index
similar to that of the parental protons at the energies at which they are produced, suggesting
that e+ are predominantly secondary. Finally, the asymmetry between the electron and positron
energy losses, responsible for the rise in the positron fraction, can be explained since secondary
positrons are produced due to its continuous distribution in time, unlike the electron arrival
time which would be determined by the distance to the nearest source. One aspect to remark
is that this explanation is in agreement with the positron fraction and also would be allowed
within the GALPROP restrictions for cosmic-ray abundances.

3.3.2 Alternative astrophysical sources

In the previous subsection, we presented a set of different approaches that reformulate
the assumptions considered for the calculation of the positron fraction. All those scenarios,
as already mentioned, were based on the flux of primary e− and secondary e+/e− modifying
characteristics of the propagation environment. Other alternatives, related to astrophysical
sources have been studied in the literature. The usual astrophysical sources [255, 270] to interpret
the positron excess would be both SNRs [271] and nearby pulsars [272]. Taking into account the
contributions from averaged distant sources, fluxes from both local supernovae (Green Catalog
[273]) and pulsars from the ATNF database [274], measurements of AMS can be well-fitted

¶grammage is defined as the amount of matter traversed by cosmic rays during their propagation, measured in
g/cm2.
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[255]. Between SNRs and pulsars, an important subtlety has to be kept in mind. In the former
secondary e+ may be produced in proton-proton collisions inside SNRs and then accelerated
before escaping into the ISM. Therefore, e+ are not strictly injected as a primary component.
Conversely, in pulsars, e+ are directly injected by the source constituting a primary component
of positrons.

Concerning the SNRs, it is claimed that the production of secondary particles in the SNRs
environment could have been underestimated. It seems that the grammage that particles have
to get through around such sources is smaller compared to the grammage of the ISM. However,
secondary particles produced in such an environment may have an important contribution
to the total positron fraction [275–277]. For example, in Ref. [277], the strategy consists in
solving the transport equation for the phase space density of different species fi(~x, p) with
GALPROP. The model includes the spallation of cosmic rays inside the source by imposing
boundary conditions up-stream and down-stream the shock wave of the Fermi acceleration
scenario. Such considerations enable us to fit the whole positron fraction Fe+ just by providing
a sole old population of SNRs as an effective strengthening of the positron-fraction [276]. In
some of these models, the only undetermined parameter is the maximum rigidity at which
cosmic rays are accelerated in the SNRs environment, being able to reproduce either a cut-off or
a positron fraction increasing with energies [277]. The major challenge for the SNRs acceleration
lies in the fact that provided a larger amount of positrons is expected from such sources, also a
bump should be observed in other cosmic-ray species, such as the case of the B/C ratio. In this
regard, there has no been evidence for any rise up to the B/C highest measured energies (see
the discussion in [278] and references therein). Indeed, only a 25% of the rise in the positron
fraction could be attributed to this mechanism [278], although the model would still be valid for
those species if the diffusive parameters are changed to higher values, expected in diffusion-
convection models. Following the same line of reasoning, some authors proposed a scenario
where, besides the old population of SNRs, a distant younger population on average with strong
shock and amplified magnetic fields are also included allowing to reproduce also the decreasing
in the B/C ratio [279].

In the case of pulsars, as mentioned, e+ are directly injected, constituting a primary component.
The most accepted framework is the injection due to the combination of high magnetic fields
(B ∼ 1012 G for young pulsars) with fast-spinning, producing strong electric (∆V = 1018

V) fields and pulling particles away from the neutron star surface. Such charged particles
accelerate following the intense magnetic field lines yielding photons (radio, optical, X-ray
and γ-ray) through curvature radiation and synchrotron emission. Such photons, in the high
electromagnetic field environment, generate pairs (e+e−) that subsequently produce again
photons, setting cascades of photons and charged particles [280]. The whole environment
of photons, charged particles and magnetic field constitute the pulsar magnetosphere, where
particles, mainly e+e−, constitute a plasma subjected to a strong magnetic field and high rotations.
The pulsar magnetic field forces the plasma to co-rotate with the neutron star. As far as particles
increase their velocities, following the magnetic field lines, they start to occupy the outer radius
and the co-rotating velocity approximates to the speed of light, the limit where the light cylinder
ΩRLC = c is defined. Thus, the light cylinder radius defines the location where the co-rotation
velocity is equal to the speed of light. This clearly gives rise to two different behaviours.

• First, provided the magnetic field lines lie close without reaching the light cylinder then
particles remain trapped by the neutron-star magnetic field. This behaviour is characteristic in
the pulsar equator where the magnetic intensity lines are more separated.

• Second, particles (mainly e+e− and possibly a small fraction of ions) that follows magnetic
lines crossing the light cylinder, essentially in the cup poles, stop the co-rotation due to the
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FIGURE 3.4: Left panel: e+/e− prompt spectra from M = 1 TeV DM annihilating
into different final states that subsequently decay or hadronise into e+/e−. All
the spectra (the e+ channel as well although it is not possible to see it in the plot)
show a cut-off according limited by the WIMP mass. Right panel: e+/e− prompt
spectrum from M = 1 TeV DM annihilating into µ−µ+ (30%), bb (30%), W−W+

(40%) (model µbW). Both channels have been computed with the PPPC4DMID
with electroweak corrections [175].

limit imposed by the speed of light, escaping from the pulsar surroundings and constituting the
pulsar wind.

Ultimately, the wind is confined by hosting SNR surrounded by the ISM. The impact of the
pulsar wind on the much slower ejecta of the supernova creates a reverse shock (the termination
shock) that propagates backwards. The region bounded by the wind termination shock on one
side and the ejecta on the other side, a bubble of relativistically hot magnetised plasma, is the
so-called PWN or plerion [281]. How many pairs from the pulsar magnetosphere set the PWN
is not well understood. Besides, the e+/e− spectrum trapped inside the PWN can be measured
by observing photons from synchrotron and ICS revealing a break between the radio and X-ray
regimes. However, the time evolution of such an emission is unknown, thus, it is not clear if it
represents the spectrum at the Earth, providing large uncertainties in the parametrisation of its
source function [282] given by

q(E) = Q0(E/E0)
−γ exp(−E/Ecut) (3.2)

3.3.3 Dark matter

Further explanations, such as DM in the DM Galactic halo, have also been considered in the
literature [283–286]. In this regard, there exists a wide variety of astrophysical and cosmological
phenomena whose explanation requires to resort to DM. In Chapter 1, we presented the most
remarkable pieces of evidence: the presence of DM in galaxy clusters and the flat galactic
rotation curves (Section 1.2.2), gravitational lensing (also in Section 1.2.2), BBN abundances
(Section 1.3.2) and the CMB anisotropies (also in Section1.3.2). From these pieces of evidence
and the study of thermal relics it is derived one of the accepted frameworks for DM, the WIMPs.
Several DM models have been proposed (c. f. [287, 288] and references therein) to explain the
WIMPs features which cannot be accommodated within the SM of elementary particles.
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TABLE 3.1: Astrophysical parameters for Fig. 3.5.

Profile B(r) B0 (µG) Lz (kpc) D0 (kpc2/Myr) δ ne (cm−3)

NFW Constant 6 15 0.0765 0.46 0.1

WIMPs may annihilate or decay into SM particles that are kinematically accessible. Many of
these SM particles are unstable, and also decay and hadronise into stable particles: e+, e−, p, p,
γ, ν, and heavy nuclei, setting the prompt emission spectra. Such emission may only not come
from one channel, being the differential total spectrum:

dNi

dE
= ∑

j
β j

dN j
i

dE
. (3.3)

In this expression, there are j different channels contributing to the prompt emission spectra of
the stable particle i. Such a spectrum can be calculated using the PPPC4DMID package‖ that
includes electroweak corrections, important for multi-TeV candidates [289].

In Fig. 3.4 left panel, we provide an example of such spectra coming from the annihilation of
DM into one channel whose final state is e+/e−. The plot suggests that the leptonic channels
provide more e+/e− in the range of energies close to the DM candidate mass, while quark and
boson channels dominate at lower energies. In this regard, the leptonic spectrum is harder
than the rest, concentrating most of the emission in a specific energy band. In the right panel
we also consider the electron spectra dNe

dE as coming from three contributions: 30% from the
channel µ+µ−, 30% from the channel bb and 40% from W+W−. The spectrum dNe

dE , either coming
from one or several channels, is what it is referred as the injection spectrum and it provides the
number of e+ or e− per unit of energy at the point of annihilation/decay. After the injection,
e+/e− propagate along the Galaxy, according to the Eq. (2.28) until reaching the Earth. The flux
of e+/e− at the Earth, can be written in terms of a Bessel Fourier series according to Eq. (2.29)
and computed by Eq. (2.34).

In Fig. 3.5, e−/e+ spectra E2ΦDM
e−/e+ after diffusion have been represented for 1 TeV DM candi-

dates with the aim to compare them with those in Fig. 3.4. The details about the astrophysical
parameters chosen to compute Fig. 3.5 have been collected in Table 3.1. Such parameters remain
fixed during the whole computation for DM fluxes. In addition, the number of terms in the
Bessel-Fourier series is (n, i) = (399, 399). The calculations have been performed in our code,
based on Python with the package Vegas, an improved version of the adaptive Monte Carlo. The
number of samples neval (Section 2.6) for each value Φe+(E) calculated with this algorithm is
5 · 106. Some features in Fig. 3.5 are:

• As observed in both panels, the spectra of positrons after the propagation change with respect
to the injection counterpart in Fig. 3.4. In the left panel, for DM annihilating into one single
channel, the plot suggests that the biggest differences are located in regions at higher energies
close to the mass of the candidate. One of the main reasons for such a change is the cooling of
e+/e− due to radiative losses playing an important role in the propagation dynamic. In this
regard, such a cooling increases fundamentally as ∝ E2, for high energies, where synchrotron
emission is predominant (see Fig. 2.1).

‖http://www.marcocirelli.net/PPPC4DMID.html
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FIGURE 3.5: Left panel: Flux of positrons at the Earth after the propagation, for{
D0 [kpc2/Myr], δ, Lz [kpc]

}
= {0.0765, 0.46, 15} and an NFW profile. The mag-

netic field is constant and equal to 6 µG for different masses. Right panel: Flux of
positrons at the Earth after the propagation for the model of 1 TeV DM candidate

annihilating into µ−µ+ (30%), bb (30%), W−W+ (40%) (model µbW).

• Conversely, the e+/e− flux in Fig. 3.5 presents a slight noise for energies close to M = 1
TeV. This fact derives from the sharp drop in e+/e− flux in several orders of magnitude. Hence,
the adaptive Monte Carlo Vegas algorithm used to integrate the e+/e− flux would need more
sample points when energies lie close to the limit imposed by the DM mass.

Eq. (3.1) allows us to calculate the positron fraction through the already calculated e+ flux
from DM annihilation, ΦDM

e+ . However, first, it is necessary to set also the flux from both the
primary e− and secondary e+/e−, what from now we will call background. In this regard, we
use a simple background based on the discussions of the previous sections, whose chosen
parametrisation is that from [290]. Such a background will be also used in the next sections of
the present Chapter.

In view of the above discussion, DM could either partially or completely explain the afore-
mentioned excess [206, 290–292]. Although some studies fit the positron fraction excess with
either astrophysical sources or DM separately, the large parameter space accounting for both
astrophysical sources and DM contributions, enables us to describe the positron excess with a
combination of them (c. f. [282, 293, 294] for recent attempts) bearing in mind that no source
model can produce more e+/e− than those observed by experimental data. In order to describe
the astrophysical scenarios where DM can be involved, and according to the model in [210, 212],
we divide the non-modulated (NM) positron flux ΦNM

e+ as follows

ΦNM
e+ (E) = Φprim

e+ (E) + Φsec
e+ (E) + ΦDM (E) (3.4)

with

Φprim
e+ (E) = CsE−γs exp

(
− E

Es

)
,

Φsec
e+ (E) = Ce+E−γe+ , (3.5)

where the energy E is expressed in GeV. The NM e+ flux is that referred to the flux that does
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not consider solar modulation effects at low energies and primary means positrons that would
be produced in a pulsar environment under strong magnetic fields through the decay of high-
energy photons into positron-electron pairs (Section 3.3.2). On the other hand, secondary ones
are produced in the primary component collisions with the ISM in the process of spallation. In
the expression (3.4), besides secondary e+ and ΦDM (E) corresponding to DM, we also include
Φprim

e+ (E) as a possible contribution from PWN because we will consider two possible scenarios
in our study:

• Model A in which the e+ flux, ΦNM
e+ (E), is due to a contribution of DM and pulsars only.

• Model B in which the e+ flux, ΦNM
e+ (E) is only due to the contribution of DM (Φprim

e+ = 0).

Consequently, although not relevant in the range of energies of the excess, a correction for
the solar modulation through the parameter φe+/φe− can also be considered at low energies.
Following the force field approximation [295, 296] for the solar modulation, Eq. (3.4) would
change as follows

Φe+(E) =
E2

(E + φe+)2 ΦNM
e+ (E + φe+) . (3.6)

Regarding to the e−, flux Φe−(E), Fermi acceleration mechanism predicts a power law in their
injection spectra through Eγ1 , while secondaries would follow also a power law Eγ2 modified by
energy losses and escape. Then, the expression for e− yields

Φe−(E) =
E2

(E + φe−)2 [C1(E + φe−)
γ1 + C2(E + φe−)

γ2 ] . (3.7)

The used parameters in Eqs. (3.4), (3.5), (3.6), (3.7), according to [290] are C+
e = 61 s−1sr−1m−2GeV−1,

γe+ = 3.70, Cs = 2.4 s−1sr−1m−2GeV−1, γs = 2.60, Es = 1.4 TeV and φe+ = 0.83 GV for e+, bear-
ing in mind that Model B considers Φprim

e+ = 0, and parameters corresponding to that term are
not used in such a case. For e−, the parametrisation accounts for C1 = 2.6 · 103 s−1sr−1m−2GeV−1,
γ1 = 3.83, C2 = 35s−1 sr−1m−2GeV−1, γ2 = 2.83 and φe− = 1.3 GV. Where not otherwise spec-
ified in the following section, we will use this specified model of background and it will be
represented in plots as a green band when PWNs do not contribute and with a dashed line
when their contribution is taken into account (refer, for example, to Fig. 3.7 of the next section).
Finally, in order to help the reader to have a better understanding of our research, we present
our results in chronological order in the following sections of this Chapter.

3.4 Brane-World dark matter with AMS: constraints

In this section, we present the analysis performed to set constraints on extra-dimensional DM
in the Brane-World theories framework, previously introduced in Section 1.4.2. For illustrative
purposes, we have considered one extra dimension in a range of masses M = 200 GeV− 100 TeV.
In such a range, branons mainly annihilate via ZZ and W+W− according to the branching ratios
presented in Fig. 1.10. The first step is fixing the parameters for the background described
in the preceding section: both for primary e+ and secondary e+/e− and possibly, it will be
specified later, secondary astrophysical positrons in the case we assume a contribution from
PWNs. With the astrophysical parameters set, the study is aimed at varying the parameter
space corresponding to branon DM constituted by the branon mass, M, and the brane tension,
f . In Section 1.4.2, we provided some expressions f (M) for the thermal relics with 〈σv〉 =
3 · 10−26cm3/s, relating M and f . However, in view of Fig. 3.6, no remarkable positron signals
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FIGURE 3.6: Positron fraction for branons with a thermally averaged cross section
equal to 3 · 10−26cm3/s. The boost is taken as a multiplicative factor over the
calculated signal ΦDM

e+ . In our work, we do not specify the mechanism of boosting,
but the most common ones include the clumpines of DM halos [297, 298] and
the Sommerfeld enhancement [299, 300]. The line in pink shows that there is no
significant contribution over the background when only the e+ signal is considered
without any boost mechanism. On the other hand, even boost values of 50 or 100

do not contribute to the expected signal.

are expected and boost factors would be necessary. For this reason, we perform a study
including values different from the thermal limit of 〈σv〉 = 3 · 10−26cm3/s, treating M and f as
independent parameters.

Conversely, being aware of the possible influence of the astrophysical context, the upcoming
analysis has been performed for distinct diffusive models, in particular

TABLE 3.2: Diffusion values according to the conventional propagation models.
In Ref. [301] MIN and MED were excluded. In this work we leave our first results

on this two last scenarios for illustrative purposes.

D0 [kpc2/Myr] δ Lz [kpc]

MIN 0.0016 0.85 1
MED 0.0112 0.70 4
MAX 0.076 0.46 15

and DM profiles (Isothermal and NFW) characterising their influence on the estimated results.
In the following, we shall describe the methodology for branon constraints. In our analysis, we
shall implement two lines of reasoning:

• In the first scenario (Model A), AMS excess from approximately 10 GeV onwards can be
perfectly accommodated by the PWN contribution. Even if this is the case, the hypothesis of
DM annihilating cannot be rejected. It should be emphasised, as mentioned above, that the cross
section according to relic abundances would not produce a perceptive excess in the positron
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FIGURE 3.7: Methodology of exclusion for branons [229]. Left panel: The left
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signal (Model A). As a paradigmatic example, we plot the branon with { f =
4.99 TeV, M = 20.40 TeV} that shows a (χ2 = 56.94, χ2

red = 1.42). The method
to set constraints on DM models consisted of excluding the branon masses for a
tension of the brane unable to be in agreement, within their error bars, with the
AMS experimental data. Right panel: In this panel, Model B is displayed. The
method to set constraints on DM models has consisted of excluding the branon
masses lying above the data. A χ2 study has been also computed and subsequent

exclusion maps obtained, as shown in Fig. 3.8.

fraction. Under this observation, we change {M, f } to see the limits in which the fitting starts to
not being in concordance with the data at 95% confidence level.

• Secondly (Model B) the supposition for the positron fraction is that the excess comes from
branons together with a non-parametrised source injecting secondary positrons. The strategy
would consist of excluding branon models that exceed the positron fraction Fe+ , while those
below the data are allowed. Model B opens the possibility of constraining values in the case in
which the rise of secondary positrons is not only due to one source.

Both for Model A and Model B, we shall perform a χ2 analysis, bearing in mind that the χ2

test is not strictly correct since the AMS error bars do not follow a Gaussian distribution to a
tee. Thus, rigorously speaking, it would be necessary to analyse variations in all the parameter
space of both the astrophysical and the DM model to obtain the statistical significance of the
predictions. Nevertheless, for the level of precision we are looking for, our approximation is
sufficient to constrain branons characteristics. Indeed, we study masses from 200 GeV to 100
TeV. So that, in the following, we have used a likelihood analysis at the 95 % confidence level
with 40 degrees of freedom (d.o.f.).

Furthermore, it is necessary to remark that the study is valid from the range of energies E =
10 GeV, while for lower energies the analysis requires to study the influence of the galactic wind
together with solar modulation [205] (see also, Section 2.5.1). In Fig. 3.7, we provide illustrative
realisations for both cases.

• The Model A is plotted in the left panel, where the positron fraction Fe+ follows the
expression (3.4) for e+ with those parameters already specified in the previous section. Therefore,
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we plot the total signal Bkg+Pulsars together with the contribution of branons with M =
20.40 TeV and f = 4.99 TeV with χ2 = 56.94, χ2

red = 1.42. The value for χ2
red is not accepted

within the 95% of confidence level.

• The right panel corresponds to the Model B. In such a panel, the candidate with M = 22 TeV
and f = 5 TeV in pink is not since the remaining contribution may come from other sources
injecting primary e+. On the contrary, the line in orange representing a branon with M = 41 TeV
and f = 5 TeV is ruled out. In this sense, all the models whose e+ contribution exceeds the data
are excluded. Also, in green, we plotted the background where primary e− and secondary e−

and e+ are considered.
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FIGURE 3.8: Exclusion diagrams for the Model A (purple) and Model B (yellow)
[229]. Bright coloured areas indicate the excluded region in the parameter space
( f , M) assuming the ISO-MIN (upper-left panel), NFW-MED (upper-right panel)
and NFW-MAX (lower panel) DM profiles. The lowest mass in this study is
200 GeV, ensuring the annihilation into the channels W,Z. Dashed black line sets
the limit of the perturbative theory for branons and the validity of tree-level versus
loop branon effects [302]. The exclusion is only valid when the coloured area lies

above the line (weakly coupled region).

Both Model A and Model B were computed under the assumption of MAX diffusion where
B = 6 µG and the NFW profile. Model A is more restrictive than Model B since it starts with an
injection of primary e+ from PWN.

Furthermore, in this study, one has probably noticed that from Eq. (2.6), the injection of e+

should be suppressed by ∝ 1/M2 and Fig. 3.7 shows the opposite. However, it is important to
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TABLE 3.3: Intersection between the exclusion regions with the strongly coupled
limit for branons. Model A refers to the study in which AMS rise can be perfectly
accommodated by a PWN contribution. DM is also constrained in this last scenario.
Model B relies on the standard scenario in which primary e+ and secondary e+/e−

are assumed as the total background. This study has been done both for the
Isothermal and NFW density profile together with three different diffusion models

usually labelled as MIN, MED and MAX

Astro. scenario M(TeV) f (TeV) 〈σv〉(cm3/s)

Model A ISO - MIN 60.7 8.5 3.9 · 10−22

NFW - MED 68 9.6 3 · 10−22

NFW - MAX 77 10.3 3.7 · 10−22

Model B ISO - MIN 27.3 3.8 2.1 · 10−21

NFW - MED 30.5 4.3 1.5 · 10−21

NFW - MAX 32 4.5 1.4 · 10−21

be aware of the parameters we select for our study, M and f . If we fix the thermally averaged
cross section 〈σv〉 to be constant, then the positron fraction is indirectly proportional to the mass.
The latter applies also for branons, however, if we fix the tension f , following the expression
(1.39), the thermally averaged cross section also depends on the mass, scaling as M6. Thus, the
signal, together with the thermally averaged cross section, rises with a mass increment.

The above analysis sets the basis to obtain Fig. 3.8. There, exclusion diagrams for branons
according to Model A and Model B are represented. Exclusion areas correspond to the coloured
area in yellow (Model A) and purple (Model B). In general lines, coloured regions in exclusion
plots follow the branon particle behaviour that can be inferred from the Lagrangian in Eq.
(1.37): heavier branons produce more e+ but its production is suppressed by the tension, f .
In this regard, three distinct panels show the influence of the astrophysical parameters in the
exclusion plot, and, although some details differentiate them, qualitatively, all the panels show
substantial similarities. From this fact, we suggest that different astrophysical scenarios for
the Milky Way are not very significant as the particle counterpart on the branon constraints.
This fact could be easily inferred considering that the coupling of branons with SM particles is
suppressed by 1/ f 4 and their thermally averaged cross section 1/ f 8. In more detail, comparing
the upper-right panel (NFW-MED) and the (NFW-MAX) lower panel in Fig. 3.8, we observe that
differences in the propagation do not practically modify such constraints significantly. In fact,
the largest deviations can be found for different DM density profiles, as comparing upper-left
and upper-right panel.

Moreover, in Fig. 3.8, exclusion diagrams are separated by the dashed line f = M/
√

4π
providing the validity limit for the branon theories presented in this work. Branon description
is constructed over a non-renormalisable effective Lagrangian formalism and its regularisation
is made by considering an energy cut-off Λ for perturbative terms. From a phenomenological
perspective, Λ/ f parametrises how strongly (or weakly) coupled the quantum brane is, and
thus controls the unknown relative importance of tree-level versus loop branon effects. In this
sense, branon-loops effects on SM particles start to be relevant when Λ . 4

√
π f N−1/4, being N

the number of extra-dimensions [302]. In our work, the number of extra-dimensions considered,
N, is 1 and Λ is taken in the range of energy of the branon mass M.

In Fig. 3.8, we observe that the intersection between the strongly coupled limit and the ex-
clusion region for the NFW-MAX scenario lies at {M, f } = {77 TeV, 10.3 TeV} for Model A
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and {32 TeV, 4.5 TeV} for Model B corresponding this limits to thermally averaged cross section
thermally averaged cross sections equal to 〈σv〉 = 3.7 · 10−22cm3/s and 〈σv〉 = 1.4 · 10−21cm3/s
respectively. Likewise, in an NFW-MED framework maximum constraint values are reached
at {M, f } = {68 TeV, 9.6 TeV} for Model A and {30.5 TeV, 4.3 TeV} for Model B correspond-
ing this limits to thermally averaged cross section thermally averaged cross sections equal
to 〈σv〉 = 3 · 10−22cm3/s and 〈σv〉 = 1.5 · 10−21cm3/s respectively. Finally, for the ISO-MIN
case, {M, f } = {60.7 TeV, 8.5 TeV} for Model A and {27.3 TeV, 3.8 TeV} for Model B with
〈σv〉 = 3.9 · 10−22cm3/s and 〈σv〉 = 2.1 · 10−21cm3/s respectively. Beyond those values, the
unitarity of the theory cannot be ensured. All these values have been summarised in Table 3.3 to
provide a better understanding.

Finally, we shall remark that the contribution of branons to the positron fraction is independent
of N, number of extra-dimensions and number of branon species. In fact, the contribution to
positrons from each of the species is proportional to 1/N that is compensated by the higher
abundance that a larger number of N species would provide.

3.5 Brane-World candidates

An alternative method not considered in the previous section would be fitting the positron
fraction only with branons. For this, we do not consider PWNs contributions, so that, Φprim

e+ = 0.
The rest of expressions and parameters for the background are exactly those ones corresponding
to primary e− and secondary e+/e− as taken from Section 3.3.3.

In this analysis, we perform a χ2 analysis for the whole branon TeV range of masses. As an
illustrative example, in Fig. 3.9, we show the χ2 map for branons in a range M = [25, 40] TeV,
f = [4, 6] TeV for the NFW-MAX astrophysical scenario. Red regions correspond to the minima
obtained for χ2. Indeed, those regions where red is strongest the values of χ2 are minimum
while grey and black regions suppose an increment of such value. The parameter space study
was performed thoroughly for M = [0.2, 100] TeV, however, since the minima fall in a diagonal
(red region in Fig. 3.9), we choose different intervals which included such a diagonal and not all
the parameter space.

Concerning this scenario where there is no astrophysical injection of secondary positrons, in Fig.
3.9, we have computed such a χ2-analysis in the (M, f ) parameter space. Herein we have found
a global minimum at M = 38.1± 0.2 TeV and f = 4.99± 0.04 TeV (χ2 = 37.15, χ2

red = 0.94) ∗∗.
The uncertainties both in M and f is taken as the separation between the next lower and upper
values of M and f respectively in the χ2 analysis. Furthermore, its thermally averaged cross
section is equal to 1.76 · 10−21 cm3/s.

In order to plot Fig. 3.9, we compute pairs {M, f } along the TeV branon space. Even though
in such a plot we observe three minima, only the minimum corresponding to the candidate
M = 38.1 TeV and f = 4.99 TeV would be in agreement with the positron fraction within the
error bars. The main issue lies in the fact that even if the resolution in the tensions axis is 40 GeV,
such a parameter suppresses the positron fraction with f 8, and thus, minor variations of f could
change the positron fraction significantly. The analysis has not been precise enough to resolve
’the core’ of those minima, however, although χ2 would not be the appropriate approach, it could
be a simple and useful strategy to determine the regions where minimum lie in an extensive
region.

∗∗The error for M and f is taken as the distance between two consecutive values both for M and f in the χ2

analysis. In other words, the consecutive values for this χ2 analysis were M± ∆M and f ± ∆ f .
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FIGURE 3.9: Log10(χ
2) map corresponding to the branon parameter space {M, f }.

To carry out this process, we first computed the χ2 for the range of masses
200 GeV − 100 TeV to detect those regions where the minima could be found.
After that, we focused on the region presented in this plot whose range is [25, 40]
TeV in masses, while for tensions f is [4, 6] TeV. Herein, a global minimum lies on
M = 38.1± 0.2 TeV and f = 4.99± 0.04 TeV (χ2 = 37.15, χ2

red = 0.94). Concerning
the astrophysical considerations, the model is the NFW-MAX with a constant

magnetic field equal to 6 µG.

Furthermore, in Fig. 3.10, we compute the positron fraction Fe+ for the branon M = 38.1 TeV
and f = 4.99 TeV. Although for the sake of clarity the range of energies plotted is from 1 GeV to
∼ 500 GeV, we recall that the χ2 analysis is from 10 GeV. In fact, the discrepancies from 2 GeV
to 8 GeV in the positron fraction falls within the region in which the solar modulation influences
the data changing with time, and thus such region would not allow to discard the candidate.

Conversely, for the branon with M = 38.1 TeV and f = 4.99 TeV, the thermally averaged
cross section lies in 1.76 · 10−21 cm3/s, much higher than that for cold thermal relics, 〈σv〉 =
3 · 10−26cm3/s. The fact that the required boost to accommodate such a candidate within the
cold thermal relic paradigm has to be 5 orders of magnitude bigger suggests that the pair
M = 38.1 TeV and f = 4.99 would be hardly considered as a possible candidate. Also, such
a candidate not only exceeds the limit for thermal relics, but also they would be within the
strongly coupled theory region. As already mentioned, within this region, the Brane-World
paradigm used here would not be applicable requiring radiative corrections to the tree level. In
this regard, the ambiguity between cross section and enhancement mechanism would not allow
us to disentangle whether those models are theoretically valid or not. Nevertheless, some boost
mechanisms may be responsible for such high value in the thermally averaged cross section.
Although unlikely, we do not completely exclude such a candidate, lying within the allowed
region of Fig. 3.8.

3.6 Model-independent dark matter with AMS

The approach in this section consists in analysing model-independent DM in order to
generalise the branon study of the previous section. To that end, we consider the e+ injection
due to DM annihilating into different channels to fit the positron fraction. Whereas some
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FIGURE 3.10: In this plot, the line in pink corresponds to the best fit of AMS
with branons over a background in which pulsars are assumed to be completely
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same tension f = 4.99 TeV. Even though the study χ2 has been computed for the
range [10, 350] GeV, for the sake of clarity the plot is extended until 500 GeV. The
background for such a study has been taken without any other alternative source
injecting primary e+. The model is NFW-MAX with a constant magnetic field

equal to 6 µG.

annihilation channels produce similar spectra at low energies (several tens GeV), according to
Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5, we restrict our study to some channels for the sake of simplicity. In fact, at
that range of energies, channels W+W− and ZZ present some similarities themselves together
with the quark channels, while the major differences are for leptonic channels. To accomplish
the analysis, we perform the positron fraction Fe+ with a constant magnetic field equal to 6 µG
for all the pairs {M, 〈σv〉} between 1 TeV and 100 TeV. The chosen astrophysical scenario is
NFW-MAX.

Some authors provide fitting functions for the kind of analysis we compute in this section for
the case of DM annihilating into SM model particles and whose final state are photons [303] (the
case of non-charged particles). This was our first approach for the case of e+. However, even
though this can be a useful strategy for either photons or neutrinos, for e+ it is not worthwhile.
We should have in mind that photons and neutrinos conserve their injection spectra after their
propagation. In other words, it is possible to factorise an astrophysical function from the energy
dependence in the total flux. However, for e+ the flux is written in terms of a Bessel-Fourier
series (see Eqs. (2.29) and (2.34)), where the energy dependence only can be factorised from the
astrophysical factor term by term in the series but not in the global function. Thus, any fitting
function for the positron flux at the Earth would also depend on the propagation and the DM
density profile.

In Fig. 3.11, we plot a map of the most promising parameter space intervals to find model-
independent DM candidates. In order to do this, we undertook a χ2

red study for W+W−, bb
and τ+τ− channels in a range of masses from 1 TeV to 100 TeV. Again, we remark that the χ2

red
analysis only suggests those regions on the parameter space where possible DM candidates lie,
although it is not strictly correct since error bars do not follow a Gaussian distribution. Broadly,
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FIGURE 3.11: χ2
red map for the positron fraction analysis. Unlike the study with

branons, the parameter space considered is {M, 〈σv〉}. In this study we examine
the DM annihilation into three different channels, W+W−, bb and τ+τ−. For the
channels W+W−, bb, heavy DM seems to agree with AMS data. However, the
thermally averaged cross section, 〈σv〉, clearly exceeds the thermal relic density

cross section, 3 · 10−26 cm3/s, in five orders of magnitude.
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as observed in Fig. 3.11, the smallest values for χ2
red lie on an increasing curve following:

〈σv〉
10−21 cm3/s

∣∣∣∣
W+W−

= 4.86M1.01 − 5.18 for 35 TeV ≤ M ≤ 70 TeV,

〈σv〉
10−21 cm3/s

∣∣∣∣
bb
= 7.15M1.00 − 7.66 for 65 TeV ≤ M ≤ 100 TeV, (3.8)

with M in TeV, for the channels W+W− and bb respectively. Also, minima are discretised,
possibly due to the separation of pairs we chose for the study χ2

red analysis. This might also
suggest the existence of more minima over the curve.

The selected parameter space intervals, {M, 〈σv〉}, for the model-independent DM case (Fig.
3.11) has been determined firstly studying qualitatively how the considered channels would
be in agreement with the positron fraction. This allowed us to focus on specific regions of the
parameter space that subsequently were plotted in Fig. 3.11. Outside the regions presented
in this figure, we conclude that none of the DM candidates annihilating into W+W−, bb and
τ+τ− would fit the AMS data. Indeed, by doing an analysis of the concavity and convexity of
the positron fraction (for an illustrative example, refer to the τ+τ− channel in the right panel
of Fig. 3.11), we observe that DM models annihilating predominantly in τ+τ− channels only
would explain AMS data provided the DM candidate had a mass of a few TeV. In Fig. 3.11,
the χ2

red analysis reveals that τ+τ− does not fit the AMS excess. For e+ coming from the DM
annihilating into either bb or W+W−, only heavy DM candidates may fit the positron fraction
provided their masses are tens TeV. This fact may be important if either a cut-off is observed or
not in the following years data. Theoretically, heavy DM candidates would have their cut-off at
high energies according to the 4-momentum conservation, and thus, only such models would
prevail if no cut-off is observed in the next data points of the positron fraction.

Moreover, in left panels of Fig. 3.11, we observe that τ+τ− channel is only linked with DM
whose thermally averaged cross section lies around ∼ 10−23 cm3/s. Although this value still
exceeds the thermal relic cross section, it remains relatively close and a boost mechanism could
be more easily justified than the case of either quarks or bosons for which 〈σv〉 ∼ 10−21 cm3/s.
In right panels of Fig. 3.11, we plot the positron fraction for model-independent DM annihilating
into W+W−, bb and τ+τ− channels for specific minima of the χ2

red map (left panel). In the case of
the W+W− channel we chose the mass M = 44.93 TeV in brown with 〈σv〉 ∼ 2.6 · 10−21 cm3/s,
while for bb the mass is M = 96.1 TeV with 〈σv〉 ∼ 5.1 · 10−21 cm3/s, although other minima, as
indicated in the left panels, can be found. On the other hand, for the case of τ+τ−, we considered
several masses observing that none of them would be able to fit the AMS data. The right panel
for τ+τ− is an example of this fact.

3.7 The role of the background

Some works based on [304] has proposed a DM candidate whose mass is 1.2 TeV, yet in our
analysis we have not found any candidates fitting the positron fraction which are close to
that mass. Indeed such a candidate would annihilate in a significant proportion into leptons,
obtaining a different result from the one we observed above. These facts have made us wonder
those factors that may be determinant in the positron fraction explanation. Thus, we decided to
study whether the role played by background is significant when fitting the positron excess. In
the computation of previous fittings, we used the background expressions from [290] described
in Section 3.3.3, that from now we will label as BKG I. In the following step, we have been
inclined to observe the effect of considering another parametrisation slightly different from
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FIGURE 3.12: Positron fraction corresponding to a 1.3 TeV DM candidate annihi-
lating in the single channel τ+τ−. The purpose of this plot is mainly comparing
how the chosen background can highly influence the possible DM candidates. The
green band is the BKG I used for our previous calculations (see Section 3.3.3 for
more information). The fuchsia band BKG II is the background obtained in Ref.
[208]. The green and fuchsia lines indicate the kind of background used for the 1.3
TeV DM candidate. As seen in this plot, the fuchsia line better fits the AMS data.

the background we have used. In order to do that, we followed the line of reasoning of some
authors (see for example [206]) using the parametrisation of the results from GALPROP in 1998
from [208] (label as BKG II):

Φprim. e− bkg =
0.16E−1.1

1 + 11E0.9 + 3.2E2.15 GeV−1cm−2s−1sr−1 (3.9)

Φsec. e− bkg =
0.70E0.7

1 + 110E1.5 + 600E2.9 + 580E4.2 GeV−1cm−2s−1sr−1 (3.10)

Φsec. e+ bkg =
4.5E0.7

1 + 650E2.3 + 1500E4.2 GeV−1cm−2s−1sr−1 (3.11)

(3.12)

Therefore, the strategy followed in a large number of studies is computing the expected flux of
positrons from DM annihilation and the background above and combine them with a multiplica-
tive factor AB, both that accounts for the normalisation of the background and the boost factor
expected in the DM annihilations [206]. The used values in the bibliography for the background
normalisation AB is between 0.6 and 1.1. and has been used to fit the Heat 94+95 data. This
normalisation accounts for additional sources at high energy.

In Fig. 3.12, we show two different models for the background; BKG I and BKG II, in fuch-
sia. Even though the study for DM has been performed for E > 10 GeV, we also show lower
energies in order to understand better the background effect. In such a figure, we note that
BKG I considers that there are more astrophysical sources injecting positrons at intermediate
energies (10 GeV - 100 GeV) than in BKG II, while for the former BKG I the injection at low
energies underestimates the positron fraction with respect to BKG II and the data. Moreover,
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FIGURE 3.13: χ2
red map for the positron fraction analysis with the AMS latest

results. Only the relevant region of the χ2 plot has been shown. In this study we
examine the DM annihilation into two different channels, W+W−, bb. Clearly, the
new data leaves less room for the AMS excess interpretation in terms of heavy
DM annihilating into these channels. The new values for the χ2

red clearly exceeds
the value equal to 1.

the fall around 10 GeV both background scenarios, will determine which models would fit better
the positron fraction. On the one hand, BKG I decrease shows to be less sharp than in BKG
II, thus, the best models to fit the positron fraction are those corresponding to signals with a
smooth slope at those energies, as in the case of DM annihilating via either bosons or quarks.
On the other hand, in order to compensate the significant decline in BKG II, the favoured DM
candidates are those annihilating into leptons whose signal slope is more pronounced at those
range of energies. Therefore, we conclude that the positron fraction is very sensitive to the
model of background. Indeed, we conclude that background not only determines the preferred
channel of annihilation but also the candidate mass.

In Fig. 3.12 we present an example of this. According to Fig. 3.11, a DM candidate annihilating
into τ+τ− is highly disfavoured when we consider BKG I. In the latter figure, the region with
masses ranging from 1.225 GeV to 1.4 GeV presents a χ2

red around 1.25, consequently, this model
is not able to explain the positron excess. Nevertheless, for BKG II, the fuchsia line shows to
be in agreement (χ2

red = 0.94) with the data when A=0.70 and with a boost of 1530. It is also
important to remark that BKG II does not include the solar modulation effect, and that is the
reason why this model exceeds the data around 1 GeV.

3.8 AMS latest results

In the course of this research, a set of new data from AMS has been released, changing some
of the statements established in previous sections. Thus, the following results intend to serve as
a pertinent update of some abovementioned statements in this Chapter.
Indeed, in January 2019, the AMS collaboration released a cosmic-ray positrons spectrum with
energies up to 1 TeV, providing clearer pieces of evidence about the existence of a finite energy
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the χ2

red of Fig. 3.13. Even though the study χ2 has been computed for the range
[10, 810] GeV, for the sake of clarity the plot is extended from 1 to 900 GeV. The
background for such a study has been taken without any other alternative source
injecting primary e+. The propagation model is the NFW-MAX with a constant
magnetic field equal to 6 µG. Left panel: A DM model annihilating into W+W− has
been represented. Right panel: We present the contribution from DM annihilating
into bb channel. As seen in this figure, none of the models seem to follow the

tendency of the latest data.

cut-off around 810 GeV [305]. The experimental results are consistent with the previous data
considering that at low energies from 0.5 to 7.10 GeV there is a significant time variation of the
spectrum due to solar modulation effects.

From such latest measurements, three regions for the positron fraction are well-defined, besides
the already mentioned time variation, subjected to the solar modulation from 0.5 GeV to ∼ 7
GeV. Also, around 10 GeV, a flattening acting like an inflexion region between low energy
positrons and the rise that starts around ∼ 20 GeV. This rise reaches a maximum at ∼ 290
GeV where a sharp fall starts. Such a complex behaviour of the positron fraction is consistent
with the existence of an alternative source of high-energy e+ with characteristic cut-off energy,
either of DM or other astrophysical origin [305]. Moreover, such a convoluted behaviour in 2019
data is not consistent with the secondary production of positrons in collisions of cosmic rays
exclusively.

In view of the most recent results, the channels corresponding to heavy DM proposed in previous
sections would not able to reproduce the positron fraction anymore presenting a χ2

red > 1, as is
possible to see in Fig. 3.13 and Fig. 3.14. Within the DM explanation for the positron fraction, the
confirmed fall at high energies would not be compatible either with specific heavy candidates
as branons. This does not mean that most recent data rule out such candidates since in order
to explain the positron fraction, the e+ flux has to be multiplied by a boost factor. However,
the new results would suggest that branons would neither fit such a positron fraction nor
heavy DM, whose cut-off appears at larger energies. Finally, in Fig. 3.15, although qualitatively
the candidate τ+τ− with a mass around M = 1.5 TeV seems to accommodate to AMS 2019
measurements, in terms of χ2

red, we observe that such a candidate would not fit the data. It is
necessary to take this χ2

red value carefully since as we mentioned, the χ2
red is not strictly valid.
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FIGURE 3.15: Best fit of the positron fraction with the latest AMS data. The
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has been computed for the range [10, 810] GeV. The astrophysical framework
corresponds to an NFW-MAX model with a constant magnetic field equal to 6 µG.

3.9 Chapter conclusions

In Chapter 3, we presented the positron fraction excess which appears from 10 GeV onwards
and was measured by PAMELA, then confirmed by Fermi-LAT and accurately observed by
AMS. As mentioned, such excess cannot be explained, within the conventional propagation
framework, by solely secondary positrons. Either the conventional propagation mechanisms
need to be revised or alternative sources injecting positrons have to be added. The former seems
to be disfavour, essentially on account of the difficulty of not spoiling the already well-explained
abundances of other cosmic rays. Also, the positron fraction shows a cut-off at higher energies
which would reinforce the idea of adding alternative sources injecting positrons. With regard to
the latter, we divided the sources into astrophysical ones (supernovae or Pulsar Wind Nebula)
or exotic ones (dark matter). The case we treated in our investigation is the case of annihilating
dark matter within the WIMP paradigm discussed in Chapter 1 and Chapter 2.

In Section 3.2 and Section 3.3, we provided the main features to understand how the excess
in the positron fraction can be interpreted from different points of view. Indeed, we focused
on alternative propagation models to explain such an excess, but also on primary sources for
positrons and electrons, such as pulsars and also dark matter. We presented specifically the
latter case that was discussed in subsequent sections.

In Section 3.4, we focus on extra-dimensional dark matter, specifically on Brane-World theories
in which the brane fluctuation would induce the production of branon dark matter. In our
first approach, we set constraints on branons under two astrophysical possibilities: either the
positron fraction is explained by pulsars (which is not a sufficient reason to rule out dark matter
allowing to still set constraints) labelled as Model A, or it can be explained by a combination of
non-parametrised sources and dark matter Model B. The tightest constraints obtained is for the
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NFW-MAX profile excluding dark matter masses up to 77 TeV ( f = 10.3 TeV) for Model A and
32 TeV ( f = 4.5 TeV) for Model B. None of the exclusion regions belongs to thermal relic dark
matter since we did not assume any boost factor. Indeed, the thermally averaged cross section
lies around ∼ 10−21 − 10−22cm3/s. Furthermore, in Section 3.5, we fitted the positron fraction
with a branon candidate of mass M = 38.1 TeV and a tension of f = 4.99 TeV.

A similar study to that described in the above paragraph has been also applied to model-
independent dark matter. In Section 3.6, we fitted the positron fraction with model-independent
dark matter. Even though we aimed at the bb, τ+τ− and W+W− channels, during the com-
putation we observed some similarities between channels that allowed us to set more general
statements. In the first place, we observed that in order to explain the positron fraction, dark
matter annihilating mainly into boson and quark channels are required to be heavy (M > 40
TeV) while leptonic channels seem to be lighter (M ∼ 0.5− 2 TeV), i.e., Fig. 3.11. This fact can be
seen in the flux energy dependence of the different channels: leptonic channels present sharper
spectra than the rest (Fig. 3.4). The mass difference between dark matter annihilating into
leptons and dark matter annihilating into either bosons or quarks would suggest something else:
to explain the positron fraction the heavier candidates (M > 40 TeV) would need a thermally
averaged cross section of, at least, ∼ 10−21 − 10−22cm3/s that can only be explained in terms
of a boost factor of ∼ 105. Conversely, leptons would produce e+ necessary to reach the order
of magnitude of the data with a boost of 103. Therefore, dark matter annihilating into leptonic
channels would be easier to accommodate within the usual astrophysical and cosmological
framework. This fact is independent of what we will discuss in the following paragraphs.

Our model-independent analysis (see Fig. 3.11) initially revealed that the τ+τ− channel would
not be able to explain the positron fraction. However, this result was shown to be highly
dependent on the chosen background, as seen in Fig. 3.12. In this regard, it is extremely
important to understand the e+/e− propagation/injection mechanism at intermediate energies
(E ∼ 10 GeV). Indeed, the curvature of the fitting function in this range would determine not
only the mass of the candidate but also the channel of annihilation according to the above
discussion.

Finally, latest AMS results would suggest that heavy dark matter candidates would not be
in agreement with the positron fraction. Indeed, the sharp fall at around ∼ 290 GeV would
strongly disfavour candidates with masses of tens TeV (see Fig. 3.13 and Fig. 3.14). Consequently,
assuming that dark matter explains the positron fraction, then there would only be room left for
dark matter annihilating into leptons. Nevertheless, our χ2 analysis (in Fig. 3.15) shows that the
channel τ+τ− would not either explain such a positron fraction χ2

red = 1.4 giving more weight
to an astrophysical justification. However, this analysis has to be taken very carefully due to the
fact that the χ2 analysis would not be strictly valid, as we already discussed. For this reason,
we still consider that a dark matter candidate with a mass of 1-2 TeV annihilating into leptons
would still be able to fit the positron fraction although the χ2 analysis also disfavours it. It is also
important to highlight that in the event that a particular dark matter model does not explain the
positron fraction, this does not mean that it is discarded. It has to be kept in mind that in order
to explain the positron fraction it is necessary a boost factor (Fig. 3.6) and thus the possibility of
an annihilating dark matter candidate with a negligible contribution to the positron fraction is
also possible.

In order to account for the positron fraction, some authors have proposed candidates with
masses in the range of sub-TeV or a few TeV. Indeed, one of the most recent models would
be a two-component dark matter candidate (with masses of 750 GeV and 2.3 TeV) decaying
with a lifetime of 1026 s into a τ lepton pair [306]. In this regard, not-very-heavy (a few TeV)
dark matter may be detected by other experiments with high sensitivity telescopes. In the next
Chapter, we will focus on the dark matter radio signals coming from the Milky Way.
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Chapter 4

Synchrotron emission from dark matter
in the Milky Way

4.1 Overview and leitmotiv

In Chapter 3, we conducted a study on e+/e− cosmic rays by computing the e+/e− fluxes at
the Earth. This study, in which we chose r = r�, refers all the DM signatures to one coordinate in
the Galaxy. Fortunately, the energy losses suffered by e−/e+ in their propagation (synchrotron
emission, ICS, bremsstrahlung or Coulombian interactions), enable to measure signals from
different regions of the sky. In Chapter 4, we will focus on the synchrotron emission as the result
of the interaction of e−/e+ with the Milky Way magnetic field. This will allow us to focus on the
diffuse emission, potentially observable, from the DM annihilation. Thus, the main objective
of this chapter is to constrain DM features with radio signals in the Milky Way and studying
the SKA1 capabilities to improve such constraints. The main results of this Chapter have been
collected in Ref. [180]. The work has been organised as follows:

� In Section 4.2, we will present the astrophysical scenario, relevant for upcoming sections.
Firstly, we will summarise the main aspects relative to DM detection for the GC; in particular,
the advantages and the challenges that this target presents. Secondly, we will also review DM
searches outside the Galactic Plane. We will see that both the GC and other latitudes present
excesses in signals at different ranges of frequencies. Also, we will briefly provide an idea of the
Galactic Magnetic field together with the DM density profile expected in the Milky Way. Finally,
we will discuss the numerical challenges that we found at the time of constraining DM with our
codes.

� In Section 4.3, we will compute temperature maps for the DM synchrotron emission in
the Milky Way. Here, we will discuss how the spatial shape of the emission depends on the
magnetic field. After this, we shall constrain DM models with the brightness temperature
relative to the Galactic Plane at 45 MHz measured in Ref. [307]. Firstly, we will focus on the
model-independent DM case and subsequently applied to DM in Brane-World theories.

� In Section 4.4, assuming that DM signals can be disentangled from a well-known radio
background, we will compute sensitivity constraints for SKA, both for the GC and Galactic
AntiCentre (GAC). Again, we will first study the case of model-independent DM. After that,
Brane-World DM will be also analysed.

� Finally, based on our computational model (Section 2.6), in Section 4.5, we shall present
regions of the sky in galactic coordinates (l, b) suitable to detect DM candidates with the SKA.
These maps will intend to find alternative sky areas, out of the GC, in which even TeV DM
would be detected.
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4.2 Astrophysical considerations for the Milky Way

4.2.1 Generalities

The energy losses suffered by e−/e+ in their propagation (studied in Section 2.1) allows to
measure signatures from different regions of the sky. As seen in such Section, depending on
the energy loss mechanism, photons from the whole Galaxy reach the Earth with different
frequencies. Indeed, DM particles would annihilate into SM particles that decay or hadronise
into e−/e+, and subsequently, would produce diffuse emission from the interaction of those
e−/e+ with the ISM. According to Fig. 2.1, synchrotron and ICS would dominate the emission
when the e−/e+ kinetic energy is around hundreds of GeV. For synchrotron, the typical fre-
quencies lie on radio although the emission could reach the X-ray band as well. For ICS the
expected frequencies range from X-ray to γ-ray. From a more precise description, the dominant
loss mechanisms in the whole Galaxy highly depends on the IRF (CMB+Dust+Stars) and the
distribution of interstellar gas which would depend on spatial coordinates. Quantifying the
flux of radiation that reaches the Earth from loss processes may provide relevant information
about DM features as in the case of cosmic rays. Indeed, if charged particles were able to set
constraints both in the mass M and its range of interaction (the latter being encoded in the
thermally averaged cross section 〈σv〉), one would also expect the same from radiative processes.
The advantage, in this case, lies in the fact that those distinctive signatures would arise from
different regions of the Milky Way. The strategy to follow for DM constraints is very similar to
that applied for cosmic rays: first, the expected radiative background will be established and
second, annihilating DM models will be constrained by comparing their theoretical expected
emission with the current data.

Having presented the theory that is behind radiative fluxes from DM annihilation (Section
2.5), the immediate question is often related to determine the best location to focus on for DM
detection. This question is closely connected with the knowledge of the spatial distribution of
DM along the Galaxy. In this sense, in Section 1.2.2, we present the radial dependence in the
DM density profile, generally, ∝ r−γ, indicating as suitable the region within a few degrees
(∼ 5o) of the dynamical centre of the Galaxy, the GC. For example, in the conservative election
of an Isothermal profile, the DM density at the GC presents a value 250% greater than in the
Solar system. This is indeed one of the major reasons why DM indirect searches through multi-
wavelength astronomy are widely considered in regions around the GC. The advantages are
even more obvious considering that the GC is the brightest DM source in the sky. Its proximity
provides significant advantages in measurements of the flux density, Sν. For a point-like target
at the distance of the GC (∼ 8kpc), the flux density Sν is proportional to 1/82 (as follows an
inverse-square law), while for the nearest galaxy M31 such a quantity would be suppressed by
1/7802. Thus, at first glance, the Milky Way, and specifically its GC, seems to be one of the most
attractive targets to elucidate the elusive nature of DM. Moreover, a third aspect that makes
the GC highly interesting is its extension, since it provides additional spatial information not
accessible for far extragalactic sources.

Despite these advantages, the GC is also one of the most complicated regions of the sky since it is
compounded by a wide variety of astrophysical sources emitting from radio to γ-ray frequencies.
Indeed, SNRs, pulsars, colliding winds of massive stars, pulsars, transient radio, extragalactic
sources, non-thermal filaments or HII regions are some of the elements to consider in the GC
emission. In Fig. 4.1, we show the most relevant structures in the GC, based on the Very
Large Array (VLA) radio frequency measurements (λ = 90cm) in a region l × b = 4o × 2.5o. A
similar image with more resolution has been also taken by MeerKAT in a region of 2o × 1o∗.

∗https://www.ska.ac.za/media-releases/meerkat-radio-telescope-inaugurated-in-south-africa-reveals-
clearest-view-yet-of-center-of-the-milky-way/
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FIGURE 4.1: Taken from de la Rosa (2000) [308]. Map of the GC at 90 cm (radio)
measured by VLA with a resolution of 43”. The Galactic Plane appears inclined,
parallel to the pattern of emission. Coordinates are centred in Sgr A, divided in
Sgr A East (SNR), Sgr A West (highly ionised gas emitting in thermal continuum)
and the compact source Sgr A*. The estimated density flux S90 for the whole Sgr
A is 361.50 Jy considering a size of 13.5′ × 13.5′. Conversely, Sgr B1 and Sgr B2 are
presented as HII regions whose S90 = 17.42 Jy and S90 = 14.1 Jy. Sgr C, however,

is a non-thermal filament region with S90 = 6.39 Jy (size 11.1′ × 0.7′) [308].

From the VLA image, hundreds of sources in the central region have been catalogued with a
resolution of 43′′ providing their flux density map (λ = 90 cm) from both thermal and non-
thermal emission [308]. Even though there are some well-defined structures the main issue lies
in disentangling the signals between some of the sources. For example, extended sources, such
as Sgr A, Sgr B and Sgr C, can be partially resolved, thus some elements of their structure are
hidden and may be confused with background elements. This situation is similar for the whole
GC. There, unresolved populations, such as pulsars, may also provide an important contribution
to the observed flux generating large uncertainties. The modelling emission of such unresolved
sources is a big challenge since its analysis is based on extrapolations of detected members,
which generally are a small fraction of the total population. In this aspect, high-precision radio
interferometry could reveal crucial information. In fact, for λ = 19 cm the theoretical angular
resolution for SKA1-MID lies around 0.19” (baseline 200 km). Furthermore, another issue lies in
the fact that some of these sources are surrounded by molecular clouds associated with past and
current star formation. Such clouds constitute the Central Molecular Zone [309], a rich molecular
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gas region in extreme conditions (high density, 104cm−3 [310], turbulent [311] and significantly
hotter than the rest of the disk (50-100 K) [312]). The most prominent of these zones can be
found around Sgr B2 and Sgr C but also G0.11-0.11 associated with the radio continuum Arc.
Even though molecular clouds emit spectral lines at millimetre wavelengths, diffuse emission
has also been detected from them at the GC. Indeed, non-thermal radio continuum emission
and X-ray from e+/e− is associated with bremsstrahlung produced inside molecular clouds. In
addition, cosmic-ray protons would also emit γ-ray inside this environment [313].

Despite these challenges, strong bounds on DM annihilation may be established using the
GC. In fact, the large magnetic field turns synchrotron emission into one of the most relevant
mechanisms in the loss of energy for e−/e+ opening the possibility of significant constraints in
the GC. For example, measurements of the total luminosity of Sgr A∗ black hole (BH) shows
that its bolometric luminosity, L = 100 L�, is several orders of magnitude lower than the
Eddington luminosity, revealing Sgr A∗ as an under-luminous supermassive BH [314]. This
would leave open the possibility of detecting a significant radiative flux from DM with respect
to the background at GC. Measurements of the emission from Sgr A∗ (for angular windows
of ∼ 5′′ × 5′′ ) estimate a flux of Sν ∼ 0.05− 1 Jy within the radio frequencies range and up to
∼ 20 Jy in near-infrared [315].

Both the Inner Galaxy and GC, have not been exempt from the controversy about possible DM
signals, especially in the range of γ-ray. The intensive collection of data by many detectors, such
as CANGAROO [316], VERITAS [317], HESS [318, 319], MAGIC [320] and Fermi-LAT [321] has
attracted an increasing attention on certain regions of the Inner Galaxy. In this sense, Fermi-
LAT reported a γ−ray excess within the first separation degrees around the GC, subsequently
confirmed in numerous studies, some of them incorporating an explanation in terms of DM
[321–325]. Depending on the kind of study, the intensity maps obtained by γ-ray telescopes are
integrated over distinct solid angles of different particular regions of the sky. Even though larger
solid angles imply also larger statistics in DM detection, it is strictly necessary to study the best
integration region to ensure the reduction (and also an accurate description) of the background
with respect to the potential DM signal. After modeling the background signal for those regions
(considering mainly the contribution from π0π0 → γγ already mentioned in Section 3.2), the
excess is fitted with the DM contribution. In Ref. [324], the observed spectrum and morphology
of the emission within∼ 1.25o of the GC is in agreement with 7-10 GeV DM particle annihilating
into τ−τ+ with a cross section between 4.6 · 10−27 cm3/s and 5.3 · 10−26 cm3/s. In Ref. [326]
the γ-ray emission from a region of 15o × 15o around the GC would be accommodated to a
DM candidate with a mass of 50 to 190 GeV (10 to 90) GeV with an annihilation cross section
from 1 · 10−26 cm3/s to 4 · 10−25 cm3/s (6 · 10−27 to 2 · 10−25 cm3/s). In addition, multi-TeV
DM candidates have been also considered to explain the region excess HESS J1745− 290 [327]
centered on the GC within an angle of 0.11o [328]. The interesting aspect from HESS J1745− 290
source is that there is no significant evidence of variability and thus, in principle, it does not seem
correlated with the super massive BH activity. However, unknown astrophysical contributions
might also explain the γ-ray excess without DM. Some of them consist of a large population of
unresolved pulsars that also would explain AMS [329–331], new cosmic-ray sources, proton or
electron outbursts or the emission from a stellar over-density in the Galactic bulge.

Leaving aside the GC and the Inner Galaxy, some works focused on DM detection considering
targets several degrees away from the Galactic Plane, a fact that minimises the effects of the
unknown background at different frequencies [176, 332]. In the range of microwaves, an excess
was identified by WMAP, the so-called WMAP Haze, i.e., a spherical microwave emission 20o

above and below the Galactic plane with a hard spectrum of E2dN/dE ∝ E0.1−0.2 [333]. Such
an excess was in accordance with the synchrotron emission from e+e− from annihilating DM
with a mass of 100 GeV and a thermally averaged cross section ∼ 3 · 10−26 cm3/s (and also TeV
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TABLE 4.1: Magnetic field component and their observational signatures. This
table was taken from [337].

Field component Observational signatures

Total field Total synchrotron intensity,
corrected for inclination

Total field perpendicular to Total synchrotron intensity
the l.o.s.
Turbulent or tangled field Total synchrotron emission,

partly polarised, corrected for inclination
Isotropic turbulent or Unpolarised synchrotron intensity,
tangled field perpendicular to the l.o.s. Faraday depolarisation
Isotropic turbulent Faraday depolarisation
or tangled field along the l.o.s.
Ordered field perpendicular to Intensity and vectors of radio,
the l.o.s. optical, IR or submm polarisation
Anisotropic turbulent or Intensity and vectors of radio
tangled magnetic field perpendicular to optical, IR or submm polarisation,
the l.o.s. and Faraday depolarisation
Regular field perpendicular Intensity and vectors of radio, optical, IR
to the l.o.s. or submm polarisation,

Goldreich-Kylafis effect
Regular field Faraday rotation and depolarisation,
along the l.o.s. Goldreich-Kylafis effect

candidates) [334]. Even though such an emission, and its counterpart in γ-ray measured by
Fermi-LAT, has been resolved through the Fermi Bubbles [335], current works still keep the
possibility of some fraction of the Haze being explained in terms of DM [336].

4.2.2 Magnetic field in the Milky Way

As mentioned above, in this Chapter, we will focus on the radio signals produced by
the synchrotron emission from e−/e+ injected by DM annihilations. This will allow us to
determine how strong the restrictions imposed in the Milky Way are. In order to do so, an
accurate description of the magnetic field is necessary. Indeed, the synchrotron emission
could be significantly affected by the magnetic field spatial distribution in different regions
of the Galaxy. In this regard, reconstructing galactic magnetic fields is possible by observing
different signatures; the polarised optical-infrared starlight, the synchrotron emission, the
Faraday rotation/depolarisation and Zeeman lines from, in general, HI, OH or CN. Each of
these signatures unveils different field components, as seen in Table 5.1, (taken from Ref. [337]).

The first magnetic field observations were by studying the optical polarisation of starlight
due to the dust alignment in the galactic magnetic fields, resulting in a large polarisation
catalog. The main conclusion therein, still valid today, is the alignment of the magnetic field
with the Galactic plane. Even though the polarisation method also revealed the symmetric
properties of the magnetic field in the Milky Way, it was subjected to a small number of nearby
star measurements, and thus, other tracers had to be considered. Sky surveys focused on the
synchrotron emission in the range of ∼ 300 MHz− 10 GHz (to avoid absorption of synchrotron
emission by gas and thermal gas emission), can be a suitable method to reveal more information.
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Indeed, several analysis showed the Galactic emission with its maximum towards the GC. Also,
the analysis of total synchrotron gives an equipartition strength for the magnetic field of 6 µG in
the local neighbourhood and 10 µG at 3 kpc radius [337]. The main source of uncertainty comes
from the fact that the synchrotron intensity has to be performed integrating from many emission
areas over the l.o.s. and also from the limitation of the angular resolution in all-sky surveys, so
the details of extended sources could not be fully understood. Following the abovementioned
results, although different parametrisations of the magnetic field have been proposed [338], we
consider the one chosen in Ref. [176] described by an exponential magnetic field with cylindrical
symmetry and a dependence with the distance r to the galactic plane:

B(r, z) = B0 exp
(
− r− r�

δR
− |z|

δLz

)
. (4.1)

In the previous expression, the diffusion dependence is given by the parameter δ which is
usually adopted in numerical codes like GALPROP and DRAGON [198, 259].

4.2.3 Dark matter profile in the Milky Way

Furthermore, besides the magnetic field, it is necessary to know the role played by the DM
density profile and the propagation in the products of annihilation. Therein, we will focus on
the former since the latter was already studied in Section 3.2.

Even though N-body simulations provide a sophisticated method to describe the radial distribu-
tion of DM in the Galaxy, some discrepancies appear in inner locations of the halo. Simulations
as Aquarius suggest that, in general, an NFW profile provides good fits except at inner regions,
where Einasto profiles have smaller residuals and would better describe the density [224, 339].
On the contrary, Via Lactea II simulations lean more towards an NFW profile [340–342]. The
main inconvenience is the finite resolution of the simulations at small radii. Moreover, these
simulations do not consider the presence of baryons, whose role would not be negligible in
regions around the centre [343–345]. Nevertheless, cored profiles, despite disfavoured by simu-
lations, are observationally viable, i.e., observations of dwarf spirals and low-surface brightness
galaxies [346] show that in some cases the Isothermal profile is preferred over the cuspy ones.

Finally, at the time of doing a study of the DM synchrotron emission in the Milky Way, we
encountered two main difficulties that restrict our reasoning line.

• First, some limitations in our code to compute the emission in the whole galaxy. In fact, the
analytical solution for the transport equation taken for the Milky Way requires the convergence
of the Bessel-Fourier series in the whole galaxy, which may require around 107 coefficients Cin,
while the number of coefficients we calculated was 105. Such a number of coefficients ensured
the convergence of an Isothermal profile in a minimal diffusion model. The use of this model
would imply an underestimation of the synchrotron signal in the whole galaxy. Even though
the minimal diffusion has the effect of concentrating the emission at the centre, which would
give an overestimation of the signal at low angles, the Isothermal profile causes a decreasing of
at least one order of magnitude with respect to the NFW profile.

• The second difficulty, as commented at the beginning of this section, is the role played by the
background coming from different directions in the sky for the whole range of radio frequencies.
Thus, the main issue is not only determining the radio background for the Galaxy†, that could

†In this work, the word background refers to all astrophysical signals added to the DM contribution. Many works
use the word background as a synonym of extragalactic emission, while the galactic emission is called foreground.
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be currently computed by GALPROP, but also the contribution of extragalactic radiation to
compare with the experimental data. One of the first approaches to measure such an extragalactic
component was made in the light of the balloon-borne experiment ARCADE 2 [347]. There, the
isotropic background was estimated by subtracting the Galactic component by two methods that
gave consistent results. The former was using a Galactic plane-parallel model with a cosec(|b|)
dependence on the galactic latitude while the latter consisted in correlating the ARCADE 2 data
against a map of CII lines. Such estimations resulted in an isotropic signal ∼ 5 larger than the
total contribution expected from the radio emission of extragalactic sources. Such an excess does
not have an immediate explanation in the current astrophysical scenario and a population of
faint radio sources has to be introduced. Faint quasars, radio AGNs, star-forming galaxies and
unresolved galactic sources have been considered to accommodate this excess, as well as DM.
Although new data processing and techniques for the explanation of the radio background have
improved (see for example [177] and references therein), the background treatment is beyond
the scope of this work. Hence, in all the following sections, the radio signal emissions have been
computed without considering the background, and therefore, constraints and prospects for
DM remain conservative. Still, even in such scenarios without a background, the high sensitivity
and resolution of radio frequency detectors, in particular, the SKA and precursors, may provide
crucial information that can be extrapolated to more realistic scenarios.

4.3 Dark matter constraints with radio sky maps

Following the formalism in Section 2.5 c), we first discuss the spatial distribution of syn-
chrotron emission along the Milky Way computing the brightness temperature Tν(l, b), as in Fig.
4.2, that is related with the intensity Iν Eq. (2.39) through the Rayleigh-Jeans approximation

Tν ≈
Iνc2

2kbν2 . (4.2)

For such a purpose, we follow the analysis in [176]. Fig. 4.2 was calculated in a grid (l, b)
of 51 × 51 points that was subsequently interpolated. The chosen interval for (l, b) lies in
l ∈ [0o, 360o] and b ∈ [−90o, 90o]. The astrophysical framework is the model ISO-MIN. As
mentioned before, such a model is not the most realistic one but it will allow us to study some
generalities and set conservative constraints in the following sections.

Furthermore, Fig. 4.2 upper panel may serve as a reference point for the Milky Way study since
it can be compared with Fig. 2 (upper right panel) of [176]. Indeed, in Fig. 4.2, a 45 MHz sky
map has been calculated for a DM candidate annihilating into µ+µ− with a mass of 10 GeV
and a thermally averaged cross section 〈σv〉 = 3 · 10−26 cm3/s. For this calculation, the chosen
magnetic field is exponential, according to Eq. (4.1). The synchrotron emission from e−/e+

arises as to a diffusive signal that largely follows the DM concentration, dictated by the halo
density profile (in our case Isothermal). The value for the temperature close to the GC is around
∼ 1.9 · 104 K, approximately an order of magnitude smaller than the NFW case in [176]. As a
comparative data, a full sky map of the Galactic emission at 45 MHz was delineated in [307],
observing a temperature of ∼ 5.4 · 104 K at GC. Furthermore, in our calculation, the signal seems
to possess a central core situated around the regions l ∈ [330o, 30o] and b ∈ [−10o, 10o], and then
extend on the l coordinate along the whole Galactic plane. Conversely, the temperature falls
along the angle b abruptly, mainly as a consequence of the magnetic field.

Again, we repeated the calculation for a constant magnetic field, B = 6 µG in Fig. 4.2 lower
panel. The latter shows an oblate spheroidal core in contrast to the exponential case. Such
a core extends around l ∈ [336o, 24o] and b ∈ [−14o, 14o], showing also the influence of the
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FIGURE 4.2: Upper panel: Radio emission sky map at 45 MHz from e+ and e− in
the case of 10 GeV DM candidate annihilating into µ+µ−. The thermally averaged
cross section is 3 · 10−26 cm3/s. Our numerical codes consider an exponential
magnetic field depending on the galactic coordinates (l, b). The DM density
profile is Isothermal while the diffusion is minimal. The former and the latter are
not the more realistic models but allow to study generalities and set conservative
constraints. The angular grid used for the sky map relies on 51x51 pixels of
resolution calculating the value of Tν(l, b) of each pixel. The calculations have been
performed by our code based on Python with an improved version of the adaptive
Monte Carlo Vegas algorithm method whose number of points is 3 · 106 per pixel.
In addition, the number of terms in the Bessel-Fourier series is (n, i) = (299, 299).
The sky map projection used in the calculation is the Mollweide projection. Lower
panel: Radio emission sky map at 45 MHz from e+ and e− in the case of 10 GeV
DM candidate annihilating into µ+µ−. The thermally averaged cross section is
3 · 10−26 cm3/s. Numerical codes consider a constant magnetic field along the
whole Galaxy. The angular grid used for the sky map relies on 51x51 pixels of
resolution calculating the value of Tν(l, b) of each pixel. The rest of parameters are

equal to that in the upper panel.
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FIGURE 4.3: Synchrotron emission vs. measured total signal at 45 MHz [307]. This
plot corresponds to the section (l, b) = (l, 0o) in the plots of Fig. 4.2. The red line
corresponds to the exponential magnetic field case, presented in Eq. (4.1), while
the blue line corresponds to a constant magnetic field case equal to 6 µG. In light
grey, it is possible to observe the main features of our galaxy being the peaks: SNR
Cas A (SNR at l = 111.5o, b = −2.3o), Vela SNR (l = 263.9o, b = −3.3o) and the
GC while the extragalactic sources are radio galaxies such as Cen A (l = 309.5o,
b = 19.4o) , Cyg A (l = 76.2o, b = 5.8o), Virgo A (l = 285o, b = 74.3o), Hydra
A (l = 243o, b = 25o), Pictor A (l = 252o, b = −34o), and Fornax A (l = 240o,
b = −56.3o). In dark grey, it has been plotted the rms total temperature plus 3
times the rms temperature noise, that set the limits of exclusion of our analysis.

cylindrical diffusion inserted in the Laplacian of the transport equation Eq. (2.28). Moreover,
the red band emission that spreads along the Galactic plane, covers higher latitudes than the
case of Fig. 4.2 upper panel. Indeed, for the exponential magnetic field, the synchrotron signal
is more concentrated around 4o northern and southern latitude, while the band reaches 12o

and -12o when B = 6 µG. Thus, the constant magnetic field scenario may overestimate the
DM constraints with the exception of the GC. Whereas the maximum of emission occurred at a
temperature of ∼ 1.9 · 104 K in Fig. 4.2 upper panel, in 4.2 lower panel lies close to ∼ 1.2 · 104 K,
a 35% of relative difference.

In Fig. 4.3, we represent the longitudinal section of both emission sky maps of Fig. 4.2 upper
panel (in red) and Fig. 4.2 lower panel (in blue). In addition, in grey, it was plotted the results
of the survey at 45 MHz from Ref. [307], that accounts for the Galactic large-scale synchrotron
emission at b ∼ 0o (the map was averaged within a resolution angle of 5o). According to the
calculations for 10 GeV DM annihilating into µ+µ−, it seems that synchrotron emission from
DM would contribute to a low percentage of the total emission along the whole Galactic plane,
except at inner angles. For example, for an exponential magnetic field, DM emission accounts
for a 37% of the total one at the GC, while at a longitude of either 50o or 310o the value falls
to ∼ 15%. This may indicate that, again, the real problem at GC is not that detectors are not
sensitive enough to measure annihilating DM with masses up to 100 TeV, but that disentangling
such DM signals from the astrophysical background remains a major challenge. High resolution
and sensitivity allow us for a better understanding of populations of faint sources and their
contributions to the background. For outer longitudes, the DM emission seems to be negligible
with respect to astrophysical signals. In addition, we should keep in mind that such amounts
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have been calculated here for a 10 GeV DM particle. As mass increases, the synchrotron signal
decreases according to 1/M2, as renders Eq. (2.6).

The dark grey region, in Fig. 4.3, is the temperature obtained in [307] plus three times the root
mean square (rms) temperature noise σ taken in [176] as 3500 K. This limit would allow us
to define the limit of exclusion for different DM candidates setting up in such a way that if
the temperature from annihilating DM is greater than such a limit, the candidate is excluded.
In Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, we shall obtain the exclusion regions both for the case of model-
independent DM and extradimensional DM by performing an analysis of the synchrotron
temperature as presented in Fig. 4.3. The exclusion regions, as already mentioned, begin to be
delimited when the theoretical predictions exceed the experimental data.

4.3.1 Model-Independent dark matter

In this analysis, we use the 3σ-level for the Galactic plane map at 45 MHz presented (Fig.
4.3) with the aim to set constraints on model-independent DM, annihilating 100% in one specific
channel. For such a purpose we study the synchrotron signal by varying both the thermally
averaged cross section 〈σv〉 and the DM mass.

In Fig. 4.4, the grey band represents the region in which the thermally averaged cross section
exceeds the thermal relic density cross section, while the bands in red, blue and light blue are the
regions excluded by the study of the Galactic plane at 45 MHz. The red band corresponds to the
case of DM annihilating into W+W−, while blue and light blue accounts for the channels τ+τ−

and bb. As seen in Fig. 4.3, the region excluded for quarks is larger than bosons and leptons
for all the range of masses at 45 MHz. In this sense, the τ+τ− channel seems to present more
difficulties than the W+W− channel to produce visible synchrotron emission at larger masses. In
other words, as DM mass increases the slope of the curve delimiting the exclusion region is more
pronounced for τ+τ− than the rest of channels. Conversely, it is possible to observe that none
of the annihilation channels lies under the thermal relic density curve. Indeed, the minimum
thermally averaged cross section reached in this analysis is 1.5 · 10−24cm3/s for DM annihilating
into bb channel. For the W+W− such a limit is established at 〈σv〉 = 1.9 · 10−24cm3/s while for
τ+τ− is at 〈σv〉 = 5.9 · 10−24cm3/s.

The study performed in this Section for model-independent DM has shown that the constraint
limits, where TDM = Tsky + ∆T3σ, usually takes place at around l = 330o. Such a location
corresponds to the emission between the GC and the Near 3 kpc Arm, at 3.3 kpc from the GC.
Thus, this analysis suggests that the best region along the GC for DM detection corresponds
to that area of the sky between the GC and the Near 3 kpc Arm. The first reason is that one
can avoid the high background emission from the GC and the spiral arm. The second, we refer
to Fig. 4.3 and [307], is the displacement of the GC with respect to l = 0o at this particular
observation frequency. In fact, not all emission frequencies show such a shift. In Fig. 2 of [307]
where the Galactic plane synchrotron at 408 MHz is represented, shows that the emission with
respect to the centre of reference is aligned.

We should keep in mind that the constraints of Fig. 4.4 are conservative, meaning that other
realistic scenarios would provide tightest constraints. In fact, as already mentioned, the NFW
profile could produce temperatures at the GC beyond one order of magnitude. Moreover,
we should keep in mind that no astrophysical background has been considered. Under this
framework, our analysis would improve. Work in this direction may be raised in the future.
In addition, also other frequencies can be explored. In fact, data from radio signals at 22 MHz,
408 MHz, 820 MHz and 1420 MHz are available and may present particular characteristics that
would give some keys to elucidate DM signals in lower background.
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FIGURE 4.4: Constraints on the DM cross section (3σ of confidence level) for
model-independent DM, annihilating into bb, τ+τ− and W+W− channels. The
blue area includes also the red and purple areas and the red area includes also the
purple one. In our analysis, we compare the expected emission from DM with
the synchrotron temperature measured at the Galactic plane in Ref. [307]. The
horizontal black line represents those DM candidates with 〈σv〉 = 3 · 10−26 cm3/s.
None of the candidates excluded with this method would be in agreement with

the thermal relics.

4.3.2 Brane-World dark matter in the Galactic plane

In the this Section, we use the results of the Galactic plane map at 45 MHz presented above
(Fig. 4.3) in order to constrain the parameter space {M, f } of DM in Brane-World scenarios. In
Fig. 4.5, exclusion regions are presented both in purple and red. The former is the exclusion we
obtained in Fig. 3.8, while the latter represents the constraint we obtained for the Galactic plane
(l = 0o), in which the limit of exclusion lies on TDM = Tsky + ∆T3σ. For better comparability,
we have not plotted the tightest constraint obtained in AMS corresponding to NFW-MAX and
whose maximum excluded mass and tensions were {M, f } = {32 TeV, 4.5 TeV}. Instead, we
plotted the ISO-MIN case both for AMS and the exclusion at the Galactic plane (b = 0o).

The black dashed line f (M) = M/
√

4π separates the limit where the tree-level formalism for
branons (considered in this work) is valid (weakly coupling region), as already explained in
Section 3.4. Thus, the limits in which the maximum pair {M, f } is excluded lie on the intersection
between the colour area and the curve, f (M) = M/

√
4π, separating between the weakly and

strong regions. For the AMS constraints, such a limit lied on {M, f } = {27.3 TeV, 3.8 TeV},
while for the constraints with the Galactic plane (Fig. 4.3) is at {M, f } = {15.5 TeV, 2.21 TeV}.
This indicates that constraints from AMS results tighter than constraints using radio emission
from the galactic plane. More precisely, a difference of 11.8 TeV in masses and 1.54 TeV in
tensions. Such a small difference in tensions may result from the high dependence of the
branon cross section with f . Indeed, none of the methods to constrain DM reach values close
to the limit 〈σv〉 = 3 · 10−26cm3/s. In fact, for the pair {M, f } = {15.5 TeV, 2.21 TeV} , such a
thermally averaged cross section lies on 5.4 · 10−21cm3/s while for the AMS constraints the limit
{M, f } = {27.3 TeV, 3.8 TeV} corresponds to 2.1 · 10−21cm3/s. Both results have been collected
in Table 4.2 for better comparison. The fact that two observations separated 8.5 kpc provides
similar constraints in f may suggest that branon constraint is very weakly dependent on the
astrophysics when compared with its coupling given by a factor ∝ 1/ f 8 in the Lagrangian.
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FIGURE 4.5: Exclusion diagrams for extra-dimensional branons. Bright coloured
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of tree-level versus loop branon effects [302]. The exclusion is only valid in the

weakly coupled region.

However, this conclusion only would be possible when a proper model of the background being
regarded. Even though the extragalactic non-thermal background from non-resolved sources
is removed from the 45 MHz map, knowing astrophysical emission remains in a difficult task.
New developments point towards such a direction [177].

4.4 Sensitivity constraints with the SKA: prospects for the Galactic
Centre and AntiCentre

In Section 4.3, we set constraints on the DM parameter space for both the model-independent
DM and DM in Brane-World scenarios with radio signals in the Galactic Plane, measured by
[307]. In the whole previous section, none of the constraints reached values lower than the
thermally averaged cross section for thermal relics, 〈σv〉 = 3 · 10−26cm3/s. In this section, we

TABLE 4.2: Intersection between the exclusion regions with the strongly coupled
limit for branons. In this Table, we collect the results obtained in Section 3.4 and
compare them with those obtained in this section. This study has been performed

for an Isothermal MIN diffusion.

Quantity Location M(TeV) f (TeV) 〈σv〉(cm3/s)

Positron Fraction (Sec. 3.4) Earth (∼ 8.5 kpc from GC) 27.3 3.8 2.1 · 10−21

Radio emission Galactic Plane 15.5 2.21 5.4 · 10−21
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will analyse the sensitivity constraints that SKA1 would impose on DM in the case that the
latter could be disentangled from the background. At this point, we would like to remark
that we already used the word constraints for regions excluded by experimental measurements
and represented through an exclusion plot. However, from now we will use the term sensitivity
constraints to refer to those regions that will be potentially excluded, taking into account the
detector sensitivity. Sensitivity constraints will be represented through a detectability plot. In
order to obtain sensitivity constraints, we shall perform an analysis for DM candidates by the use
of the SKA1 sensitivity curves for 10, 100 and 1000 hours. The Smin measured by the detector has
been obtained using Eq. 2.42, tabulating the System Equivalent Flux Density SEFD=2kbTsys/Ae
from [348]. Consequently, in the following, we will focus on the same cases as above. First, we
shall set sensitivity constraints on model-independent DM, annihilating 100% into one specific
channel and, second, we shall study the case of Brane-World DM.

4.4.1 Model-independent dark matter

In the present study, two targets have been considered, namely the GC (l = 0o, b = 0o) and
the GAC (l = 180o, b = 0o), in a region of 0.1o × 0.1o. The telescope may not be able to see both
targets in the sky. However, both regions have been considered as hypothetical reachable targets
with the aim of setting sensitivity constraints in the two most extreme cases. This will allow us
to infer what happens in intermediate regions. The GC was selected with the aim to determine
the maximum sensitivity constraints one can set by observing the Milky Way. By contrast, we
also include the GAC to compare the emission in both regions of the galactic plane, thus setting
detection limits. In order to do so, we prospect the DM parameter space, its thermally averaged
cross section 〈σv〉 and its mass, taking into account the SKA sensitivity. As a first step, we focus
on model-independent DM, annihilating 100% into one specific channel.

In Fig. 4.6, solid lines represent the flux density from a 1 TeV DM candidate annihilating into
different channels, both in the GC (left panel) and the GAC (right panel), without considering
any astrophysical background. For a better understanding of the figure, note that the lines
corresponding to the channels qq (uu, dd and ss) and cc overlap with the rest of the quarks
(bb and tt). Blue and orange bands correspond to the frequency coverage of SKA1-LOW and
SKA1-MID, respectively, and dash-dotted lines are the SKA1 sensitivity limits for 10, 100 and
1000 hours of integration time.

The left panel of Fig. 4.6 shows the flux density Sν at the GC. There, one can clearly distinguish
between the lepton channels, and the boson and quark channels. The emission from leptons is
more suppressed than that coming from bosons and quarks, and thus, boson and quark channels
would be substantially better detected than leptons. The only point in which this tendency
seems to change is around ν ∼ 105 MHz, out of the range of the SKA. Moreover, the slopes of the
signal for boson and quark channels are larger than the leptonic channel, suggesting that bosons
and quarks will be better detected by SKA1-LOW. In the case of leptons, given the fact that
curves are less pronounced (the emission remains faint in the whole SKA frequency range), the
reliability of detection would be mainly regulated by the characteristics of the detectors. In this
sense, the highest sensitivity for SKA1 lies close to 1 GHz, region covered by SKA1-MID, suitable
to detect lepton channels. Furthermore, the SKA sensitivity allows to distinguish between some
channels within 10 hours of observation (Fig. 4.6): quarks and bosons could be differentiated
from leptons in the range of frequencies of SKA due to the fact that the variation in the slope of
the emission Sν for the SKA frequency range is larger than the sensitivity of the detector.

Furthermore, Fig. 4.6 right panel presents the flux density in the GAC characterised by a
reduction of Sν in more than two orders of magnitude. However, for this specific 1 TeV DM
candidate, its emission lies much higher than the SKA sensitivity curves. Although the spectrum
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FIGURE 4.6: Flux density radio emission Sν for 1 TeV DM candidate (β j = 1)
annihilating into different channels with a thermally averaged cross section of
3 · 10−26cm3/s. The angle window is 0.1o × 0.1o. Dash-dotted lines represent
SKA1 1σ-sensitivity level after 10, 100 and 1000 hours of integration time, obtained
from Ref. [348]. Colour bands correspond to the frequency range covered by
SKA1-LOW (blue) and SKA1-MID (orange). Left panel: Flux density for TeV DM
annihilating into leptons, quarks and bosons in the GC. Right panel: Flux density

for TeV DM annihilating into leptons, quarks and bosons in the GAC.

seems to keep their dependence on the frequency, as in the case of the GC, small differences can
be noticed. Specifically, the change of tendency in which the emission from leptonic channels
is larger than that from boson and quark channels is situated at smaller frequencies compared
with the GC case. Such a change reveals, although qualitatively imperceptible, the differences in
the spectra between GC and GAC.

Considering the SKA1 sensitivity lines plotted in Fig. 4.6 for 10, 100 and 1000 hours, we prospect
the detection of model-independent DM candidates through synchrotron emission. To that end,
we chose three paradigmatic annihilation channels τ+τ−, bb and W+W− and compute their
flux density for the masses, M, 100 GeV, 1 TeV, 10 TeV, 50 TeV and 100 TeV. On that basis, we
observe in our study of Fig. 4.6, which thermally averaged cross section 〈σv〉 lies on the limit of
detectability of 10 hours, allowing us to plot 〈σv〉 vs. M represented in Fig. 4.7. It is necessary
to remark that Fig. 4.7 does not represent an exclusion diagram but a detectability plot, i. e., a
plot that represents the capabilities of SKA1 to detect a DM candidate with specific 〈σv〉 and M
values. In the case in which SKA1 does not detect any signal then Fig.4.7 could be taken as an
exclusion plot.

In Fig. 4.7, the grey area represents the region where 〈σv〉 exceeds the thermal relic density
cross section, and thus, the cosmological usual limits for WIMPs cross section are not respected.
Conversely, the orange and blue lines, representing SKA1-LOW and SKA1-MID respectively, do
not exhibit significant differences in the detection: SKA1-MID slightly reaches larger masses
and lower thermally averaged cross sections. The detection limit for SKA1-MID is typically
shaped by Band3 [1.65-3.05] GHz which is the most sensitive band. However, DM detection in
SKA1-LOW highly depends on the shape of the flux density curve that usually handles more
slope at low frequencies. Consequently, as we already discussed in Fig. 4.6 and is also observed
on both panels of Fig. 4.7, boson and quark channels would be better detected than lepton
channels for all the range of masses and in a range of frequencies, from 100 MHz to 1 · 105 MHz.
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FIGURE 4.7: Sensitivity constraints on the DM cross section for model-independent
DM annihilating into bb, τ+τ− and W+W− channels with SKA1 after 10 hours of
integration time (1σ sensitivity curve of Fig. 4.6). The solid angle considered to set
this map is 0.1o × 0.1o. The lines in blue would be detected within 1σ by SKA1-
LOW while the lines in orange would be detected by SKA1-MID. The horizontal
grey band represents those DM candidates with 〈σv〉 = 3 · 10−26 cm3/s or greater.
Left panel: Sensitivity constraints on the DM particle cross section at GC. Right

panel: Sensitivity constraints on the DM particle cross section at GAC.

Indeed, the limit of detection of thermal relics annihilating into τ+τ− in the GC (left panel) is
M ∼ 59.6 TeV for SKA1-LOW and M ∼ 70.6 TeV for SKA1-MID while the channels W+W−

and bb go over the limit of 100 TeV. For the GAC (right panel), thermal relics annihilating into
τ+τ− would be detected by SKA1-LOW at M ∼ 1.87 TeV and by SKA1-MID at M ∼ 2.56
TeV. Whereas, for W+W− the limit is M ∼ 7.87 TeV and M ∼ 10.03 TeV for SKA1-LOW and
SKA1-MID respectively while it is M ∼ 12.55 TeV and M ∼ 14.01 TeV for the channel bb. These
values have been collected in Table 4.3. Comparing both plots, it is possible to observe that
the GC is more restrictive than the GAC since the former reaches larger masses and lower
thermally averaged cross sections. In fact, in the left panel, we observe the minimum thermally
averaged cross section in the GC lying around 1 · 10−31 cm3/s for a M = 100 GeV. The right
panel, however, shows a minimum in 〈σv〉 equal to ∼ 5 · 10−29 cm3/s.

Finally, it should be reminded the importance of including the astrophysical background in the
GC case if one requires a more realistic scenario. As commented before in the text, this case
would be more complicated than the simpler scenario considered here.

4.4.2 Brane-World dark matter

In Section 3.4, constraints for DM in Brane-World scenarios were obtained in the light of
AMS, PAMELA and Fermi-LAT measurements. In fact, an adequate explanation of data may
require branons with a very large thermally averaged cross section, hence, the limits imposed
on the branon parameter space exceed the value 〈σv〉 = 3 · 10−26 cm3/s in several orders of
magnitude. As observed in Fig. 3.8, those branons masses lying around tens TeV are only
excluded by AMS for low tensions close to ∼ 5 TeV. By using a similar strategy to that in 4.4.1,
we perform a sensitivity analysis for DM in Brane-World theories.
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TABLE 4.3: Sensitivity constraints for SKA1-LOW and SKA1-MID when 〈σv〉 =
3 · 10−26cm3/s, assuming an exponential magnetic field. This table has been
obtained by observing Fig. 4.7, where a sensitivity analysis has been performed
for the channels W+W−, bb and τ+τ−. In fact, the depicted values for the mass
correspond to the intersection between the limit of detectability of the SKA1-LOW

and SKA1-MID and thermal cross section level in grey, Fig. 4.7.

Detector Location Channel M (TeV) Detector Location Channel M (TeV)

SKA1-LOW GC τ+τ− 59.6 SKA1-MID GC τ+τ− 70.6
W+W− > 100 W+W− >100

bb > 100 bb >100
GAC τ+τ− 1.87 GAC τ+τ− 2.56

W+W− 7.87 W+W− 10.03
bb 12.55 bb 14.01
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FIGURE 4.8: Detectability of branons both for GC and GAC with SKA1 on the
{M, f } parameter space after 10 hours of integration time (1σ of confidence level).
The solid angle considered to set this map is 0.1o × 0.1o. The black line represents
the curve f (M) for a thermal relic with 〈σv〉 = 3 · 10−26 cm3/s. The region in
yellow would be detectable by SKA1 focused on the GC, while the region in
purple is focused on the GAC. Dashed black line sets the limit of the perturbative
theory for branons [302]. The sensitivity constraints are only applicable when the

coloured area lies above the line (weakly coupled region).
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In Fig. 4.8, we outline the diagram for detectability of branons (1σ of confidence level) in the
Milky Way with SKA, both for the GC and the GAC. To do this, the SKA sensitivity curves,
corresponding to an integration time of 10 h, delineate the detectable regions. The black solid
line represents the limit of thermal relics in which 〈σv〉 = 3 · 10−26 cm3/s. Furthermore, masses
larger than 5 TeV, with 〈σv〉 = 3 · 10−26 cm3/s, would be only detected at GC. Indeed, the
purple region and the black line intersects at {M, f } ∼ {5 TeV, 5 TeV}. Moving from that point
towards either lower masses or lower tensions would require a different production mechanism
for branons. Conversely, the SKA sensitivity would allow the detection of the whole range of
masses of our study at the GC while the maximum detected tension would be 54.75 TeV for a
branon mass of 100 TeV.

Moreover, observing the yellow and purple regions in Fig. 4.8, since their borders are qualita-
tively parallel, it seems that DM sensitivity constraints in the GC and GAC can be treated as a
shift in tensions, f . In fact, the shift between regions can be represented by a multiplicative factor
2.39 at M = 0.1 TeV, while for M = 100 TeV turns into 2.22. This would not necessarily have
to be like this, since the exponential magnetic field, with a spatial dependence along Galaxy, is
mixed in the emissivity (Eq. 2.35) both with the mass and the frequency of emission. However,
Fig. 4.6 already suggested that the flux density spectra in both regions of the sky do not change
significantly except by a multiplicative factor.

The analysis of synchrotron signals could be much more restrictive than the AMS study, as
observed comparing Fig. 4.8 with Fig. 3.8. The advantage of the latter is that the background
could be approximately parametrised with local measurements. However, the range of de-
tectable zones in the {M, f } parameter space for branons is substantially bigger in the study
of radio signals in the GC. Indeed, while in Fig. 3.8, the tension reached in the most optimistic
case (NFW-MAX) is ∼ 10 TeV, in the synchrotron emission analysis for the GC would be 54.75
TeV, mentioned above. Nevertheless, GAC would only reach 5 TeV in tensions. In Fig. 4.8, the
white area represents the strong-coupled-theory region, in which the particle description in
Brane-World theories requires loop corrections and the formalism considered in this work is
not valid. Finally, we would like to mention that these conclusions remain valid in the case of
considering an astrophysical background. Indeed, in our study considered that all the galactic
emission comes the DM annihilation as an extreme case to put sensitivity constraints, however,
for a more realistic case, the background signal should be added to the DM emission. This
framework would provide tighter sensitivity constraints than those obtained in our work.

4.5 Detection maps in the Milky Way

Under the previous panorama described in Sections 4.3 and 4.4 two main results may be
extracted.

• First, the new era of radio telescopes are sensitive enough to detect a signal from annihilating
DM around a mass of 100 TeV (80 TeV for τ+τ− channel and beyond 100 TeV for both W+W−

and bb channels. For further information, see right panel Fig. 4.7).

• Second, there is a large background to be known that highly exceeds the DM signal, even
for low GeV masses. On the basis of the study performed in the previous Section 4.4, in this
section below, we analyse the SKA1 sensitivity in DM detections along the whole Milky Way. To
that purpose, we compute the density flux from annihilating DM in a window of 0.1o × 0.1o at
different regions of the sky, comparing them with the flux sensitivity that SKA1 is expected to
reach in the following years. Therefore, a similar method to that of Section 4.4 is used here by
varying the coordinates (l, b). The goal of such an analysis is proposing new regions of the sky
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that could be suitable for DM detection. In our study, we focus on the case of model-independent
DM.

4.5.1 Detection maps for model-independent dark matter

For this analysis we compute the flux density for a model of DM annihilating into τ−τ+

for different masses (M = 1, 10, 50, 100 TeV) with 〈σv〉 = 3 · 10−26 cm3/s. In Fig. 4.9 we show
the sky regions where DM could be detected, at least, at one frequency within the SKA1 range.
This means, that not all the SKA1 frequencies would be suitable to detect such a candidate.
However, as explained above, two factors should be taken into account for SKA1 sensitivity
curves. DM with low masses (∼ GeV) is better detected with SKA1-LOW, mainly due to the
spectral shape of the synchrotron radiation. In this regard, lighter DM candidates present a
slope more pronounced than heavy DM (from around ∼ 1 TeV) in their expected synchrotron
signal, Sν. Conversely, we already mentioned that as DM mass increases the behaviour of Sν

with the frequency turns into an almost straight line. This fact makes that the detection of such
heavy candidates depends more on the highest sensitivity band of the detector. In this regard,
SKA1 encounters its maximum sensitivity at Band3 [1.65− 3.05] GHz.

Observing Fig. 4.9, we find that all the masses could be detected at inner regions of the galaxy,
following higher densities determined by the DM density profile. As galactic coordinates (l, b)
move away from the GC, the detection of DM candidates begins to be more problematic for
heavy candidates. In general, those regions in Fig. 4.9 where DM may be detected, show a
similar shape that those emission maps of Fig. 4.2. This can be an indicator of the importance of
the magnetic field at the time to look for alternative sky locations for DM searches. This fact
results in a lower probability as latitude increases out of the Galactic plane. At its best, after 10
hours of integration time, the maximum latitude of detection with the SKA would be bmax = 26o

for 1 TeV candidate. Also in Fig. 4.9, the bands in yellow and orange (DM masses of 1 TeV
and 10 TeV) are extended along the whole Galactic plane until high latitudes. Increasing the
integration time for SKA1 between 100 h and 1000 h, those regions extend in b up to 35o and
50o for the 1 TeV candidate, while for the 10 TeV DM would reach 14o and 18o. This allows us
to predict those regions where DM candidates annihilating into light leptons would be better
detected. Indeed, for a DM candidate annihilating into leptons in agreement with AMS, as
spoken in Chapter 3, we should be able to disentangle the synchrotron signal with SKA1 in a
region b < 18o if the integration time is 1000 h. In the case of heavier DM candidates (∼ 50 TeV),
synchrotron would extend in a latitude up to 10o degrees, after 1000 h of integration time. This
limit of detection in the latitude does not seem to change significantly with the DM mass, as
observed in Fig. 4.9. In fact, purple and red regions show large differences along the Galactic
plane, whereas the scope of detection out of the Galactic plane is similar for heavy DM, showing
once more the influence of the magnetic field at the time of constraining DM candidates through
synchrotron emission.

Details about angular limits of detection can be found in Table 4.4. There, only positive values
of the angles were represented since the emission relies on axial symmetry. Again, such values
should be taken as an underestimated idea of the best regions to detect DM candidates according
to the ISO-MIN model used in this calculation. This map is open to changes to account for more
realistic information about the SKA1 detection strategies. Such two changes would be, first,
those regions of the sky are accessible to SKA1 detections. In this regard, we need to add a new
mask to the figures we plotted covering those regions of the sky map where SKA does not reach.
Second, the different baselines used in each detection would reveal the angular aperture used
by the telescope leaving us to use a more realistic value for that 0.1× 0.1o we used.
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FIGURE 4.9: DM detectable regions in the Milky Way according to its mass without
considering the astrophysical background. The bands in yellow, orange, violet
and red are those areas in the sky in which DM candidates with masses 1 TeV,
10 TeV, 50 TeV and 100 TeV should be detected with SKA1 with an aperture of

0.1o × 0.1o.
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TABLE 4.4: Angular limits for DM detection τ = 10, 100, 1000 h with SKA1. This
table corresponds to the limits obtained in Fig. 4.9.

M lmax(o) bmax(o) M lmax(o) bmax(o) M lmax(o) bmax(o) M lmax(o) bmax(o)

τ = 10 h

1 TeV 0 26 10 TeV 0 10.5 50 TeV 0 6 100 TeV 0 4.5
10 25.5 45 9.5 30 4.5 30 2.5
30 25 90 5 45 3 45 1
45 24 175 0 75 0 50 0
90 20

135 17
179.9 16

τ = 100 h

1 TeV 0 35 10 TeV 0 14 50 TeV 0 8 100 TeV 0 6
10 25.5 30 13 30 6.5 30 5
30 34 45 12 45 5.5 75 0
45 33 90 8 100 0
90 31 135 5
135 28 180 4

179.9 25

τ = 1000 h

1 TeV 0 50 10 TeV 0 18 50 TeV 0 10 100 TeV 0 8
10 49 10 17.5 10 9.5 30 7.5
30 48 30 17 30 9 45 5.5
45 47 45 16.5 45 8 50 0
90 44 90 13 90 4

135 41 135 10 140 0
179.9 40 179.9 9
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4.6 Chapter conclusions

In this Chapter, we have computed the synchrotron emission as the result of dark matter
annihilation in the Milky Way. We have discussed the main reason to consider the Galactic
Centre as one of the most suitable targets for dark matter searches; the reason being that dark
matter density profiles show the highest dark matter concentration at central regions of the
Milky Way. Even though one would expect significant radio signals from these latitudes, it has
to be taken into account also the large background signal. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 4.3, the
brightness temperature associated to a 10 GeV dark matter particle annihilating into µ+µ−, and
a thermally averaged cross section 〈σv〉 = 3 · 10−26 cm3/s, would not be significant with respect
to the total emission and practically negligible at higher longitudes l in the galactic plane. This
indicates that it would be highly difficult to set constraints on thermal relic dark matter without
a proper model of the background. Indeed, the flux density regarding the synchrotron emission
from annihilating dark matter decreases with the factor 1/M2 and thus, provided a mass of
10 GeV generates a minor synchrotron signal, then heavier candidates would be even more
difficult to detect. Therefore, the background would be essential to put constraints on WIMPs in
the Galactic Centre. The next step for this analysis would be the use of codes like GALPROP
to account for particle processes in the interstellar medium that would produce a significant
contribution to the radio emission. Some works have already pointed towards that direction
[177]. The strategy would consist of computing the radio background to observe how much
space left there is for dark matter.

Regardless of the background challenge, we still have set constraints on non-thermal dark
matter, i.e, 〈σv〉 > 3 · 10−26 cm3/s. Specifically, we focused, first, on the three channels we
worked on Chapter 3, W+W−, τ+τ−, bb and, second, on branon dark matter. For the branon
case, we observed that the cosmic-ray analysis set tighter constraints than that from synchrotron
emission. However, we should keep in mind that this analysis is conservative since we do not
consider the background and also due to the fact we assumed an Isothermal profile for the
Milky Way. Such a profile has been taken due to a limitation of our code. Indeed, for an NFW
profile, we would need a higher number of coefficients to ensure the convergence of Eq. (2.29)
in the whole Galaxy. Work in that direction would be the next immediate step together with the
background parametrisation with numerical codes.

Furthermore, in order to test the SKA capabilities in dark matter detection, we compute sen-
sitivity constraints focusing on both the Galactic Centre and the Galactic AntiCentre as two
extreme hypothetical situations in the detection. Our first approach consisted of a dark matter
model-independent analysis, revealing that at the Galactic Centre SKA1 would be able to detect,
at 1σ of confidence level, dark matter with masses up to ∼ 70 TeV (τ+τ− channel), while for the
Galactic AntiCentre would reach masses of around 10 TeV (W+W− channel). A second approach
was setting sensitivity constraints on branon dark matter also for both galactic locations. As
for the case of model-independent dark matter, the Galactic Centre would allow us to detect
masses greater than 100 TeV and tensions up to 60 TeV, which would imply to cover a very large
region of the branon parameter space. The Galactic AntiCentre would allow reaching masses
and tensions around 5 TeV. Even the latter case would improve the cosmic-ray constraints in
Section 3.4 substantially.

Finally, and according to the background discussion we tested the SKA sensitivity in order
to know the maximum latitude where synchrotron signals would be detected by SKA. This
analysis would reveal whether the radio telescope would be able to measure synchrotron signals
out of the galactic plane. In Fig. 4.9, attainable areas of the sky depending on the dark matter
mass were represented. According to the maps presented in [307], these areas in which dark
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matter could be detected would still have a large background. However, this analysis should be
compared with sky maps at different frequencies.
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Chapter 5

Radio signals from annihilating dark
matter in dwarf spheroidals

5.1 Overview and leitmotiv

In Chapter 4, we studied the synchrotron radiation coming from annihilating DM in different
regions of the Milky Way. The analysis in Section 4.3 revealed that the lack of knowledge on
the astrophysical background highly limits the DM constraints. In this Chapter, we will study
the synchrotron radiation in dSphs mainly through two quantities, the flux density Sν and the
specific intensity Iν, described in Section 2.5 b). The main goal of this Chapter is to clarify whether
the sensitivity of the new radio interferometer SKA will allow us to put tighter constraints on
DM in the specific case of faint sources as dSphs. The main results of this Chapter have been
collected in Ref. [199]. The work is organised as follows:

� In Section 5.2, as well as in previous chapters, we shall provide a notion about the astro-
physical framework, crucial to place the reader in the discussion. Herein, we shall mainly
focus on those astrophysical aspects that could be significant for DM indirect detection: the
galactic magnetic field, the diffusion and the DM density profile. Moreover, we shall focus on
the particular case of Draco as a paradigmatic example. Indeed, the assumptions made on dSphs
may drastically change the detection limits. We shall provide a general idea about how these
changes would affect such limits.

� Leaving aside the astrophysical framework, in Section 5.3, we shall evaluate Sν and Iν from
a Particle Physics point of view. There, we shall try to disentangle if, having measured a DM
signal, it is possible to reconstruct the responsible DM annihilation(s) channel(s). We shall also
provide those frequencies in which the synchrotron signal from DM annihilation acquires its
maximum. These values will intend to give a notion of which frequencies should be considered
to detect different DM candidates according to their annihilation channels and mass.

� In the next section, Section 5.4, we shall rely on the SKA characteristics to obtain sensitivity
constraints for model-independent DM with the SKA. We shall try to establish our results within
a more realistic framework than previous works, accounting here for an exponential magnetic
field together with the largest angular scale of the SKA.

� We will perform, in Section 5.5, a study analogous to the one presented in the previous
section, this time for specific DM candidates. The study will be devoted to those candidates that
are in agreement with HESS J1745.6− 290 signal and also on Brane-World DM candidates. In
addition, in the line of reasoning of some other authors, in this Section, we shall also consider
the possibility of a dwarf hosting an intermediate-mass black hole (IMBH). The main idea herein
will be to analyse how these objects may act as a boosting mechanism for DM annihilation
signals. With this goal in mind, we shall use a modified DM profile ρDM+BH(r). After that, we
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shall apply this particular case for Brane-World DM candidates in order to see how feasible it is
to detect the branon parameter space with the SKA.

� In Section 5.6, we shall calculate the emission for different dSphs in order to know the best
targets for DM detection.

� Section 5.7 shall be devoted to the main conclusions of this study.

5.2 Astrophysical considerations for dwarf spheroidals

In the previous chapter, the Milky Way was presented as one of the most promising targets
for a multi-wavelength analysis of DM indirect searches. Because of its proximity to us (∼ 8 kpc)
as well as its large DM concentration, the Milky Way Galactic Centre would be the brightest DM
source in the sky. In addition, this closeness ensures a large solid angle and provides angular
information about the possible DM distribution. However, as discussed in Section 4.2 and
Section 4.3, large backgrounds are expected at all energies so disentangling DM signals from
astrophysical sources turns into a complicated task. In light of this situation, many studies focus
on regions of the sky with a low percentage of astrophysical emission; such as areas away from
the galactic plane and also extragalactic targets [179, 204, 349–351]. Among the latter, dSphs lie
at the extreme of the lowest luminosity distribution [352, 353], and therefore they are one of
the sources with the least baryonic content. As it has been shown by metallicity studies with
colour-magnitude diagrams, most of the luminous fraction in dSphs often corresponds to stellar
population systems that belong to the first generations of stars (∼ 10 Gyr) (intermediate-age
populations are found as well [354]) with no trace of recent star formation. In addition, immersed
in an extremely low gas environment, some of the dSphs do not reach the gas mass value of
< 1 M� [355, 356]. Although both star populations and gas environment seem a minor detail
in a system dominated by DM, their description remains fundamental in the case of dSphs:
both of them carry the dynamic and the evolution information required to reconstruct the DM
distribution, and also could be the foundation to grapple with existing controversies, such as
the missing satellites problem [357] or the extremely large mass-to-light ratio observed in some
specific systems [358].

The first dSphs, Sculptor and Fornax, were discovered in 1938 in the Harvard Observatory [359],
however, it was not until 90’s decade when Aaronson deduced the presence of a significant
amount in DM in such galaxies studying the l.o.s. velocities of three carbon stars in Draco
[360]. Since then, some detectors reported many of these roughly spherical objects in a series
of studies including estimations through the virial theorem [360], spatial models of the mass-
follows-light study [352] and mass-estimator studies based on the solution of the Jeans equation
[361]. All of them confirmed the same main characteristic: the mass-to-light ratio M/L of
dSphs seems to indicate an amount of mass that is higher than expected from the luminous
matter. Indeed, comparing their dynamical mass-to-light ratios in the visual band (M/LV), we
observe M/LV & 10 [M/LV ]� [362]. This is the case of the Draco, Carina, Sextans dSphs whose
mass-to-light ratios M/LV lie close to 300, 67, 91 [M/LV ]� [363, 364] respectively. In the most
extreme scenario, the ultra-faint dSphs Segue 1 deserves a special mention since its mass-to-light
ratio determined by a Keck/DEIMOS survey confirms a mass-to-light ratio of ∼ 3400 [M/LV ]�
[365]. However, considering that velocity estimators for dSphs are statistical and assume relaxed
systems, one should consider possible effects that would inflate those values, the most common
ones including: solid-body rotation about an axis misaligned with the line of sight, external tides
and unresolved binary stars in the least massive galaxies. For Segue 1, the relevance of these
mechanisms continues to be debated. In fact, Segue 1 presents a significant velocity variability
indicating the possibility of binary systems together with its proximity to the Milky Way and
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shape that would suggest the idea about the influence of tidal forces. Nevertheless, other studies
claim that these effects are not significant and Segue 1 would still be the darkest galaxy [358].

Having these mass-to-light ratios in mind, dSphs have been widely considered with the aim
of constraining particle DM through indirect searches [179, 204, 349–351]. However, these
targets are not exempt from major uncertainties. With a view on the requirements for indirect
searches, already explained in Section 2.5, we will briefly describe in this Section the tension
between the characteristics of an ideal target (short distance and a large amount of DM) and
the difficulty in modelling the astrophysical environment. As the reader will note, some of the
results presented in this chapter are subjected to the determination of astrophysical parameters
whose uncertainties are reflected in the analysis in radio frequencies. In many cases, such
parameters are not directly extracted from dSphs but from irregular dwarf galaxies or other
similar dwarf galaxies. Among the astrophysical quantities, the distance, the magnetic field, the
DM density profile and the diffusion coefficients, are the most significant, as shown in Section
2.4.2:

• Firstly, RR Lyrae variables are usually the standard candles to determine distances to dSphs
precisely. Most of dSphs are located within the virial radius of the Milky Way, established in
∼ 300 kpc, while the rest lies just beyond the border of the Milky Way or M31. Even though
dSphs ensure to be close and brighter targets to be investigated they can also be difficult to study
since they suffer from complicated dynamical processes as stripping, shocking and stirring due
to tidal forces, having effects on their velocity dispersion, on the DM density profile at outer
regions or even on the apparent core at inner regions. Often, these dynamical mechanisms also
constitute an explanation to convert dwarf galaxies into dSphs.

• Regarding the diffusion governing the propagation of annihilating DM products, the param-
eters D0 and δ, seen in Section 2.4.2 b), are not fully well determined in the case of dSphs. For
the Milky Way, those coefficients are fixed by the ratio between primary and secondary cosmic
rays, particularly by the B/C ratio. In the case of extragalactic sources this information often
comes from diffuse γ-rays in π0π0 processes or ICS, whose emission is strictly related to the
process of star formation [366]. However, such processes are not well understood for dSphs and
propagation models are assumed in analogy with the Milky Way. Typically, the Kolmogorov
description D(E) = D0Eδ with δ = 1/3 that sometimes includes a degree of uniformity of the

magnetic field, D(E) = D0
d2/3

B
B1/3

avg
Eδ, being dB the minimum uniformity scale of the magnetic field

and Bavg the averaged magnetic field, is assumed.

• Galactic magnetic fields interact with charged particles turning into the main cause for
synchrotron signals from DM annihilation products. In general, reconstructing such magnetic
fields is possible by observing different signatures, namely polarised optical-infrared starlight,
synchrotron emission, Faraday rotation or Zeeman lines already mentioned in Section 4.2. Each
of these signatures unveils different field components, as seen in Table 4.1 in Section 4.2.
A method usually used to measure magnetic fields in dwarf galaxies consists of searching
for radiation from synchrotron emission and, after that, using the equipartition theorem to
estimate the magnetic field strength. However, the lack of turbulent gas in dSphs turns this
into a difficult task. Furthermore, an estimation of the l.o.s. integral of the magnetic fields
and electron densities in dSphs can be measured through the Faraday rotation of the polarised
emission from the background, as has been done for the Large Magellanic Cloud [367]. A sky
map of the Galactic Faraday rotation has been presented in [368] with the reconstruction of
the magnetic field, considering one source per square degree, with a resolution of ∼ 30′. This
resolution is not enough to resolve the magnetic field structure in dSphs.

Therefore, the usual method to estimate values on the strength of the magnetic field is by
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reconstructing the magnetic field from dwarf galaxies similar to dSphs. Indeed, photometric
properties and resolved stellar populations suggest that dwarf irregular galaxies and dSphs
shared a similar evolutionary history until a few Gyrs ago [369]. Numerical simulations show
that a combination of tidal and ram pressure stripping by the Milky Way would be an effective
mechanism to transform irregular galaxies into dSphs. Assuming this scenario, dSphs would
have had magnetic fields of 5− 10 µG in the past that had evolved in some way to the present
values after the stellar evolution and gas stripping. The consideration of those similarities
between dSphs and dwarf galaxies, put some limits on the magnetic field strength for the former
and the general establishment is ∼ 1 µG. Furthermore, nearest dSphs to the Milky Way should
be specially mentioned since some of them could be affected by the outer halo magnetic field of
our galaxy. This fact could support a magnetic field strength of 2 µG in dSphs such as Segue 1
[178].

• Last, the third quantity to be determined is the DM density profile. In rotating spiral galaxies
it is possible to directly relate the circular velocity v2

circ = GM(r)/r with the enclosed mass
considering young stars. However, in dSphs an ordered motion is negligible and statistical
analysis through the dispersion of velocities over the l.o.s. σ2

p has to be done. In 1987, Aaronson
predicted a velocity dispersion of 10 km/s over the l.o.s. for Draco. This velocity, estimated
by considering 11 stars within Draco dSph, implied a mass-to-light ratio that revealed a large
amount of non-luminous matter [370]. Even though other alternative mechanisms to explain the
inflation of the velocity dispersion (such as unidentified binaries, stellar-atmospheric turbulences
or tidal disruptions) were considered, all of them seemed to be unlikely. Since then, the number
of stars with known l.o.s. velocities has grown in dSphs and thus, the improvement of the mass
modeling. Some of the usual methods to determine characteristics of a halo is through mass
estimators based on comparing the predicted stellar l.o.s. velocity dispersion profiles

σ2
p(R) =

2G
Σ(R)

∫ ∞

R
ds s2β−2ν(s)M(s)

∫ s

R

(
1− β

R2

r2

)
r−2β+1
√

r2 − R2
dr (5.1)

with the observed ones, by solving the spherical Jeans equation (derived from the collisionless
Boltzmann equation) and assuming that the anisotropy β is constant (as is generally assumed).
The general idea (although there are some variations) is adopting a universal DM profile such as

ρ(r) =
ρs

(r/rs)γ(1 + r/rs)3−γ
, (5.2)

that includes both core and cusp halo models, and considering

M(s) = 4π
∫ s

0
r2ρ(r)dr, (5.3)

to reproduce the experimental values for Eq. (5.1).

This method was useful to determine some common properties on DM density profiles in dSphs:
all the systems that fit the velocity dispersion have the same value for the enclosed mass near
the half-light radius. However, the observational data do not provide enough information
to clearly determine the slope of the profile at inner regions, since it highly depends on the
stellar density model, and more realistic stellar distribution functions should be considered. The
Binney anisotropy parameter

β = 1− v2
t /v2

r , (5.4)

deserves a special mention since it is responsible for a degeneracy between the assumed profile
density and the velocity distribution of the studied system, leading in some cases to an erroneous
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mass estimation. Furthermore, the general statement of the stellar anisotropy, β, as a constant
is not clear in dSphs. Both non-equilibrium stellar configurations for some dynamical models
or the interaction of DM with baryons at the centre could generate significant anisotropies. In
addition, it has been argued that there is no guarantee that some solutions of the Jeans equation
correspond to a physical dynamical model, despite fitting the data.

From the numerical simulation point of view, the DM halo profiles for dSphs have some
differences with respect to the dynamical description presented above. The first thing is DM
profile in dSphs is not considered as a halo itself but a subhalo linked gravitationally to a
hosting halo∗. Structures in ΛCDM are produced hierarchically: small instabilities in the early
Universe produce small bounded DM halos that either merge or accrete mass to other halos
setting larger ones (see, e.g., [371]). Even after this process, some of those small subhalos would
survive orbiting larger halos. The first approach was assuming that subhalos follow the same
structural characteristics -through the parameter concentration C(M)- of large halos with the
same mass, and in many cases, the same profile as we suggested with the expression (5.2).
Dwarf galaxies, whose simulated DM density can be fitted by a universal NFW profile, have
been well described through N-body codes under the ΛCDM statements, however, none of the
simulations produced dSphs at the end. Different numerical studies show that subhalos are in
general more concentrated than those halos with the same mass and with different structural
characteristics. The closer they lie to their host halo centres, the larger their concentrations. In
order to solve this, some authors proposed models that would be able to describe the evolution
of a dwarf galaxy into a dSphs incorporating tidal forces between halos and subhalos [372]. The
main difficulty is that adding tidal forces change the definitions of some quantities used for the
halo description. In those models, tidal forces remove mass from the outer parts of subhalos
truncating them at smaller radii than halos. This would imply subhalos more concentrated than
halos. However, truncation implies that the virial radius of subhalos is not well defined, and
thus the standard definition of halo concentration cannot be used. New structure definitions
have been provided [373] in order to accurately describe subhalos as well as new profiles that
incorporate those tidal effects, such as the cored and cusped Kasantzidis profile that will be
studied in next sections.

5.2.1 Draco dSph

Once we have set the general characteristics for dSphs and presented the difficulties to
constrain their astrophysical aspects, we study the particular case of Draco. Even though Segue
1, thanks to its apparently large amount of DM and the possibility of being influenced by the
Milky Way magnetic field seems to be a suitable target, Draco has been usually studied given the
fact that some of its parameters are better constrained than for the rest of dSphs. Its mass-to-light
ratio, ∼ 300 [M/LV ]�, still warrants a large amount of DM.

Observations of RR Lyrae place Draco at a distance of ∼ 80 kpc from the Sun and thus, within
the Milky Way virial radius. This distance accounts for the gravitational interaction between
Draco and the Milky Way by tidal forces. Considering this, some authors performed N-body
simulations for a Draco-like object with the NFW density profile as an initial distribution, and
study its evolution in the field of a Milky-Way like galaxy [374]. The resulting profile conserves
the r−1 behaviour for inner regions but develops an exponential cut-off at large distances. In
view of these circumstances, we took into account two profiles for the case of Draco. The

∗However, throughout the whole Chapter (excepting this paragraph in which we use the term subhalo) we will
refer to dSphs halo instead of subhalo
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FIGURE 5.1: Intensity map Iν as given by Eq. (2.39) at ν = 150 MHz for different
DM halos. The annihilation channel is bb for DM with mass M = 1 TeV and
a thermally averaged cross section equal to 3 · 10−26cm3/s. The astrophysical
parameters are set out in Table 5.1. In each panel a different DM profile has been
considered: NFW (left panel), Kazantzidis-cusp (middle panel) and Kazantzidis-

core (right panel).

well-known NFW distribution,

ρNFW(r) =
ρs

r
rs

(
1 + r

rs

)2 , (5.5)

with ρs = 1.40 GeV/cm3 and rs = 1 kpc [179, 204], and also the Kazantzidis profile,

ρKaz(r) =
MD

4πr2
b

1
rα

exp(−r/rb). (5.6)

The choice of parameters {rb, MD, α} =
{

1.308 kpc, 5.48 · 108M�, 1
}

indicates the Kazantzidis
profile has a cusp at the centre (from now Kazantzidis-cusp). Nevertheless, it is claimed that
tidal forces may be relevant in turning the cusp into a core profile. In such a case, the expression
(5.6) would take the values {rb, MD, α} =

{
0.24 kpc, 1.22 · 108M�, 0

}
for the core Kazantzidis

profile (from now Kazantzidis-core) [375].

The magnetic field B(r), as already mentioned, is poorly determined. In this sense we introduce
a spherical spatial distribution, according to [179] , yielding

B(r) = B0 exp(−r/rc), (5.7)

where B0 is the magnetic field strength and rc = 0.22 kpc is the core radius of Draco. Measure-
ments in Ref. [376] indicate a magnetic field strength lying around B ∼ 1 µG.

In the following, we will analyse how the expected synchrotron signal from DM annihilation
would change depending on the profile, magnetic field and diffusion.
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TABLE 5.1: Astrophysical parameters for Fig. 5.1.

Target B(r) B0 (µG) rc (kpc) D0 (cm2/s) δ ne (cm−3)

Draco dSph Exponential, Eq. (5.7) 1 0.22 3 · 1028 1/3 1 · 10−6

d = 80 kpc

a) Synchrotron and the dark matter density profile

In order to observe the astrophysical dependence of the synchrotron signal from DM
annihilation, we calculate the intensity map Iν according to the expression (2.39). In Fig. 5.1,
we compute Iν for a DM model annihilating into bb channel with a mass M = 1 TeV and a
thermally averaged cross section equals to 3 · 10−26cm3/s. The value at 150 MHz belongs to the
SKA1-LOW range of frequencies. The purpose of this plot is observing the spatial distribution of
annihilating DM signals for the NFW profile but also the Kazantzidis-cusp and Kazantzidis-core
described above. Those astrophysical parameters that remain fixed in the calculation are present
in Table 5.1. For the three cases, n=500 terms for the series. In addition, the number of samples
for each value I150 MHz(θ) is 2 · 107 for the Adaptive Monte Carlo computation with the module
Vegas for Python. For these figures, we compute the function I150 MHz(θ). After that, since the
problem has spherical symmetry †, we extrapolate the function Iν(θ) to the function Iν(θ2

x + θ2
y)

taking a number of pairs
{

θx, θy
}

equal to 300× 300. The preferred limit values for the specific
intensity, I150 MHz(θ), in the colour map are Imax

150 MHz = 0.5 Jy and Imin
150 MHz = 1 µJy.

On first thought, both Kazantzidis profiles (Fig. 5.1 middle and right panels) show a synchrotron
signal spreading more diffusely than the NFW case, following the slope of their profiles. Indeed,
the NFW shows a steeper distribution than the Kazantzidis-core and Kazantzidis-cusp profile
at inner regions, as observed in Fig. 5.1. In addition, the extension of the emission for the
NFW and the Kazantzidis-cusp is significantly similar and reach angles larger than that in the
Kazantzidis-core. Furthermore, comparing left and centre panels of Fig. 5.1, even though in
the Kazantzidis-cusp profile the cusp still remains after the e+ and e− diffusion, the intensity
at the centre is clearly smaller than in the NFW profile. For the Kazantzidis-core, Imax

ν at
θ ∼ 0 is estimated in 0.028 Jy/sr that differs from the NFW maximum in an 81 % with a value
Imax
ν = 0.15 Jy/sr. Also, in the Kazantzidis-cusp case the maximum of the emission at the centre

can be found at 0.1 Jy/sr differing a 33% with the NFW profile. Such differences can be better
seen in Fig. 5.2, left panel in which we plot the angular profile for the specific intensity Iν

in the three cases. In such a figure (left panel), dark blue, blue and light blue represent the
specific intensities Iν for a DM model bb(1 TeV) considering the NFW, the Kazantzidis - cusp
and the Kazantzidis - core profiles respectively. In addition, we set a horizontal solid grey line at
Iν = 1 µJy to artificially enclose Draco through the minimal value that a hypothetical detector
could measure. At this value, the angular extension of the emission lies on θ1µJy = 1.09o for the
NFW profile and θ1µJy = 1.08o and θ1µJy = 0.97o for the Kazantzidis-cusp and core respectively.
These angular values evidence that Draco would not be seen as a point-like source for detectors
as SKA1-LOW since its resolution lies on 0.002o at 150 MHz (with 500 km of baseline).

Integrating Iν over the solid angle of Draco, ΩDRACO, we obtain the flux density Sν from the Eq.
(2.41). In practice, integrating over the whole source means that when increasing the angle of

†Unlike the case of the Milky Way studied in Section 4.2, the spatial distribution of the emission is spherical.
This fact has been determined by the kind of propagation in the Laplacian of the diffusion equation, Eq. (2.28),
together with the spherical symmetry of the magnetic field, the DM density profile and the diffusion without spatial
dependence.
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FIGURE 5.2: Left panel: Specific intensity Iν as given by Eq. (2.39) with respect to
the angle θ, delimited from the centre of Draco dSph. The annihilation channel
is bb for DM with mass M = 1 TeV and a thermally averaged cross section
equals to 3 · 10−26cm3/s. Dark blue line represent the emission considering an
NFW profile, blue and light blue correspond to the Kazantzidis - cusp and the
Kazantzidis - core profile. The grey line has been taken as an artificial limit
for Iν to discuss the detection limits of the synchrotron radiation. Right panel:
Flux density Sν as given by Eq. (2.41) times frequency ν for ΩDRACO in the
range of frequencies 105 − 1017 Hz. Again, dark blue line represent the emission
considering an NFW profile, blue and light blue correspond to the Kazantzidis -
cuspy and the Kazantzidis - core profile respectively. The major differences are
between the NFW and the Kazantzidis core profile with a maximum νSmin which
differs in more than one order of magnitude. The annihilation channel is bb for
DM with mass M = 100 GeV and a thermally averaged cross section equals to
3 · 10−26cm3/s. The astrophysical parameters for this calculation are similar to

Table 5.1.

integration θ no significant difference is noticed in the flux density, Sν, when integrating from θ
to θ + ∆θ‡.

In Fig. 5.2, right panel, we represent the flux density of bb (100 GeV) with 〈σv〉 = 3 · 10−26cm3/s
for the three DM density profiles, in dark blue the NFW, in blue the Kazantzidis-cusp and in
light blue the Kazantzidis-core. Sν does not display qualitative changes in the dependence
with the frequency for the mentioned DM distributions; all of them exhibit a similar shape.
As will see in the following Section 5.2.1 and in Section 5.3, this dependence is fundamentally
given by the galactic magnetic field and the channel of annihilation. However, the emission
in Fig. 5.2 (right panel) seems slightly shifted in frequencies when different DM profiles are
considered. In addition, the maximum of the emission Smax

ν is larger when the NFW one is
taken into account, followed by the Kazantzidis - cusp and Kazantzidis core ones: the maxima
can be found at

{
ν[Hz], νSmax

ν [erg cm−2 s−1]
}

=
{

1.7 · 109, 8.4 · 10−20},
{

3.4 · 109, 1.3 · 10−20}
and

{
3.8 · 109, 3.2 · 10−21} respectively. Furthermore, the emission is highly suppressed at

higher frequencies constituting a cut-off imposed by the modified Bessel function, K 5
3
(ξ) in the

expression (2.37). For a mass of 100 GeV, signals are limited by a critical frequency that lies on
THz (IR) (Fig. 5.2).

With regard to the detection of these signals, if one considers roughly Smin ∼ 1 µJy for the

‡We are aware that a more realistic treatment could be done by imposing the largest angular scale as limits of
integration. In next sections we will consider this situation.
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FIGURE 5.3: Flux density Sν as given by Eq. (2.41) times frequency ν for ΩDRACO
in the range of frequencies 105 − 1017 Hz. The annihilation channel is bb for
DM with mass M = 100 GeV and a thermally averaged cross section equals to
3 · 10−26cm3/s. Left panel: Sν turns into very dependent with the chosen magnetic
field [199]. In this panel, three values of B0 have been depicted for illustrative
purposes (0.1 µG, 1 µG, 5 µG). The influence of the diffusion has been also illus-
trated, showing that for smaller values of D0 the signal increases. Right panel: In
the panel, the flux density for the case of an exponential magnetic field according
to Eq. 5.7 and a constant magnetic field equal to B = 1 µG have been compared.
The difference between both signals becomes more than two orders of magnitude.

SKA (only for illustrative purposes), then νSmin ∼ 10−20erg · s−1 · cm−2 at the frequency of the
maximum of the signal. This means that bb (100 GeV) would be detected in both cuspy profiles
but not in the Kazantzidis-core one. As we observe, constraints on DM highly depend on a
good characterisation of astrophysical components, such as the DM distribution. Therefore, for
similar targets those which follows an NFW profile would provide tighter constraints on the
DM parameter space than targets as the Kazantzidis profile, subjected to tidal forces. This has to
be taken into account at the time of selecting the DM profile for an accurate study.

b) Synchrotron and magnetic field

With respect to the magnetic field, in Fig. 5.3 left panel, we represent the model bb (100 GeV)
with a thermally averaged cross section equals to 3 · 10−26cm3/s, whose e+e− after the anni-
hilation are immersed in a magnetic field modelled by Eq. (5.7). The strength B0 is the only
parameter changed in Fig. 5.3 left panel, taking the values of 5 µG, 1 µG and 0.1 µG. In view
of this analysis, i.e., comparing different signals for the three different values B0, one can ob-
serve the crucial role that the magnetic field plays at the time of constraining DM through
synchrotron emission, as showed in Fig. 5.3. For instance, in the left panel, the flux density
times frequency for a 100 GeV DM candidate, annihilating into the bb channel, presents a value
of 7.02 · 10−20 erg cm−2 s−1 at 6 · 109 Hz when a magnetic field of 1 µG is considered while, at
the same frequency, the value is 2.42 · 10−18 erg cm−2 s−1 if B = 5 µG. This example shows how
an increment of 4 µG for the magnetic field in Draco would enhance the radio signal around
two orders of magnitude. In addition, according to Eqs. (2.36) and (2.37), the shape of the flux
density can be affected by the strength values of the magnetic field. In this regard, we observe
that the cut-off values lie on different frequencies depending on the strength. Whereas in the
case of B0 = 0.1 µG, such a frequency lies in the range of microwave, B0 = 1 µG and B0 = 5 µG
can find such a limit on IR.
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TABLE 5.2: Astrophysical parameters for Fig. 5.4.

Target Profile D0 (cm2/s) δ ne (cm−3)

Draco dSph NFW, rs = 1kpc 3 · 1028 1/3 1 · 10−6

d = 80 kpc ρs = 1.40GeV/c

In Fig. 5.3 right panel, we represent the density flux Sν times the frequency, in pink for the case
of an exponential magnetic field and in red for B constant and equal to 1µG. The most noticeable
effect is that both cases show a difference of more than two orders of magnitude in νSν. In
this regard, the case with the constant magnetic field would impose tighter constraints to DM,
however, it is necessary to determine how realistic this scenario would be. Constraints assuming
a constant magnetic field may overestimate the synchrotron emission resulting in diagrams
〈σv〉/M with excluding regions that should not be excluded. In fact, it is sometimes assumed
constant magnetic fields together with the point-like source approximation, which basically
takes into consideration the emission as obtained from the whole source. Consequently, in this
latter case, Sν is obtained by integrating Iν over the whole source together with a magnetic field
that remains constant. Therefore, the contrast between constraints issued from either a constant
or an exponential magnetic field is very significant. This fact may be better reflected in Fig. 5.4.

In Fig. 5.4, we study quantity Iν for a constant magnetic field and compare it with the exponential
magnetic field previously considered in Eq. (5.7). For the both cases, n=499 terms for the series in
Eq. 2.33. In addition, the number of samples for each value I150 MHz(θ) is 2 · 107 for the Adaptive
Monte Carlo computation with the module Vegas for Python. For these figures, we compute the
function I150 MHz(θ). After that, since the problem has spherical symmetry, we extrapolate the
function Iν(θ) to the function Iν(θ2

x + θ2
y) taking a number of pairs

{
θx, θy

}
equal to 300× 300.

The range color has been fixed in with I150 MHz(θ), in the color map are Imax
150 MHz = 0.6 Jy and

Imin
150 MHz = 1 µJy.

Comparison between the right and left panels, immediate establish how both the specific
intensity values and the spatial distribution of the signal change. Keeping in mind that magnetic
field values at the centre (θ = 0) are the same both for the constant and the exponential case,
it is interesting to observe how the intensity Iν shows discrepancies for both cases. The fact of
considering a spatial dependency on magnetic field reduces the intensity value at the centre of
Draco, fundamentally because the magnetic field also changes the e+/e− number density, ψ(r, E),
through g±n (r′, E, Es) =

(r′±rnr)2

λ2
D(E,Es)

in the Green function Eq. (2.33). Indeed, for a constant magnetic
field Imax

ν = 0.6 Jy/sr unlike the exponential case whose maximum, as already mentioned, is
Imax ∼ 0.15 µJy/sr. With respect to the spatial extension of the emission, the constant magnetic
field propagates the synchrotron signals to larger distances. The angle in which Iν = 1 µJy/sr
becomes θ1µG = 2.44 deg while, as already determined, for the exponential magnetic field, it
becomes θ1µG = 1.09 deg.

c) Synchrotron and diffusion

Regarding the diffusion, it was already mentioned that in analogy with the Milky Way, the
Kolmogorov description is taken according to the expression D(E) = D0Eδ with δ = 1/3. In
Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.5, we observe the effects of the diffusion. In Fig. 5.5, for illustrative purposes
and following [204], we plot the limit in which there is no spatial diffusion, i.e., It has been
demonstrated that this case would not apply to the case of Draco, but it does in targets such as
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FIGURE 5.4: Intensity map Iν as given by Eq. (2.39) at ν = 150 MHz for different
magnetic fields. The annihilation channel is bb for DM with mass M = 1 TeV and
a thermally averaged cross section equals to 3 · 10−26cm3/s. The astrophysical
parameters are set out in the Table 5.2. The left panel has been computed with a
an exponential magnetic field according to 5.7 and the Right panel considering a

constant magnetic field equal to B = 1 µG.

the Coma Cluster [207]. However, in Fig. 5.5 we compute also this situation by using Eq. (5.8) as
an extreme illustrative example.

ψ(r, E) =
1

b(r, E)

∫ M

E
dEs q(r, Es). (5.8)

In Fig. 5.5, we plot the specific intensity Iν at 350 MHz (which lies on the limit among SKA1-
LOW and SKA1-MID) after the annihilation, considering the cases with and without spatial
diffusion. Therein, it is possible to observe that in the case without diffusion, results in a signal
concentrated at the centre of Draco since the spatial distribution of annihilation follows the DM
density profile strictly. In the case without diffusion, the inner window in Fig. 5.5 shows that
the SKA1-LOW cannot resolve the peak of the signal and thus cannot resolve any structure
in the emission either. Therefore, the target could be treated as a point-like source since most
of the emission mainly occurs in the neighbourhood of the centre of Draco. On the contrary,
the high sensitivity of the SKA1-MID allows us to resolve some part of the structure of the
cusp, however, the emission still remains highly concentrated at r ' 0. Once the diffusion is
considered, the radio emission extends spatially, decreases slightly with the angle θ, and the
effect of the peak is less pronounced. In fact, as seen in Fig. 5.5 left panel, the peak still remains
although, unlike what happens in the no-diffusion case, the steep cusp at the centre disappears.
Consequently, whenever diffusion is considered, most of the signal does not come from the
centre and hence the source cannot be thought of as being point-like. In this regard, we conclude
that both SKA1-LOW and SKA1-MID can resolve part of the structure of the emission for Draco
considering an angular resolution θres ∼ 0.001 deg for SKA1-LOW and ∼ 2.5 · 10−4 deg for
SKA1-MID at 350 MHz.
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FIGURE 5.5: Left panel: specific intensity of the signal Iν at ν = 350 MHz for a
M = 1 TeV DM model annihilating into bb channel. The vertical dash-dotted
black line, represents the core radius of Draco (θDRACO ∼ 0.093 kpc [204]) and the
emission exceeds this limit. Right panel: the same specific intensity (ν = 350 MHz,
M = 1 TeV) for bb channel for small values of θ. Purple and red bands show the
resolution, θres, of SKA1-LOW and SKA1-MID respectively for that frequency. In
the case of SKA1-LOW, the no-diffusion emission model is unresolved in contrast
to the SKA1-MID case. In addition, we observe that the angular distribution of

the signal does not change significantly when diffusion is considered [199].

5.3 Particle physics considerations for dark matter synchrotron emis-
sion

5.3.1 Specific intensity study

Besides the astrophysical framework study performed in Section 5.3, the analysis of the
synchrotron radiation from a Particle Physics point of view may be useful to reconstruct the
DM annihilation(s) channel(s) once a synchrotron signal is detected. The synchrotron emission
is sensitive to the annihilation channel but also to the mass of the DM candidate. The main
objective of this section will be to study the effects that such quantities may have when they
adopt different values.

When we work with Eq. (2.36), in order to calculate the synchrotron power, the factor Fi(s)
contains the critical frequency νc around which, approximately, all the synchrotron power is
emitted. Both Sν and Iν also depend on both νc that is a function of the magnetic field and also
the e+e− kinetic energy E. The role of the magnetic field was already discussed in the previous
Section 5.2.1, together with the rest of the relevant astrophysical factors. Conversely, the fact
that to calculate Sν and Iν is necessary to integrate over energies, see Eq. (2.35), produces the
dependence of the resulting signal with the DM mass and also with the annihilation channel.
Therefore, the synchrotron spectrum could indirectly provide information about the DM particle

model. Indeed, one would expect M and dN j
e

dE to affect the synchrotron signal, not only Sν, but
also Iν and its angular dependence through the critical frequency νc. In this regard, we should
keep in mind that Draco is an extended source in radio frequencies. In this section we study
if it is possible to extract some DM particle information, mass and channel of annihilation
specifically, given the features of quantities Iν and Sν.
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TABLE 5.3: Astrophysical parameters for Figs. 5.6 and 5.7

Target Profile B(r) B0 (µG) rc (kpc) D0 (cm2/s) δ ne (cm−3)

Draco dSph NFW, rs = 1kpc Exponential, 1 0.22 3 · 1028 1/3 1 · 10−6

d = 80 (kpc) ρs = 1.40GeV/c Eq. (5.7)

In order to do so, in Fig. 5.6, we represent the spatial distribution of Iν for 1 TeV DM annihilating
into different channels whose astrophysical parameters can be seen in Table 5.3. Comparing
Iν for different channels, the plot shows that major differences are established at inner regions
of the galaxy. Although there are also differences in outer regions, they are accentuated by the
logarithmic scale. Following the behaviour of astrophysical quantities studied in the previous
section (mainly the magnetic field and the DM density profile), all the channels seem to be
better detected at small angles where Iν reaches its maximum. Boson and quark channels
produce signals with a steeper slope in their spatial distribution than the leptonic channels
whose emission spreads more diffusely.

Then, one method to disentangle lepton from boson or quark channel could be certainly studying
the Iν slope of the emission Iν as Fig. 5.6. Even this strategy could be used to discriminate
between different leptonic channels, such as e+e−, µ+µ− and τ+τ− thanks to their significant
differences. Less optimistic is the picture for quark and boson channels. Even though their
emission is higher than the lepton channels at the centre, their slope is only distinguishable
at larger angles. In this sense, galactic edges would present a suitable location to distinguish
channels thanks to the fact that Iν falls with different curvatures depending on the channel.
However, the reality is that no detector could reach the required sensitivity to measure Iν at
those distances. For this reason, we centred our attention on regions between 0.75o and 1.25o,
inner window of Fig. 5.6, where the magnitude of the emission could be differentiated in
different channels even though the slope is more straight (in logarithmic scale). Considering
approximately an averaged sensitivity of ∼ 0.1µJy per beam (both green and blue bands) for
SKA1-LOW at 350 MHz (limit between SKA1-LOW and SKA1-MID) after 1000 h of integration
time, we observe that those bands are still narrower than the separation of Iν between the
group of boson channels and the group of quark channels, giving the idea that they may be
distinguishable. However, this sensitivity would not be sufficient to disentangle particular
channels in both groups of boson channels and lepton channels. In this regard, ZZ and W+W−

channels present similar spatial distribution in Iν as well as cc and uu, dd and ss channels. Also,
the bb channel presents a similar shape to the rest of the quarks at inner regions, however, its
emission Iν separates from the rest of quarks at θ ∼ 1.2o. The SKA would not be sensitive to
detect it.

According to the above picture, the next step would be considering if there is any DM mass
and any specific frequency in which this disentanglement becomes possible. Both quantities
become mixed in Eq. (2.35). Thus the DM mass also affects the dependency of Sν and Iν with
the frequency ν. In Fig. 5.7, we also represent the intensity Iν against the angle θ in order to
study how the spatial distribution changes both with the frequency (left panel) of the emission
and the DM mass (right panel). First, in the left panel, we plot the specific intensity Iν for 1 TeV
DM particles annihilating into the bb channel. In this plot, we compare the extension of the
diffuse emission at different frequencies that will be covered by SKA1-LOW (150 and 350 MHz)
and SKA1-MID (350, 3050 and 14000 MHz). For high frequencies, the scope of the emission
is confined in a small region while the signal at lower frequencies reaches larger angles. This
indicates that low frequencies would be better detected than higher frequencies. The main
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FIGURE 5.6: Left panel: specific intensity of the signal Iν at 350 MHz for a M = 1
TeV DM model annihilating into SM particles. DM signals would present different
slopes in their emission depending on the angle to the centre. Both bands in
green and blue (inner panel) represent a hypothetical sensitivity per solid angle of

around 0.1µJy/sr.

effects of increasing the frequency of detection are, first, a decrease of Iν and, second, a slight
change in the slope of the emission for outer regions. With respect to the former, the difference
between I150 MHz and I14 GHz for the particular case of 1 TeV DM annihilating into bb reaches
five orders of magnitude at the centre of Draco. Also, the fall of Iν at high frequencies for outer
regions shows that there is a certain number of e+e− that reach those angles with the sufficient
energy to emit at those frequencies.

The role of the DM mass, as seen in Fig. 5.7 right panel, on the specific intensity Iν is even more
drastic. In a few words, higher DM masses have the effect of spreading the synchrotron signal
along the galaxy. In the right panel, the dashed blue line corresponding to a DM with M = 100
TeV extends further than the mass M = 100 GeV, represented by the violet dashed line. If radio
telescopes had extremely high sensitivities (∼ 0.1 pJy), then constraining the DM mass until
100 TeV would be as simple as seen the extension of Iν since it depends on the mass, as seen in
Fig. 5.7, right panel. For larger DM masses, the synchrotron emission is less intense than for
lighter candidates. However, this theoretical scenario is far from reality if one assumes that the
sensitivity only would reach ∼ 0.1µJy. In order to show this, in Fig. 5.7 right panel, we plotted
also a light blue line that corresponds to an estimated sensitivity for SKA1-LOW at 350 MHz
of 0.1 µJy. For M = 100 GeV and M = 100 TeV, violet and blue dashed lines reach the limit of
sensitivity at smaller angles than M = 1 TeV and M = 10 TeV.

In the study of the signal coming from different annihilation channels, we also represent the
product νSν integrated over ΩDRACO, with the purpose of identifying the best frequencies to
detect DM.

5.3.2 Flux density study

In Fig. 5.8, we plot the quantity νSν coming from DM annihilating 100% into one specific
channel. We replicated this plot for different channels grouping them in leptons (upper panel),
quarks (middle panel) and bosons (lower panel).
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As a general behaviour for all the channels, the three panels show that the mass of the DM
candidate clearly determines the maximum frequency of detection: different values of M shift
the synchrotron signal to a different range of frequencies. According to this, lighter candidates
would produce the emission at lower frequencies. On the contrary, heavier candidates would be
able to reach up to seven orders of magnitude higher. For further details, in Table 5.4 we find
the νSmax

ν
for the emission of different channels at M equal to 100 GeV, 1 TeV, 10 TeV and 100 TeV.

As explained in the previous section 5.2.1, νSmax
ν

could vary with the strength of the magnetic
field, however, a closer look of its tendency with the DM mass could be useful to determine the
best strategy for detection. In this work, according to the discussion in Section 5.2, we fix the
strength for the magnetic field in 1 µG.

To conclude, Fig. 5.8 and Table 5.4 show that sub-TeV DM, annihilating both in quark, lepton and
boson channels, can be more easily detected at the range of radio and microwave frequencies,
being quark channels situated on longer wavelength (∼ MHz) than lepton and boson channels
whose νSmax

ν lies on the GHz range. In fact, after having fixed a DM mass, both lepton and boson
channels are expected to have their maxima νSmax

ν at larger frequencies than quark channels
counterparts. Still, in radio and microwave frequencies, lighter TeV DM (∼ 1 GeV) annihilating
into quarks could be detected, although the tt channel has their peak of emission at 561 GHz
reaching the far-infrared region, as well as lepton and boson channels. For DM particles ranging
from 10 TeV to 100 TeV, the emission Sν covers all the infrared spectrum until the soft-ultraviolet
(and also until hard-ultraviolet only in the case of DM annihilating into e+e−).

Also, and according to detector sensitivities, as observed in Fig. 5.8, the DM mass affects
the magnitude of the emission. That means that heavier candidates would present a weaker
signal νSν than lighter candidates, demanding more sensitivity at higher frequencies to be
detected. In Fig. 5.8, for lepton channels, the magnitude νSmax

ν decreases about one and two
orders of magnitude, between a DM candidate of 100 GeV and 100 TeV. In the case of DM
annihilating into bosons, νSmax

ν changes about one order of magnitude between a DM candidate
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TABLE 5.4: Frequency at which Sν is maximum. In this table, we suggest the best
frequencies to detect DM candidates according to their masses. The tt channel
is not opened when the dark matter mass is M = 100 GeV and, thus, the upper
left table, does not have information. Moreover, for the tt at M = 100 TeV, we
have pointed out two maxima whose values are very similar but lie at different

frequencies.

M Annihilation νSmax M Annihilation νSmax

100 GeV qq 497.5 MHz 1 TeV qq 52.7 GHz
cc 746.1 MHz cc 52.7 GHz
bb 746.1 MHz bb 79.0 GHz
tt - tt 561.1 GHz

e+e− 52.7 GHz e+e− 6 THz
µ+µ− 19.1 GHz µ+µ− 1.4 THz
τ+τ− 7.9 GHz τ+τ− 0.84 THz

W+W− 131.0 GHz W+W− 2.1 THz
ZZ 121.2 GHz ZZ 1.4 THz

M Annihilation νSmax M Annihilation νSmax

10 TeV qq 2.4 THz 100 TeV qq 45 THz
cc 1.5 THz cc 45 THz
bb 1.4 THz bb 26 THz
tt 23.6 THz tt 14 THz, 1.32 PHz

e+e− 711.7 THz e+e− 71.1 PHz
µ+µ− 129.6 THz µ+µ− 13 PHz
τ+τ− 67.7 THz τ+τ− 4.2 PHz

W+W− 123.2 THz W+W− 7.34 PHz
ZZ 124.6 THz ZZ 7.34 PHz

with M = 100 GeV and M = 100 TeV while for quark channels variation turns out to be quite
less than one order of magnitude.

In addition, the synchrotron signal produced by lepton, boson and quark channels could be
identifiable since their dependence with the frequency is totally different, as seen in Fig. 5.8.
Among them, the group more likely to be detected is the leptonic channel since the order of
magnitude of νSmax

ν
lies on larger values than the bosonic and quark channels. However, this

signal is concentrated in a smaller range of frequencies unlike the other channels as it is possible
to conclude by comparing the slope of νSν in the different panels of Fig. 5.8. For instance, for a
DM mass of 100 GeV, that would produce the lowest frequency signal in our study, the emission
in the leptonic channel would be centred at microwave - infrared, and a possible detection in low
radio frequencies would be complicated due to the fall of emission. As we will see in the next
section, the detection of the lepton channel is less suitable than the quark and bosons channels
in the range of radio frequencies, even considering that νSmax

ν for the lepton channel would
be larger. Regarding the boson and quark channels, even though their emission is not so high
as the lepton case, the signal νSν is more extended and thus, it could be detected in a larger
range of frequencies. Similar to the study of Iν performed in Fig. 5.6, Sν would also allow us to
disentangle between different lepton channels due to their distinct slopes, as seen in Fig. 5.8
upper panel. For boson channels, only if DM particles are not heavy (∼ 100 GeV), the channel
of annihilation is distinguishable. With the increase of the DM mass νSν becomes similar both in
W+W− and ZZ channel. It should be kept in mind that the quantity Sν is an indirect method to
evaluate Iν, the former is the integral of the latter over the solid angle. If two channels differ in
the magnitude Sν means that they must have different maps Iν at some frequency.
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FIGURE 5.8: Flux density times frequency νSν for DM model annihilating into
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represented in this figure.
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5.4 Sensitivity constraints on model-independent dark matter

Once we have set the fundamental pillars for synchrotron DM searches in dSphs, in this
section, we present an analysis to put sensitivity constraints with the SKA on the DM parameters
space, as to be provided by maps 〈σv〉 vs. M. The section focuses on model-independent DM
which means, as already mentioned, DM annihilating 100 % into one specific channel (β = 1).

5.4.1 Multi-TeV dark matter with the SKA

First of all, we will obtain the flux density Sν for DM integrating over the solid angle Ω
according to Eq. (2.41), as depicted in Fig. 5.9. Whereas the specific intensity Iν focuses on the
spatial distribution of the signal, the advantage of analysing the flux density Sν is that such a
quantity enables us to establish the best frequency range - and hence appropriate detectors -
to measure signals from specific DM candidates. Thus, it allows the comparison of theoretical
predictions with the data. For Sν estimations, we shall also take into account angular limitations
for the SKA largest angular scale, ΩSKA(λ) determined by Eq. (2.45) with the minimal baseline,
Dmin.

In Fig. 5.9 upper-left panel, we calculate Sν for two sub-TeV DM candidates (60 GeV and
500 GeV) annihilating into bb channel, once again using the thermally averaged cross section
value 〈σv〉 = 3 · 10−26cm3/s. Dashed lines correspond to Sν integrated over the whole solid
angle of Draco, ΩDRACO, as in previous sections. There, solid lines correspond to the emission
over the SKA largest angular scale, ΩSKA(λ). Dashed lines are represented with the aim of
analysing the synchrotron emission relying only on the DM model and astrophysical features,
while solid lines also take into account the sensitivity limitations of the radio detector, due to
the fact that its largest angular scale depends on the frequency. At this stage, let us emphasise
that the flux density shows a steepness at lower frequencies, implying that SKA1-LOW presents
more competitive features to detect these kinds of candidates. As the DM mass increases, (see
the dashed lines referred to the candidates M = 60 GeV and M = 500 GeV in the upper-left
panel) the slope is less pronounced and SKA1-MID might detect the signal, although signatures
start to be undetectable at high frequencies ≈ 1 GHz when ΩSKA(λ) is considered (solid lines).

Regarding the upper-right, lower-right and lower-left panels in Fig. 5.9, we present the SKA
sensitivity to detect TeV-DM annihilating into tt, τ+τ− and W+W− channels, respectively. In
those panels, it is possible to observe that higher masses seem to be more easily detected by the
SKA1-MID. Also there, for higher DM masses, the slope becomes smoother at low frequencies
and the signal Sν turns into an almost straight line. Basically, this occurs because heavier DM
allows e+/e− to achieve higher energies and thus the frequency of the peak, proportional to the
kinetic energy E (see Eq. 2.38), would be displaced to higher frequencies. The lower-right panel
corresponding to τ+τ− is the most unfavourable case for detection to occur due to the fact that
among 10 and 100 hours would be necessary to detect that channel for a DM candidate with
a mass of 1 TeV. Taking into consideration the Smin limit as obtained by Eq. (2.42), lower-right
panel shows that the mass of 10 TeV remains unreachable even if the integration time τ increases
in one order of magnitude (around 5000 hours would be needed). The tt and W+W− channels,
as presented on the upper-right and lower-left panels respectively, display that such channels
seem to be better detected by SKA1. In fact, for those two channels, within a time integration of
10 hours, 1 TeV DM particles would be detected. Nevertheless, for DM masses close to 10 TeV,
1000 hours would be needed.

One result that can be seen by observing the four panels in Fig. 5.9 is that integrating over
Ω(λ)SKA instead of integrating over ΩDRACO would provide the same DM sensitivity constraints.
Indeed, the most sensitive SKA band, SKA Band3 [1.65-3.05] GHz, lies at frequencies lower than
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FIGURE 5.9: Flux density radio emission Sν for several annihilation channels with
the canonical thermally averaged cross section of 3 · 10−26cm3/s and β j = 1 [199].
Colour bands correspond to the energy (frequency) range covered by SKA1-LOW
(blue) and SKA1-MID (orange), respectively. Dash-dotted lines represent SKA1
sensitivity for different integration times τ, 10, 100 and 1000 hours, and have been
obtained following Ref. [348]. Solid lines represent the flux density of radiation
integrated over a solid angle ΩSKA(λ) while dashed lines correspond to the solid
angle ΩDRACO. Upper-left panel: Sub-TeV DM annihilating into bb channel with
masses of 60 GeV and 500 GeV according to Ref. [351]. Upper-right and lower-
right/left panels: Flux density of radiation for DM annihilating into tt, τ+τ− and
W+W− channels. The first two scenarios would be detectable for masses beyond
10 TeV, while the τ+τ− channel is less favoured to be detected and smaller DM
masses would be required. Also, for these three panels lighter DM candidates
seem to be detected better with SKA1-LOW, given the fact the flux density is
higher at low frequencies. For heavier masses candidates, the flux density turns
into an almost-flat straight line provided an integration performed over ΩDRACO.
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that one in which the SKA limitations start. In order words, solid lines begin to be suppressed at
frequencies greater than Band3 (Fig. 5.9).

Lastly, Fig. 5.9 suggests that provided M = 100 TeV or heavier masses, SKA1 would be
inadequate to measure radio signals from tt, W+W− and τ+τ− channels, since the necessary
integration time τ would have to extend in several orders of magnitude.

5.4.2 Sensitivity constraints

In Fig. 5.10, we have considered a detectability diagram 〈σv〉 vs. M. Therefore, we
analyse the SKA1-LOW and SK1-MID sensitivities in the detection of model-independent DM
candidates, annihilating into bb, τ+τ− and W+W− channels. The magnetic field we use for
this study is exponential, according to Eq. (5.7), and the DM density profile selected is an
NFW according to Eq. (5.5). The lines in orange suggest that SKA1-MID will cover a larger
parameter space than SKA1-LOW if an integration time of 1000 hours is considered. As has
already been mentioned, SKA1-MID appears to be more appropriate to find heavier candidates
while SKA1-LOW becomes suitable for lighter ones. Indeed, as already mentioned, although
SKA1-MID results more sensitive than SKA1-LOW, light DM (∼ 100 GeV) presents a slope more
pronounced in Sν at low frequencies in comparison with heavier candidates (∼ 1 TeV), and thus,
better detected in that frequency range. It is possible to see this fact in Fig. 5.10 for masses
around 0.1 TeV in the channels W+W− and bb . Indeed, for the bb channel (dash-dotted line),
SKA1-LOW reaches smaller cross sections 〈σv〉 (around 1 · 10−28 cm3/s) than SKA1-MID whose
scope becomes 9 · 10−27 cm3/s. In the case of W+W− channel the difference is smaller (less
than 0.5 · 10−27 cm3/s). In the case of the τ+τ− channel, we do not observe differences between
measuring Sν with SKA1-LOW and SKA1-MID at masses around 0.1 TeV. However, as in the
cases for W+W− and bb channels, the separation of the blue and orange dotted lines (Fig. 5.10)
would start at lower masses, being SKA1-LOW more sensitive than SKA1-MID at low masses.

Conversely, by observing the intersection between the lines in blue and orange with the black
dashed, it is possible to determine the maximum mass detected by SKA1 in the limit of thermal
relic DM. Indeed, the analysis in Fig. 5.10 suggests that SKA1-LOW would be able to detect
thermal relic candidates with a mass up to around 2 TeV for the τ+τ− channel, that would
extend until 3 TeV for SKA1-MID. In the case of the W+W− channel, SKA1-LOW could measure
a mass up to 7 TeV, while SKA1-MID would achieve M = 11 TeV. Finally, the channel that
presents the best circumstances to be detected in the limit of thermal relic density becomes
bb, reaching a mass up to 9 TeV with SKA1-LOW and a mass equal limit up to 14 TeV. For
comparative purposes, in green, we present the limits obtained in [377] for antiprotons. In this
regard, SKA1 will be able to improve such limits in more than two orders of magnitude in 〈σv〉.

In addition, in Fig. 5.11, we also compute a detectability plot 〈σv〉 vs. M for SKA1 after
1000 hours. This time with the same NFW density profile but with a constant magnetic field,
B(r) = B = 1µG. The channels analysed as part of the study are W+W− and bb for comparative
purposes. This figure reveals a quite different picture than the previous one.

• In the first place, the lowest thermally averaged cross section that both SKA1-LOW and
SKA1-MID would measure considering a constant magnetic field lies on 2 · 10−30 cm3/s and
3 · 10−30 cm3/s for a 0.1 TeV DM candidate annihilating into W+W− (solid line).

• In contrast, in the case of the channel bb (dash-dotted line), the limit in the thermally averaged
cross section for 0.1 TeV wouold be 7 · 10−31 cm3/s and 1 · 10−30 cm3/s for SKA1-LOW and
SKA1-MID respectively. These values in 〈σv〉 for a constant magnetic field, show a difference
of around two orders of magnitude with respect to the previous exponential study, in which
〈σv〉 ∼ 10−28 cm3/s.
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FIGURE 5.10: Sensitivity constraints on the DM particle cross section for model-
independent DM annihilating into bb, τ+τ− and W+W− channels with SKA1
[199] as a paradigmatic example of leptonic, quark and boson channels. For
this detectability diagram, it has been considered the exponential magnetic field
described in Eq. (5.7). The solid angle considered to set this map is ΩSKA(λ) with
a minimal baseline of 30 m. The lines in blue would be detected within 1σ of
confidence level by SKA1-LOW while the lines in orange would be detected by
SKA1-MID, after 1000 hours of integration time. For comparison purposes, we
plot green lines according to the upper limits from cosmic-ray antiproton data
[377]. The horizontal dashed black line represents those DM candidates with
〈σv〉th ≡ 〈σv〉 = 3 · 10−26 cm3/s according to the limit for thermal relics. For
example, the sensitivity constraint for the W+W− channel lies close to M = 7 TeV

for SKA1-LOW and M = 12 TeV for SKA1-MID.
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TABLE 5.5: Sensitivity constraints for SKA1-LOW and SKA1-MID when 〈σv〉 =
3 · 10−26cm3/s, assuming an exponential (Eq. 5.7) and a constant magnetic field
(B = 1 µG). This table has been obtained by observing Fig. 5.11, where a sensitivity

analysis has been performed for the channels W+W−, bb and τ+τ−.

Detector Magnetic field Channel M (TeV)

SKA1-LOW Constant W+W− >100
bb >100

Exponential τ+τ− 1.90
W+W− 7.09
bb 9.36

SKA1-MID Constant W+W− >100
bb >100

Exponential τ+τ− 2.87
W+W− 11.07
bb 13.83

• In addition, the intersection between the black dashed line and the pink and violet lines
occurs for masses close to 100 TeV, a much higher limit than in the exponential case lied close
∼ 10 TeV. This difference reflects the uncertainty produced in the sensitivity constraints due
to the lack of information about the magnetic field structure. Considering such an intersection
in Fig. 5.11, a DM candidate annihilating into either W+W− or bb channels with a thermally
averaged cross section 〈σv〉 = 3 · 10−26 cm3/s could be detected by SKA1-LOW and SKA1-MID
even if such a candidate would have a mass greater than 100 TeV.

5.5 Synchrotron emission from dark matter candidates in Draco dSph

One of the most remarkable potentialities in DM indirect searches lies in determining the
compatibility of different observations. Indeed, the variety of studies at different regions of the
sky or with different DM annihilation products allows to determine whether a DM candidate
able to explain some of the excesses, e.g. in the Milky Way, may be excluded in other targets.
Following this reasoning, one question would be if studying dSphs would confirm the validity of
some specific DM candidates in agreement with the signatures in Milky Way, or on the contrary,
if such target would rule them out. According to this, we focus on very-high-energy γ-rays
(E ≥ 100GeV) coming from the GC. In particular, from the γ-ray fluxes measured by the High
Energy Stereoscopic System (HESS) from the source J1745-290 in the GC region [378] (Section
5.5.1). In section 5.5.2, we set some sensitivity constraints on Brane-World theories together with
the branon parameter space.

In this section, we provide some prospects for the synchrotron emission both for HESS J1745.6-
290 candidates and also for branons from Brane-World scenarios. Moreover, we study the role
of the SKA1 in terms of sensitivity for futures searches in order to shed light on the question: Is
the SKA sensitive enough to put constraints on ’Milky Way DM candidates’ in dSphs?

5.5.1 HESS J1745.6-290 dark matter candidates

From 2004, measurements of the GC have been reported from CANGAROO, VERITAS,
HESS, and MAGIC finding very-high-energy γ-rays. The increment of statistics in the measure-
ments, allowed to report significant deviations from the usual power-law spectrum and the
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TABLE 5.6: DM candidates in agreement with HESS J1745− 290 according to
[378]. Both the masses and their uncertainties are taken from [378]. All the models
annihilate 100% in the channel presented below. The thermally averaged cross

section is 〈σv〉 = 3 · 10−26cm3/s

.

Annihilation channel M (TeV)

e+e− 7.51± 0.11
µ+µ− 7.89± 0.21
τ+τ− 12.4± 1.3
uu 27.9± 1.8
dd 42.0± 4.4
ss 53.9± 6.2
cc 31.4± 6.0
bb 82.0± 12.8
tt 87.7± 8.2
W+W− 48.8± 4.3
ZZ 54.5± 4.9

presence of a curvature in the energy spectrum of photons [300, 319, 321, 328, 379–386]. The
energy spectrum detected over 2004, 2005 and 2006 seems to show a cut-off as a distinctive
feature. The cut-off seems to be likely from a photon source, and not from interstellar absorption.
This cut-off has been usually described by a power law with an exponential cut-off:

dΦγ

dE
= Φ0

(
E

GeV

)−Γ

exp (−E/Ecut) (5.9)

or a broken power-law spectrum

dΦγ

dE
= Φ0

(
E

GeV

)−Γ1
[

1 +
(

E
Ebreak

)Γ2−Γ1
]−1

(5.10)

The nature of the aforementioned photons source remains not clear. The usual astrophysical
proposal is that such a γ-ray signal comes from either the propagation of cosmic rays in the
shell of Sgr A East SNR or from thee acceleration of protons to TeV energies by turbulent
magnetic fields in the surroundings of Sgr A*. Such models proved to be capable of fitting
γ-ray signals from the J1745− 290 GC source as measured by HESS, prevailing over more exotic
proposals concluding that the spectral features of these γ-rays disfavoured a DM origin [383,
384]. However, more recently combined analyses of Fermi-LAT and HESS data have opened
new interpretations [328, 378, 385], through a power law background and γ-rays coming from
DM annihilation:

dΦγ

dE
= B2

bkg

(
E

GeV

)−Γ

+
dΦDM

γ

dE
(5.11)

Since the energy cut-off lies on the order of TeV, all the DM candidates fitting HESS J1745− 290
would have masses in that range of energies according to the cut-off imposed by the energy-
momentum conservation in the DM annihilation. In the following, we shall study the radio
emission counterpart of those multi-TeV DM candidates fitting the HESS data and evaluate the
sensitivity of SKA1 in their possible detection (Table 5.6).
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In Fig. 5.12, we calculate Sν for the multi-TeV DM candidates presented in Table 5.6. In the
right panel, leptonic and bosonic channels have been plotted with solid lines, while in the left
panel quark channels were represented also with solid lines. The sharp fall of Sν in all channels
corresponds to ΩSKA(λ) limited by the minimal baseline of 30 m. According to Fig. 5.12, all the
solid lines lie below the sensitivity curve after 1000 hours of integration time. This indicates that
none of the HESS candidates would be detected by the SKA1 after 1000 hours of integration
time τ. Even the apparent detection of the candidate with the highest Sν, uu(M = 27.9 TeV),
would not be possible after τ = 5000 hours, time that is not considered for SKA1 and thus,
these mass would be inaccessible. This result could be anticipated for the case of the candidates
W+W−(M = 48.8 TeV), bb(M = 82.6 TeV) and , τ+τ−(M = 12.4 TeV) since those masses clearly
exceeds the limits we obtained in Fig. 5.10.

In addition, at this stage it should be interesting to remark the case of the candidates e+e−(M =
7.51 TeV), µ+µ−(M = 7.89 TeV) and τ+τ−(M = 12.4 TeV). According to Fig. 5.8, Section 5.3,
we showed that leptons show higher Sν in their maximum of emission than the rest of the
channels. However, SKA1 shows more difficulties to detect leptons (for example, τ+τ−) than
other channels, as was suggested in the diagram 〈σv〉 vs. M in Fig. 5.10. Indeed, Fig. 5.12 left
panel shows that quarks seem to be more easily detected than leptons, even if the former are
heavier (e+e−(M = 7.51 TeV) and uu(M = 27.9 TeV), for example). This is an example of the
detector limitations at the time of searching for a DM signal; the synchrotron radiation Sν is
larger for leptons (Fig. 5.8) but the detector range of frequencies, together with the ΩSKA(λ)
limits, does not seem the best option for these channels. Considering that SKA would not be
able to detect the DM candidates in agreement with HESS J1745− 290, we will introduce an
astrophysical justified boost factor for Draco and study the detectability of those candidates
once again. In the following, we will consider two cases. First a boost factor due to DM
substructures in halos, and second, a boost due to the presence of an IMBH at the centre of the
dwarf spheroidal.

a) The role of the boost factor I: substructures in dark matter halos

According to the analysis just above, none of the HESS J1745− 290 GC candidates can be
constrained by SKA1. Thus our second line of reasoning will consist of including a justified
boost factor due to DM subclumps in order to know if such candidates could be detected in a
reasonable time. Indeed, DM boosters have been extensively considered in several works of to
DM indirect searches, including subclumps [387] in DM halos, Sommerfeld enhancement [388]
and BH-spikes [389]. The introduction of such a boost factor is accompanied by uncertainties
related to the brief discussion we raised in Section 5.2.

As a first approximation, some works have calculated the substructure boost assuming that
structural properties, as the concentration parameter C(M), are the same both for the halos and
subhalos with the same mass [390]. Even assuming this, some works have differed consider-
ably in the boost factor value. For instance, the description in [387] following [391], implies a
moderate multiplicative boost factor of 3.43 for Draco-like dShps for DM. However large boost
factors have been proposed in [392] or [393] (the latter with a boost ∼ 20 for dwarf galaxies with
similar masses to the Draco DM halo). The main discrepancies lie on the low resolution and the
lack of simulations for low mass halos (below ∼ 109 − 1010 h−1M�). Thus, in this regime the
concentration parameter C(M) is sometimes extrapolated by a power law along many orders of
magnitude enlarging the boost factor. To this it should be added that boost factors are extremely
sensitive to the concentration mass.

In this work, as a first approximation, we choose the value 3.43 taken explicitly in [387] following
[391], as a multiplicative factor of the quantity Sν. In this case, the concentration mass is not
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FIGURE 5.12: Flux density radio emission over ΩSKA(λ) for DM candidates
that would be in agreement with γ-ray signals from J1745 − 290 GC as de-
tected by HESS [378]. In all cases the canonical thermally averaged cross section
3 · 10−26cm3/s is considered. As in Fig. 5.9 colour bands correspond to the en-
ergy (frequency) range covered by SKA1-LOW (blue) and SKA1-MID (orange)
respectively. Dash-dotted lines represent SKA1 sensitivity (1σ confidence level)
for different integration times τ of 10, 100 and 1000 hours. Left panel: leptonic
and bosonic channels without boost factor (solid lines), with a boost factor of 1.3
(dash-dotted line) and with a boost factor of 3.43 (dashed line) for W+W− channel
(M = 48.8 TeV) only. Results show that SKA1 would not detect any of the candi-
dates, even if a boost factor is included. Right panel: quark channels without boost
factor (solid lines), with a boost factor of 1.3 (dash-dotted line) and with a boost
factor of 3.43 (dashed line) for channels uu (M = 27.9 TeV), dd (M = 42 TeV) and
ss (M = 53.9 TeV) only. Results show that uu (M = 27.9 TeV), dd (M = 42 TeV)
and cc (M = 31.4 TeV) channels would be eventually detected after an integration

time of 1000 hours (or longer).

TABLE 5.7: Detectability of dark matter candidates (1σ confidence level) for HESS
J1745-290 from Ref. [378] after 1000 hours with SKA-Phase 1. In this table, we
present which candidates could be detected with a Boost of 3.43 and a Boost of 1.3.
In the case in which a particular channel is potentially measured, we indicate the

SKA1 module able to detect it, otherwise, we use a hyphen.

Annihilation channel M (TeV) Boost = 3.43 Boost = 1.3 Detector

e+e− 7.51± 0.11 No No -
µ+µ− 7.89± 0.21 No No -
τ+τ− 12.4± 1.3 No No -
uu 27.9± 1.8 Yes No SKA1-MID
dd 42.0± 4.4 Yes No SKA1-MID
ss 53.9± 6.2 No No -
cc 31.4± 6.0 Yes No SKA1-MID
bb 82.0± 12.8 No No -
tt 87.7± 8.2 No No -
W+W− 48.8± 4.3 No No -
ZZ 54.5± 4.9 No No -
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extrapolated but fitted following a combination of the c(M) parametrisation from [391] and
comparing with simulations at low masses (Ishiyama+13, Moore+01, Colin+04, Via Lactea II,
Anderhalden & Diemand 13, Diemand+05). In addition, we also compute Sν with a smaller
multiplicative factor ∼ 1.3 (if one assumes Mvir = 7 · 107M� [387]) times the smooth halo
contribution. This boost factor is estimated from recent considerations of tidal stripping effects
on the subhalo population [373].

In Fig. 5.12, we plot Sν for DM candidates which would be in agreement with the emission
J1745− 290 GC γ-ray signal detected by HESS, as mentioned in this section. There, quarks
channels are represented in the left panel, while bosonic and leptonic channels appear in the right
panel. As a matter of fact, DM substructures in the DM galactic halo have been considered to
plot 5.12. A boost of 1.3, that includes tidal stripping effects, would not render some candidates
detectable. However, the value of 3.43 would be enough to shift the signal to sensitive regions.
Fig. 5.12 shows that model-independent DM candidates annihilating in either bosonic or leptonic
channels would not be in the sensitive region of SKA1 after 1000 hours of integration, assuming
an optimistic boost factor of 3.43 due to halo substructures. Moreover, provided a boost of 3.43,
DM candidates annihilating into quark channels uu (M = 27.9 TeV), dd (M = 42 TeV) and cc
(M = 31.4 TeV) would be potentially detected after1000 hours of integration time. In this case,
as the figure shows, the astrophysical boost due to clumps in the dSph halo is unable of boosting
the signals to SKA1-sensitive regions. Even if the integration time increases to tens of thousands
of hours, the SKA1 sensitivity able to detect eventual signals from such candidates would not
be reached. Finally, let us conclude this analysis by highlighting again that the detection of
candidates described in this section lies near the limit of the SKA1 sensitivity curves ∼ 0.1µJy in
SKA1-MID Band3, and thus, an accurate description of the halos and its substructures would
make an important difference in this study.

b) The role of the boost factor II: Intermediate-mass black hole

In the present section, we analyse how the presence of a BH in the centre of Draco would
result in an enhancement of the radio emission (both Sν and Iν) by some orders of magnitude.
Indeed, several authors have claimed that the presence of a BH at the Milky Way GC may cause
an enhancement in the multi-messenger signals [394–397]. This fact has been extrapolated to the
case of dSphs. Even though there are no strict experimental measurements about the presence
of BH at the centre of Draco dSph, some works have discussed this possibility and evaluated the
expected signals from DM annihilating in this novel scenario [204, 389]. The main support of this
reasoning lies in certain observational evidence, mostly based on AGN tracers, which suggest
the existence of an IMBH in dwarf galaxies [398–400]. Dwarf galaxies should not be confused
with dSphs, the latter being a particular case inside that group. However, AGN tracers have
been also found when dwarf galaxies lie in the low-mass and low-luminosity limits [398–400].
For the specific case of Draco, since its environment is not a gas-rich one, it would be reasonable
to assume that such a BH would not be in an accreting luminous phase [204].

Consequently, although being aware that this scenario has not been strictly proved, in the
following we shall assume the existence of BH in dSphs and analyse the possibility of Draco
hosting a BH at its centre with a mass M• of 103M� or 105M�, according to [398–400]. The
purpose of this study is to evaluate how the presence of a BH would change the synchrotron
signals. In addition, this would allow us also to provide the rudiments, to be further discussed
in Section 5.5.2, on how the BH inclusion can enlarge the parameter space of both model-
independent and Brane-World DM candidates to be detected at radio frequencies.

The methodology to incorporate the BH effect in DM indirect detection studies relies on the
study of how the DM density profile changes when the BH is located at the centre of the DM
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halo [401]. Usually, a piecewise function for the DM density profile delineates an inner region
where the BH may expose its gravitational influence, characteristically, for radius smaller than
rcut. At this radius, in which the total mass of the density profile results in 2M•, being M• the
BH mass. For higher distances, a conventional DM density distribution is expected. With the
aim to approach to that, authors in [401] studied the case where a BH grows adiabatically and
thus, the inner part of the DM profile ρ(r) ∼ r−γ is adiabatically contracted into a final profile
ρ(r) ∼ r−γsp , with γsp > γ. Consequently, the modified DM density profile ρDM+BH(r) in a
presence of a BH becomes

ρDM+BH(r) =


M

〈σv〉(t−t f )
if r < rcut

ρDM(rsp)
(

r
rsp

)−γsp
if rcut ≤ r < rsp

ρDM(r) if r ≥ rsp ,

(5.12)

with ρDM(r) being the standard DM distribution, i.e., without considering a BH. In this analysis,
we shall consider an NFW profile and therefore ρDM(r) = ρNFW(r). In the region r < rcut, Eq.
(5.12) presents an upper limit, M

〈σv〉(t−t f )
, in the DM density profile ρDM+BH(r) on account of an

effective DM annihilation ratio. In such formula, M is the mass of DM and (t− t f ) holds for the
BH age, taken as 1010 yr for Draco. Moreover, the boundary among the aforementioned upper
limit M

〈σv〉(t−t f )
, and the DM density in the region in which the BH has no influence (r ≥ rsp)

is progressively connected by a power law with exponent γsp = (9− 2γ)/(4− γ). A wide
discussion on how the presence of a BH in Draco would influence the multi-wavelength study
can be found in [204]. As observed in Eq. (5.12), the BH effects become a spike in the DM profile.

Considering that masses for a BH bigger than 107M� are dynamically excluded (see the discus-
sion in Section V of Ref. [204]), in the following we shall evaluate a BH with masses of either
103M� or 105M� following [398–400]. In Fig. 5.13 left panel, we study the specific intensity Iν

for a 1 TeV model-independent DM candidate annihilating into bb channel. This plot shows an
enhancement of Iν near the centre of Draco on account of the BH presence 103M�. For outer
regions, the specific intensity Iν tends to the same limit for both the cases with and without BH.
Moreover, considering the SKA1-LOW and SKA1-MID resolutions at 350 MHz, θres = 0.001o

and θres = 2.5 · 10−4o respectively (given by their maximum baselines), Fig. 5.13 left panel shows
that both detectors may resolve part of the structure of the spike of the emission due to the BH.

With respect to the flux density Sν, in Fig. 5.13 right panel, we analyse the synchrotron radiation
for a model-independent DM candidate annihilating into W+W− channel with M = 100 TeV.
As can be observed there, even assuming 1000 h of integration time τ, SKA1 would not be able
to measure any signal from such a DM mass. Nevertheless, considering the smallest BH mass of
our study (M• = 103M�), a DM mass of M = 100 TeV would be reachable in less than 10 hours
for both SKA1-LOW and SKA1-MID. For a BH mass of 105M�, the integration time τ would
become shorter. Accordingly, DM indirect studies around a central BH would be a suitable
region to be considered by SKA1 focusing on TeV DM and heavier candidates. Moreover, as
observed in Fig. 5.13 right panel, no qualitative differences can be seen in the shape of the
emission among the cases with and without a BH.

5.5.2 Branons and extra-dimensional theories

In this section, we study the SKA1 sensitivity to detect branons DM in Draco dSph. To that
end, we have focused on the flux density Sν from TeV branon annihilation. The probabilities of
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times.
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after 105 hours of integration time provided a boost factor 3.43 is taken.
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annihilation for TeV branons, as for the previous sections, show that e+/e− are mainly produced
via W+W− and ZZ bosonic channels [404].

In Fig. 5.14, the flux density Sν for thermal branons with 3 · 10−26cm3/s is evaluated for the
SKA1 frequency range. Without considering any boost factor, the SKA1 detection of thermal
branons for 1000 hours of integration time τ turns into manageable for masses up to 6 TeV in
some specific frequencies of SKA1.
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FIGURE 5.15: Detectability of branons from Draco with SKA1 on the (M, f )
parameter space after 1000 hours of integration time. The solid angle considered
to set this map is ΩSKA(λ) with a minimal baseline of 30 m. The black line
represents the curve f (M) for a thermal relic with 〈σv〉 = 3 · 10−26 cm3/s. Within
the black region 〈σv〉 is greater than 〈σv〉th. The region in red would be detectable
by SKA1 without a boost while blue and green regions represent the detectable
parameter space considering a BH mass of 103M� and 105M� respectively. In
addition, we show as a yellow star the branon DM candidate M = 50.6 TeV and
tension f = 27.1 TeV, and as magenta star the candidate M = 38.1 TeV and tension

f = 4.99 TeV.

Moreover, let us focus on two specific cases for branons that would fit the data of other detectors.
The first candidate is a branon with f = 4.99 TeV and M = 38.1 TeV, that would be in agreement
with the AMS positron fraction excess §. The second candidate is a branon with f = 27.5 TeV
and M = 50.6 TeV that would fit the γ-ray data detected by HESS from [403]. The candidate
with f = 4.99 TeV and M = 38.1 TeV holds for a thermally averaged cross section equal to
1.76 · 10−21 cm3/s, that highly exceeds the thermal relic cross section 3 · 10−26 cm3/s. Although
there are works that have justified such high boost factors [405], it is unlikely to think that the
branon model with such parameters can achieve the correct relic density within the standard
freeze-out mechanism. Therefore, additional production mechanism will be needed in this case.
The second with candidate f = 27.5 TeV and M = 50.6 TeV has a thermally averaged cross

§After the update of Section 3.8 with the new AMS data this candidate seems to be ruled out.
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section 〈σv〉 = 1.14 · 10−26 cm3/s, slightly below the canonical thermally averaged cross section
3 · 10−26 cm3/s Fig. 5.14 right panel, indicates that SKA1 would detect the branon with f = 4.99
TeV and M = 38.1 TeV without considering any boost factor. However, for the second case
( f = 27.5 TeV, M = 50.6 TeV), SKA1 only could detect it when an integration time of around 105

h is considered if a boost factor is added or 104 hours in the case a boost factor of 3.43.

Finally, we set sensitivity constraints on the parameter space {M, f } in extra-dimensional Brane-
World theories. As seen in Eq. (1.37), if the thermally averaged cross section is not fixed, both
the DM mass M and the tension of the brane f can be fully considered as free parameters. In Fig.
5.15, we plot the sensitivity constraints on the {M, f } parameter space that would be provided
by the SKA1 telescope. In addition, there, the black line represents the curve f (M) associated to
the thermal relic with 〈σv〉 = 3 · 10−26 cm3/s. Below such black line we represent the part of
the parameter space in which 〈σv〉 > 〈σv〉th. Indeed, the thermally averaged cross section in
branons increases with the mass and it is inversely proportional to the tension. The red region
would be possible to detect by SKA1 with no boost. This fact indicates that SKA1 would detect
thermal branons with masses below 6 TeV and tensions f < 10 TeV. Regions in blue and green
shows the detectable parameter region, ( f , M), assuming a BH with a mass of either 103M�
or 105M� respectively.For comparative purposes, on the one hand, we show as a yellow star
the DM candidate with M = 50.6 TeV and tension f = 27.1 TeV branon, that is thermal with
〈σv〉 = 1.1 · 10−26cm3/s. Conversely, the magenta star represents the DM candidate M = 38.1
TeV and tension f = 4.99 TeV branon fitting the AMS positron data. Nevertheless, this candidate
would require some non-conventional mechanism of DM production in the Early Universe to be
considered.

5.6 Particle dark matter searches in dwarf spheroidals

At the beginning of this chapter, in Section 5.2.1, we motivated our study of Draco dSph
based on the fact that such a target has been widely studied and that some of its parameters
are better constrained than the rest of dSphs. However, as both the resolution/sensitivity in
detectors and the N-body simulations improve, additional important features from other dSphs
can be known. In particular, as discussed in Section 5.2.1, the DM density profile, the magnetic
field and the propagation parameters seem to be crucial to ensure an accurate study through
synchrotron emission. In this section, we will compute the flux density Sν in other targets within
the dSphs group, namely Ursa Minor, Segue 1 and Willman 1. To that end, we focus our study
by taking into account the impact of dSphs features such as the DM density profile, the distance
of the dSphs from the Earth, the mass-to-light ratio and the magnetic field as well.

For this study we follow the γ-ray counterpart of Ref. [406] in which the most suitable targets
for γ-ray DM searches with Cherenkov telescopes are presented. Our main objective is selecting
some of those targets and performing the expected synchrotron emission and the subsequent
detectability with SKA1. Table 5.8 provides some of the most suitable candidates obtained from
[406], that we consider for our study: Draco, Ursa Minor, Segue 1 and Willman 1.

Fig. 5.16 shows the flux density Sν for a DM particle with a mass of 10 TeV, annihilating into
W+W− with a thermally averaged cross section equal to 3 · 10−26cm3/s. For this analysis we
chose M = 10 TeV because this was the approximate limit in masses that SKA1 could be measure
(see Table 5.5). Indeed, a larger Sν is expected from Ursa Minor and Willman 1, and consequently,
tighter constraints could be obtained directing SKA1 to these two targets. For example, a value
of S1 GHz = 2.38 · 10−7 Jy is expected in Willman 1 and S1 GHz = 1.032 · 10−7 Jy in Ursa Minor for
ν = 1 GHz, while in Draco is S1 GHz = 5.23 · 10−8 Jy. The last two lie on the window close to 100
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TABLE 5.8: Astrophysical parameters for targets depicted in Fig. 5.16. Parameter
values of the DM profiles have been taken from [406].

Target Distance (kpc) M/L DM profile B0 (µG)

Draco 80 320 NFW 1
Ursa Minor 66 580 NFW 1
Segue 1 23 >1000 Einasto 2
Willman 1 38 700 NFW 1
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FIGURE 5.16: Flux density radio emission Sν for 10 TeV DM candidate annihilating
into W+W− for different dSphs: Draco, Segue 1, Willman 1 and Ursa Minor. The
angle taken for this calculation is the whole galaxy and the thermally averaged
cross section is 〈σv〉 = 3 · 10−26 cm3/s. Colour bands and dash-dotted lines have

the same meaning as in previous figures.

hours of integration time, while in the case of Draco around 1000 h is necessary for the detection
of the candidate W+W−(10 TeV).

Conversely, Segue 1 seemed to be one of the best targets for DM detection. Its proportion of DM
(a mass-to-light ratio of ∼ 3400 [M/LV ]� according to [365]) with respect to the luminous matter
allows to refer to it as the darkest galaxy [358]. Furthermore, the proximity of Segue 1 to us (23
kpc), led to consider that Segue 1 may be influenced by the Milky Way magnetic field allowing
us to reach a value of 2 µG for such dSphs [178]. However, this scenario is the less pessimistic
among the considered targets for DM detection. In fact, the DM candidate annihilating into
W+W− with M = 10 TeV lies out of the detectability zone of SKA1 after 1000 h.
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5.7 Chapter conclusions

In Chapter 5, we studied annihilating dark matter signals in dwarf spheroidal galaxies from
synchrotron emission. Indeed, dwarf spheroidal galaxies are considered one of the most suitable
targets for dark matter detection, not only due to the high proportion of dark matter with respect
to baryonic matter, but also due to the expected low background. The main challenge for such
searches lies in determining their astrophysical parameters, such as magnetic field, diffusion
and also dark matter density profile. Throughout the Chapter, we studied the specific intensity
Iν and the flux density Sν. The former gave us information about the angular dependence of the
signal, while the latter provided us a spectral analysis to disentangle which frequencies would
be better for dark matter detection.

In Section 5.2, we addressed the variability of synchrotron signals with respect to these astro-
physical parameters. In general, the flux density times the frequency νSν could variate, around
two or three orders of magnitude when the magnetic field strength changes in a few νG. In this
regard, we have chosen a conservative value of ∼ 1 µG for the magnetic field. Furthermore,
both the diffusion and the dark matter halos also may affect in one or two order of magnitudes
(for more details, please refer to Figs. 5.2, 5.3 and 5.8). Thus, the synchrotron signals would be
highly dependent on the astrophysical parameters.

In Section 5.3, we analysed potential dark matter signatures from a Particle Physics point of view.
First, through a spatial analysis Iν, trying to understand whether it is possible to reconstruct
the dark matter annihilation channels provided it was measured a synchrotron signature from
dark matter. Essentially, it would be only possible to disentangle leptonic channels from the
rest by observing the angular dependence of the emission. Second, through a flux density study
Sν, we provided the best frequencies of detection depending on the channel and dark matter
mass (Table 5.4). A dark matter candidate of 100 GeV presents its emission maximum at radio
frequencies of ∼ 1011 Hz, while 100 TeV DM particles emit synchrotron emission up to X-rays
(∼ 1017 Hz), opening novel prospectives of detectability with other experiments. Indeed, the
SKA frequency range would not coincide with the maximum peak of the emission of Sν for TeV
dark matter, as seen in Fig. 5.17, and another range of frequencies would be needed to be studied.
In other words, even though SKA1 becomes one of the most sensitive telescopes to detect dark
matter, its frequency range would be only suitable to detect GeV dark matter. However, in
Fig. 5.17, we observe that SKA1 still remains as one of the most competitive detectors to search
for dark matter not due to its range of frequencies but due to such a high sensitivity. In fact,
concerning radio frequencies, let us mention GBT, whose frequency band (67-115 GHz) lies on
the most convenient region to detect synchrotron emission as produced by TeV DM, as seen in
Fig. 5.17.

In Section 5.4, we set sensitivity constraints both for SKA-1 LOW and SKA-1 MID in a dark-
matter independent analysis. The most fundamental conclusion is displayed in Fig. 5.10, where
we estimate an upper limit for the dark matter mass detection of around 10 TeV both for the
W+W− and bb channels, while for the τ+τ− channel would be around 3 TeV (to see the specific
values consult Table 5.5) when the thermally averaged cross section is 3 · 10−26cm3/s. Even
though this study is performed for three specific channels, according to the similarities observed
in Fig. 5.8, we could extend similar limits for the rest of the channels. It is necessary to have in
mind that this result applies for an exponential magnetic field. In the case of a constant magnetic
field, the channels W+W− and bb could be detected in the whole TeV range of masses (Fig.5.11).

In the light of the results of our model-independent analysis, in Section 5.5, we concluded that
multi-TeV dark matter candidates able to explain the HESS J1745− 290 excess in Table (5.6) will
not be detected by SKA1 within 1000 hours of integration time. Indeed, the lightest candidates
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sure dark matter indirect signals up to 10 TeV (yellow lines), for heavier TeV dark
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Targets with a radio signal boost mechanism could improve the competitiveness

of these detectors.

would correspond to the channels with dark matter masses e+e− (M = 7.51 TeV), uu (M = 27.9
TeV) and W+W−(M = 48.8 TeV), for the different families of particles (bosons, leptons or
quarks). Therefore, we speculate about the possibility of adding a justified boost factor to test
whether those candidates are detectable under these circumstances. In our analysis two boost
factors were considered: either a boost due to dark matter substructures or due to a hypothetical
intermediate-mass black hole at the centre of Draco. For the former three dark matter candidates,
uu (M = 27.9 TeV), dd (M = 42 TeV) and ss (M = 53.9 TeV), could be detected only if the
Draco dark matter halo is not subjected to tidal disruptions. For the latter, intermediate-mass
black holes could enhance the synchrotron signals several orders of magnitude. Indeed, for
a black-hole mass of M• = 103M� the signal could be enhanced in more than three orders of
magnitude. This fact turns dark matter searches around black holes into an attractive target
to take into account. Some works have already considered such a possibility [407]. In our
study we set sensitivity constraints for Brane-World dark matter under the assumption of the
intermediate-mass black hole, observing that the whole TeV range of masses could be accessible
with the SKA (Fig. 5.15).

Finally, in Section 5.6, performing the flux density Sν for other dwarf spheroidal galaxies, we
observe that better constraints could be obtained, in particular, in galaxies as Ursa Minor or
Willman 1.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

The missing mass problem, developed from the end of the eighteenth century and enunciated at
the end of the nineteenth century, conducted inevitably to the concept of dark matter: not all
the matter in the Universe is luminous. Astrophysical studies on galaxies and galaxy clusters
(dynamics, X-ray or lensing) necessarily invoke to dark matter, but also such a concept emerges
from a cosmological point of view. Indeed, according to the cosmological ΛCDM Concordance
Model, 26.8% of the energy content of the Universe is composed of dark matter. Even though
dark matter in Astrophysics and Cosmology is formulated differently (in the former dark matter
is usually presented from a kinematic point of view, while in the latter it appears as a density
in the Friedmann Equations), both formulations are connected in the formalism of growth of
structures in the Early Universe. On the other hand, the incorporation of dark matter from a
particle point of view is addressed from two approaches: the first one is the proposal of WIMPs,
as particles able to reproduce the cosmological dark matter density of the Universe today. While
the second approach emerges as the need to explain some open questions in Particle Physics
such as the strong CP violation or the hierarchy problem. Within some of the extensions of
the Standard Model of particles, some particles emerge as natural candidates for dark matter.
Although astrophysical and cosmological dark matter can be strictly linked and the dark matter
problem appears naturally at those scales, dark matter as a particle can be only classified as a
proposal. N-body simulations, which do introduce particles, consider particles with masses
typically around 109M� but without any physical meaning. Alternatives to explain the dark
matter effects have been proposed, such as Modified Gravity.

Within the particle description for dark matter, there are different possibilities for its detection,
usually classified in collider, direct and indirect searches that we revised in Chapter 2. The
price to be paid in the use of these searches is the loss of generality. Indeed, collider, direct and
indirect searches require to take a position in the kind of dark matter to be searched. In the
case of colliders, in which dark matter would appear as an invisible particle, the most general
searches are EFT and Simplified Models whose difficulty lies in extracting relevant information
forcing us to perform more specific searches (e.g., SUSY). In the case of direct searches, the
own fact of electing the material of the detector also restricts the range of masses to be detected.
Meanwhile, indirect searches require to choose the annihilation channel. Thus, the key lies in
combining all these detection strategies to extract more general information. However, making
use of these searches together needs for the specification of the underlying particle model. In
other words, the particle dark matter candidate is first specified and then searched and not the
other way around. Considering this fact, the possibilities about the nature of dark matter grow
with the number of particle candidates and their range of interaction. In this regard, throughout
this research, it has been noticed that some researchers point out that the idea of dark matter
as a particle may not be a falsifiable hypothesis, not only due to the number of candidates but
also the extension of their parameter space, for instance, in the case of indirect searches the
diagram 〈σv〉 /M. The candidate mass could be taken arbitrarily large and the thermally cross
section arbitrarily small. In other words, the main question to pose in the context of dark matter
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searches can be summarised as follows: when do we stop to search particle dark matter candidates?
This question can only be answered within each specific particle theory proposed. For example,
cold relics cannot be larger than 340 TeV in order to conserve the unitarity of the dispersion
matrix.

Considering the discussion above, in our study devoted to indirect searches, we intended to
be as general as possible. Essentially, we worked on model-independent dark matter, although
we also implemented the study to particular cases. In our analysis, we work with dark matter
annihilating mainly into three different channels W+W−, bb and τ+τ−. However, the similarities
we found in their energy spectrum throughout the study of the positron fraction and also the
synchrotron emission allow us to find general features shared by each family of particles
(leptons, bosons and quarks). For more refined studies, it would be necessary to analyse each
channel in particular. In the general case, with the current sensitivity in radio, from the study
of Chapter 5, we concluded that model-independent dark matter with masses of few TeV (and
〈σv〉 = 3 · 10−26cm3/s) can be detected at radio frequencies in dwarf spheroidals which would
imply one of the most ideal targets thanks to their low content of luminous matter with respect
to dark matter. Our research also showed that one candidate with a mass around 0.1-3 TeV
would be suitable to explain the AMS positron excess (Chapter 3) provided that such a candidate
annihilates into leptons in a non-negligible proportion with respect to other channels. Otherwise,
an astrophysical explanation would be favoured for the AMS data, although there is still the
possibility that AMS measured a two or more-than-two dark matter species, as discussed in the
conclusions of Chapter 3. In addition, the AMS candidate would be potentially detectable by
SKA in Draco dwarf spheroidal galaxy, according to the study performed in Chapter 5.

Assuming a dark matter candidate with a mass greater than ∼ 10 TeV, then the study of indirect
searches with radio signals would be possible in a cluster of galaxies [351] or a galaxy as the
Milky Way, in a region approximately close to the Galactic Plane (see Fig. 3.12). To address this
latter scenario competitively it would be fundamental having a model about the propagation
of cosmic rays and their radiative losses. Otherwise, dark matter constraints will be limited to
non-thermal dark matter as seen in Fig. 4.4. Aside from galaxies like the Milky Way or Galaxy
clusters, other alternative ideas to detect heavy dark matter (masses greater than 10 TeV) lies
in setting constraints on astrophysical targets in which the dark matter signal may be boosted.
In our work, we observed the effects of considering either halo substructures or the presence
of a black hole (Section 5.5.1). In the case of substructures, the enhancement of signals is not
significant for dwarf spheroidals assuming that some dwarfs experience tidal effects in the
interaction with the Milky Way. However, the contraction of the halo due to the presence of an
intermediate-massive black hole could be relevant and change the emission in several orders of
magnitude. Indeed, the fact that in inner regions the dark matter density profile is inversely
proportional to the thermally averaged cross section and directly proportional to the dark matter
mass, Eq. (5.12), is a subtlety that should be explored in more detail in future investigations. The
main reason is that the dark matter halo contraction around this astrophysical massive object
changes (with respect to the usual behaviour 〈σv〉/M2) the dependence of the signal with both
the thermally averaged cross section and the dark matter mass, increasing the achievable dark
matter parameter space to constrain.

Furthermore, it is necessary to keep in mind that the value of ∼ 10 TeV we mentioned above is
solely a maximum limit in masses obtained at Draco with the SKA1, which at the present is one
of the most sensitive detectors in radio frequencies. In the first place, we remark that according
to the study showed in Fig. 5.16 for dwarf spheroidals, this limit could be extended a few TeV
more by focusing on other dwarf spheroidals. Also, considering the high SKA1 sensitivity, it
would be interesting to extend these studies to possible nearby missing satellites or galactic
subclumps that would be affected by the Milky Way magnetic field, similar to the case of Segue
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I discussed in Section 5.6. A possible rough preliminary calculation would consist of treating a
particular dark matter substructure with the same formalism we used for dwarf spheroidals.
This may serve to constrain dark matter and also to extract some information about the possible
dark matter substructures. Second, as we mentioned in Fig. 5.17 and Table 5.4, the range of
frequencies covered by the SKA would not be the most suitable to measure TeV dark matter
signatures. But yet, as the most sensitive one, SKA is also one of the most competitive in the
detection of dark matter with radio signals. In this regard, constraining dark matter at higher
frequencies with other detectors could improve the parameter restrictions for TeV dark matter.
For this reason, we have in mind to expand the study to different frequencies focusing on other
e+/e− energy losses, as Inverse Compton Scattering, whose range lies from X-ray to γ-ray. This
last study seems feasible in the shorter term since it would consist of changing the synchrotron
power of Eq. (2.36) by a, for instance, an Inverse Compton Scattering power. Preliminary checks
and updates have been already performed in our code to include other energy losses.

Besides model-independent dark matter studies, we also paid special attention to Brane-World
dark matter in the context of extra-dimensional theories. Obviously, the conclusions in the stud-
ies both for branons and model-independent coincide. However, in the former, we constrained
the branon parameter space {M, f }. In the first place, we proposed a set of χ2 minima in the
cosmic-ray analysis that would correspond to different branon candidates. Suitable masses to fit
the positron fraction with branons range from ∼ 30 to ∼ 70 TeV according to the studies in Fig.
3.9 but also Fig. 3.11 considering the annihilation channels. Indeed, in Section 3.5, we propose a
specific candidate. However, taking into account the latest AMS data, such a candidate would be
highly disfavoured. Furthermore, concerning the {M, f } constraints, we observe the difficulty
of excluding tensions f values (Fig. 4.5), essentially due to the high suppression of the coupling
with such a tension. For such branon candidates, we have in mind improving the constraints
studying the behaviour of the dark matter halo around black holes, but also studying the Milky
Way. For the former, according to Eq. (5.12), the dark matter halo spike around a black hole
would increase with the inverse of the thermally averaged cross section, and thus would be
proportional to the tension of the brane. The suppression of the tension in the emission (see, for
example, the dependence of the different signatures with the thermally averaged cross section in
Section 2.5.1 and the branon cross section in Eq. 1.39) would be compensated by the contraction
of the halo around the black hole. Second, the SKA1 sensitivity would allow us to constrain TeV
DM candidates around the Galactic plane (see Fig.4.9 for model-independent DM).

Getting back to the question of whether dark matter is a falsifiable hypothesis, maybe one
possibility would be combining particle dark matter searches with alternative experiments in
which only the gravitational information is involved. This would allow us to determine the dark
matter features in a more unambiguous way. In this regard, throughout this research, some
interesting lines of reasoning emerged to be followed in the future, essentially, based on finding
distinct astrophysical environments to those usually considered in dark matter indirect searches.
Fundamentally, according to the discussion above in this section, we would suggest studies
focusing on the dark matter halo around massive objects, such as pulsars or black holes. For
example, in order to perform such a study, the maps obtained in Fig. 4.2 could be computed
again changing the dark matter halo by a contracted dark matter halo, as in Section 5.5.1 b).
Moreover, it would be possible to perform a study about the gravitational lensing effects by
analysing the synchrotron specific intensity in a curved space-time. In order to do this, the ray
tracing and the radiative transfer schemes used in Ref. [407] could be included in our maps of
Fig. 4.2. This study could be relevant in view of the latest results of the Event Horizon Telescope
[413] that measured the radio emission of M87 and would also release information about Sgr
A* at the centre of the Milky Way in the following years. Furthermore, considering that the
geometry of the emission slightly changes with the annihilation channel, according to our study
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(see Fig. 5.6), it would be interesting to understand whether some of this spatial dependence is
accentuated in the surrounding of a black hole.

Furthermore, there also exists the possibility of combining indirect dark matter searches around
massive objects with a detailed study of gravitational-wave signals in their merging. Indeed, the
gravitational wave could be distorted by the presence of dark matter halos leaving, for example,
dephasing effects in the gravitational wave (for other signals see, for example, [414]). This
analysis together with the indirect detection counterpart could be crucial in the determination
of dark matter features. In addition, in this astrophysical framework other possibilities can be
also considered. Indeed, the merging of a neutron star and a black hole has been investigated to
constrain axion dark matter [415] (as seen in Section 1.4.1 c)). The pulsar magnetosphere would
convert axion dark matter into photons in the dark matter halo surrounding the black hole. This
specific case could be also generalised for annihilating dark matter whose synchrotron emission
would be enhanced by the pulsar high magnetic field and the black hole spike. In Sections 5.3
and 5.13, we delineated the high dependence of the radio emission both with the magnetic field
and the presence of a black hole, respectively.

In addition, supplementary studies to dark matter indirect searches are also possible in Cosmol-
ogy. The line of reasoning we have begun to investigate is the study of cosmological caustics.
The latter are hypersurfaces defined by points in which the Jacobian between the Euler space
and the Lagrangian space of dark matter, treated as a fluid, is zero. These hypersurfaces would
indicate those regions in which the density of dark matter is high (infinity for dark matter with
nearly zero velocity), and thus, annihilating dark matter signals would be expected [416]. With
this purpose, the Zeldovich approximation is being considered. This study would allow us to
cross-correlate annihilating dark matter signals with all-sky surveys. Preliminary results for
simple models have been obtained.

In conclusion, dark matter indirect detection proves to be a powerful tool that would allow us
to search for dark matter with masses at the GeV scale but also a few TeV. Indeed, according
to our study, the explanation of the positron fraction could be in terms of a 1-2 TeV dark
matter candidate whose existence may be tested by the SKA1. Furthermore, heavy dark matter
candidates of around tens TeV could be studied in some specific targets as either black holes or
centres of galaxies as the Milky Way. Also, with the addition of new technology, the progression
to SKA2 will start gradually, allowing us to study such heavy candidates. Finally, dark matter
indirect searches in radio frequencies could be extended to other frequencies and be combined
with studies of lensing and gravitational waves in massive compact objects merging, providing
more specific information about the nature of dark matter.
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